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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASHINGTON
LOWER PAYETTE DITCH COMPANY, a
ditch company existing under the laws of the
State ofldaho,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT I. AND MARGARET HARVEY,
Defendants.

___________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2009-01803

ANSWER

COMES NOW, ROBERT AND MARGARET HARVEY, by and through their

attorneys at Walker Law Office, and answers Plaintiffs' complaint as follows:
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
1.

Defendants deny each and every allegation in said complaint not herein
specifically admitted.

2.

Plaintiff fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.

3.

Plaintiffs claims are barred by the doctrine of assumption of risk.
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4.

Plaintiffs claims are barred by the doctrines of negligence and/or contributory
negligence by Plaintiff.

5.

Plaintiffs claims are barred by the doctrines oflaches, estopple and waiver.

6.

The relief sought by Plaintiff would violate the U.S. and Idaho Constitutions as an
unlawful and unconstitutional taking of property without just compensation.

7.

The relief sought by Plaintiff would be an unconstitutional constructive taking of
the appurtenant real property.
PARTIES

8.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs I and II of the complaint.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

9.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph III of the complaint.

10. Defendants admit that they own real property in Washington County, Idaho;
however, Defendants deny the remainder of the allegations in paragraph IV of the
complaint.
11. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph V of the complaint.
GENERAL FACTS

12. In response to paragraph VI of the complaint, Defendants admit that they now
own property that was at one time owned by the Jim Cahill; however, defendants
lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
remaining allegations in said paragraph therefore Defendants deny such
allegations.
13. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph VII of the complaint; however,
Defendants affirmatively state that the water pumped by Defendants from the
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Lower Payette Ditch is pursuant to Defendants' constitutionally protected water
rights and the water pumped by Defendants from the Lower Payette Ditch has
been utilized exclusively on land appurtenant to said water rights.
14.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph VIII of the complaint.

15.

Defendants admit that the Lower Payette Ditch was initially constructed in or
about 1882, Defendants deny the remainder of the allegations in paragraph IX of
the complaint.

16. Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph X of the complaint.
17. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph XI of the complaint.
18. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph XII of the complaint.
19. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph XIII of the complaint.
20.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph VIX of the complaint; however,
Defendants deny any inference that the events referenced in paragraph VIX where
in any way caused by Defendants.

21.

Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph XV of the complaint.

22. Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph XVI of the complaint.
23. In response to paragraphs XVII and XVIII of the complaint, Defendants
affirmatively state that at the time of trial in the Knudson v. Lower Payette Ditch
Company proceedings Defendants were not a party to said litigation, did not
appear as a party at trial, and were not represented by legal counsel at said trial.
Defendants admit that Robert Harvey testified as a witness at said trial.
Defendants admit that prior to the trial in said litigation Defendants entered into a
settlement agreement with Knudson and that Defendants were dismissed from the
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litigation. Further, Defen,,aLr;;

2::,.:· :aatively , ,::re tr.at, whereas Defendants were

not a party at the trial of the 1}mdson litigatiun and did not have the opportunity
to defend allegations made against them by the Lower Payette Ditch Company or
otherwise present evidence to defend themselves, such proceedings are not
binding upon or applicable to Defendants and therefore Defendants deny all
allegations in these paragraphs relating to these Defendants.
24.

Defendants lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the
truth of the allegations made in paragraph XIX of the complaint; therefore,
Defendants deny the same.

25.

In response to paragraphs XX, XX.I and XX.II of the complaint, Defendants admit
to receiving a letter from Plaintiff but Defendants deny the remainder of the
allegations in said paragraphs. Defendants affirmatively state that the contents of
said letter from Plaintiff do not give rise to a right by Plaintiff or otherwise
authorize Plaintiff to unilaterally take away Defendants' water rights for 220 acres
of property. Defendants assert that the taking of or interference with said water
rights would cause substantial damage to Defendants.

26.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs XXIII, XX.IV, XXV and XXVI of
the complaint.
COUNT ONE-DECLARATORY JUDGMENT

27.

Defendants answer paragraph XXVII of the complaint by repeating and realleging
the responses in paragraphs 1 through 25 above.

28.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph XXVIII.
COUNT TWO-PRELIMINARY AND PERMANENT INJUCTION
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29.

Defendants answer paragraph XXIX of the complaint by repeating and realleging
the responses in paragraphs 1 through 27 above.

30.

Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph XXX of the complaint. Defendants
affirmatively state that Defendants were not a party to the Knudson action at the
time of trial and were not subject to the jury verdict or the judgment entered in
that case.

Accordingly, the facts, verdict and judgment adduced from the

Knudson litigation have no binding effect upon Defendants.

CLAIM FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Defendants pray for judgment against Plaintiff as follows:

1.

That Plaintiffs claims be denied and that Plaintiff take nothing by way of
the complaint;

2.

That Defendants' constitutional held property rights be recognized and
preserved;

3.

That pursuant to Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and Idaho
Code §§ 12-120 and 12-121, Defendants be awarded their costs and
attorney fees incurred in defending this action;

4.

That Defendants be awarded such other and further relief as is just and
equitable under the circumstances.

DATED t h i s ~ day of April, 2009.

Juds6n W. Tolman
W~lker Law Office
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I DO HEREBY certify that on the -~.:.~ay of April 2009, I caused to be served on
the following a true and correct copy of thTforegoing document by the method indicated
below:

Albert P. Barker
Shelley M. Davis
BARKER, ROSHOLT & SIMPSON, LLP
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102
P.O.Box 2139
Boise ID 83701-2139
Fax: (208) 344-6034

D
D
0
'[ll
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By
By
By
By

U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
Overnight Mail

Hand
Facsimile 344-6034

Delton L. Walker, ISB No.5839
Lary C. Walker, ISB No. 1303
Walker Law Offices
232 E. Main Street
Post Office Box 828
Weiser, Idaho 83 672
Telephone: (208) 414-0390
Facsimile: (208) 414-0404
Attorney for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASHINGTON

LOWER PAYETTE DITCH COMPANY,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT HARVEY and MARGARET
HARVEY
Defendants.

___________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV 2009-1803

OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

COME NOW Defendants, ROBERT HARVEY and MARGARET HARVEY, by and
through their attorney of record, Walker Law Office, and hereby objects to Plaintiffs Motion for
Preliminary Injunction.
The basis for this Objection is as follows:
1.

Plaintiff claims that the evidence adduced at the trial of Knudson v. Lower Payeite

Ditch Company, a Washington County jury trial, established the controlling law and legal
conclusion that Defendants irrigation will cause irreparable harm. However, Defendant was not
involved in the trial and holding that such trial is controlling or binding is a violation of the due
process rights of Defendants.
2.

Plaintiff is not entitled to the equitable remedy provided by a preliminary injunction

because there is an adequate legal remedy available in that future damages, if any, could be easily
determined.
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3.

If a preliminary injunction were ordered stopping Defendants from watering their

crops, great harm would be caused to Defendants, and since water rights are a real property under
Idaho law, Idaho Code § 55-101, they can be protected as such. Shutting off Defendants water
would therefore amount to a taking of his property without just compensation.
Defendant hereby explicitly reserves to right to present orally all other factual and legal
grounds for this Objection at the time of hearing in this matter, including but not limited to oral
testimony from an expert, on the basis that there is insufficient time to obtain written expert
opinions.
DATED this . ~

day of April, 2009.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I DO HEREBY certify that on the_ day of April, 2009, I caused to be served on the
following a true and correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below:

Albert Barker
Attorney for Plaintiff
PO Box 2139
Boise, ID 83701

D
D
D

CB-'"

By U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
By Overnight Mail
By Hand
By Facsimile 344-6034
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Lary C. Walker, ISB No. 1303
Delton L. Walker, ISB No. 5839
Judson W. Tolman, ISB No. 7466
S. Fred Wheeler, ISB No. 5063
Walker Law Offices
232 East Main Street
Post Office Box 828
Weiser, Idaho 83672
Telephone: (208) 414-0390
Facsimile: (208) 414-0404

:~R:T~N~~ct~~ M?
Clerk District Court

~

Attorneys for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASHINGTON

LOWER PAYETTE DITCH COMPANY, a
ditch company existing under the laws of the
State of Idaho,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT I. AND MARGARET HARVEY,
Defendants.

___________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2009-01803

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT I. HARVEY
IN OPPOSITION TO INJUCTION

I, ROBERT HARVEY, being first duly sworn depose and say that the facts
hereinafter set forth are true and correct to the best of my knowledge:
1.
My wife and I purchased several hundred acres of farm ground from Jim Cahill in
1987 (the "Property"). This Property consisted of 220 acres of irrigated farmland located
to the east and over the top of the hill above the Lower Payette Irrigation District (the
"District") canal and several acres of irrigated farmland below the canal.
2.
I purchased the Property as an irrigated farm which had been financed through a
financial institution that apparently had repossessed the Property from Mr. Cahill and
then sold the same to my wife and me.
3.
I was advised at the time of sale, and I independently determined from my
investigation, that there were water rights associated with the Property which the
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financial institution had held as part of the collateral from Mr. Cahill consisting of 155
shares in the District. These shares represented the water available to irrigate two acres
of land per share for a total of 310 acres of irrigated land as part of the purchase of our
Property.
4.
While I had no prior knowledge of any problems with the Property, shortly after I
purchased the Property and before I even started irrigating in the spring of the first year
after I purchased the property, the road going to that part of my Property above the hill
slid down slope causing it to be rough and uneven with cracks appearing in the road
surface. I hired equipment to repair and reestablish my road.
5.
Also a few years after I purchased the Property, I experienced problems with the
mainline carrying water from the canal up to my Property over the ridge as the sliding of
the slope caused damage to this mainline going from the pumps in the canal up the hill to
my property.
6.
Because of this problem with the mainline I was forced in 1998 to rebuild the
mainline in a different location going almost straight up the hill. Since I reconstructed
this mainline, I have not experienced any difficulties or problems with my water system
other than normal maintenance and repairs.
7.
The part ofmy Property located above the canal and over the ridge has been
irrigated by two 125 hp electrical motors with pumps which lift the water to the crest of
the hill for irrigating the 220 acres over the top of the hill. After the water is pumped
over the ridge the irrigated land slopes away from the ridge to the east and north so that
any surface water, or water from draining the mainline, flows and drains to the north
away from the top of the ridge for approximately three quarters of a mile.
8.
After the water is pumped to the top of the ridge in the mainline, there are 11
quarter mile rolling lines with sprinkler heads installed 40 foot apart on each of these 11
lines. My practice has been to change these lines once each 24 hours; therefore, it takes
me approximately 10 to 11 days for each time I irrigate the entire 220 acres located over
the ridge.
9.
When I first began irrigating the 220 acres I also purchased and replaced each
nozzle on the sprinkler system with a new state-of-the-art nozzle design to equalize the
flow from each nozzle so that, whether that nozzle was located at the lowest portion of
the sprinkler line or the highest elevation, the amount of water per nozzle and coverage
would be the same. Each nozzle is designed to put out approximately 5-6 gallons per
minute. This type of nozzle has been used since I purchased the property.
10.
Through the years I have worked closely with the U.S. Department of Agriculture
in Weiser, Idaho, in order to achieve the most efficient irrigating practices using the water
pumped to the top of the hill. The most expensive cost that I have in farming the
Property is pumping water to this 220 acres over the crest of the hill; therefore, in an
effort to control this cost I have sought and used the advise of the Department of
Agriculture as to the amount of water needed, without excess, for my crops on the 220
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acres considering the crop and the type of soil of the Property. I have worked hard to use
my sprinkler system consistent with the advice received from the Department of
Agriculture.
11.
Over the years I have planted the entire 220 acres in wheat and alfalfa. Planting
first in wheat and then in alfalfa is a common practice used to start alfalfa. The wheat is
planted and harvested for one year. The alfalfa is then irrigated and harvested for four
years, its maximum effective productive life, then planted back in wheat for a year. This
rotation has been repeated in all the years I have owned the Property.
12.
When I first purchased the Property, there was a natural spring just below the
irrigation District's canal which ran a reasonable stream of water causing a wet area in
which weeds and rose bushes had grown up. While I don't recall the dates, it was shortly
after I purchased the Property that the canal broke just above this spring and the District
approached me about getting some dirt from the upper side of the canal to fix this break.
At the time of this break in the canal I was not aware of any significant slide
13.
problems and therefore I allowed the District to take dirt from above the ditch. The
District moved what I would estimate to be several hundred tons of dirt across the canal
to enlarge and strengthen the bank below the canal.
14.
A few years later the canal broke again, at a different location, and the District
requested that I allow them to remove dirt from above the canal, which I did. When the
District again removed a large amount of dirt from above the canal I became concerned
and objected because the District had dug into the hill above the canal. I was concerned
that by digging into the bank so much the District would destroy the integrity of the slope
and possibly cause greater problems. At that time, I told the District representative that I
didn't think I was wise to move any more dirt from above the canal as it would potentially
cause problems.
15.
As a result ofmy objections to their moving more dirt from above the canal, the
District filed a court action resulting in the court allowing the District a right-of-way
through my Property so that the District could, and in fact did, move more dirt from
above the canal to below the canal. The court required that they compensate me for this
taking of a portion ofmy Property.
16.
Following this court order, the District moved a substantial amount of additional
dirt from above the canal and built an extended area below the canal in an effort to stop
the sliding problems. Thereafter a new leak at a different location occurred, very close to
the house of an adjoining land owner, Rex Dean Knudson. Mr. Knudson's house was
later destroyed by a slide and Mr. Knudson initiated litigation against the District, me and
my wife as co-defendants with Knutson as the plaintiff.
At no time during any of these repairs and reconstructions of the canal mentioned
17.
above, did I ever observe any compaction equipment used by the District or its
contractors to compact the ditch area where they either repaired the canal or installed a
new segment to the canal.
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18.
Over the years I have also observed the District install gunite cement in the canal
bottom and sides to prevent seepage and when that didn't work the District installed a
rubber lining in the canal because the canal continued seep and soften its base.
In recent years, I observed the District dig a lengthy trench just below the canal,
19.
approximately 15 feet deep, which filled with water. The District has also incorporated
bentonite in the water which is often used to seal off seepage from the canal.
I observed that after the District incorporated the bentonite in an effort to seal the canal,
the trench dug below the canal was still remained filled with water. In the years after the
bentonite was put into the canal, the District would clean the ditch with a backhoe which
in my experience would disturb the bentonite and potentially cause further leaks.
20.
I also understand that District representatives met with Idaho's governor who, at
the District's request, declared the slide area to be a natural disaster. At and around the
time the District met with the governor, the District never advised me that my irrigation
practices were in any way inappropriate.
21.
I have farmed all of my life and in my experience the use of irrigation through
sprinkler systems are the most efficient and effective water conservative methods to
irrigate this kind ofland with the type of crops I raise.
22.
Over the last few years the District has pointed the finger at me and my irrigation
practices as the cause of the land slides so I have taken several steps to ensure that no
irrigation water comes back over the top of the hill. In 1996 or 1997, I along with others
observed some water running down my road and into a crack in the hill caused by slides.
To my knowledge that only happened on one occasion and I took steps to move my
sprinkler system further away from the hill and I also built an elevated service road along
the ridge at the location my entrance road comes over the top of the hill so that this
problem would not occur again. Since I made these changes I have not observed any
water running down over the hill. I have set my sprinklers so that no part of the water
sprinkled from my system is even close to the top ridge of the hill. I have shortened and
removed nozzles from the sprinkler lines in any area that is even close to the ridge.
23.
During the litigation with Mr. Knudson, I was represented by my insurance
company and its attorney. Mr. Knudson's claim against me was settled some time before
the trial occurred. After settling with Mr. Knudson it was my understanding that I was no
longer a party to the litigation and that it was no longer necessary to defend myself from
Mr. Knudson's claims. Because I was no longer a party to the litigation, I did not have
the opportunity to present evidence or defend myself at the trial when the District made
allegations that my irrigation practices were, at least in part, the cause of the land slide
that destroyed Mr. Knudson's house. In the litigation which proceeded against the
District I was called by Mr. Knudson's attorney only as a witness.
24.
Prior to the litigation with Mr. Knudson, I was not aware of any engineering or
scientific studies done on or in the area of my Property to determine whether any part of
my irrigation practices may be causing problems to the canal.
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25.
I have not observed or been advised by my a hired farm hand that my water
system has been misused in any way that would cause excess water to be put on the 220
acres or in the area of the slide. As stated above, based on my observation, all water
applied to the 220 acres of my Property located over the ridge flows away from the ridge.
26.
The water and run off in my livestock corrals above the slide area run away from
the slide area and not into it. To my knowledge, I have taken all steps reasonable so that
my irrigation and cattle feeding practices do not aggravate the problems in the slide area.
27.
Recently, I have retained a geotechnical engineer who has significant experience
in this area of slide problems in order to determine whether my irrigation practices have
contributed to the slide problem. It is my intent to take appropriate remedial actions
should the engineer conclude that my irrigation practices adversely effect the slide area.
28.
I have also contacted Idaho Power, with the installation of a flow meter and tests
of electrical efficiency, to determining the overall efficiency of my pumping and
irrigation system. I understand Idaho Power is experienced in this area and can
determine, with a high degree of accuracy, the efficiency ofmy entire system. Idaho
Power's written report is attached as Exhibit A to this affidavit.
29.
On the 220 acres ofland located over the ridge, I harvest approximately five tons
of hay per acre for a total of 1,100 tons of hay per year. I feed this hay to my cattle and
would otherwise have to purchase hay for my cattle. To buy this hay for my cattle would
cost me $148,500.00 per year at the current market rate of$ 135 per ton.
Further the affiant saith not.
Dated this / q-.V"-. day of May, 2009.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this / q+\ day of May, 2009.

Residing at W.e ~s Q.("
My Commission Expires 1/
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I DO HEREBY certify that on the ti_ day of May, 2009, I caused to be served on
the following a true and correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated
below:

Albert P. Barker
Shelley M. Davis
PO Box 2139
Boise, ID 83701

D
D
D
f,l1
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By U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
By Overnight Mail
By Hand
By Facsimile 344-6034

EXHIBIT A
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IDAHO

POWER~
An IDACORP Company

CORTNEY FORSBERG
AGRICULTIJRAL REPRESENTATIVE
(208) 642-6546

1550 SO, MAIN ST
PA YETfE, IDAHO 83661

May 8, 2009
Robert I Harvey
1 772 Cahill Rd
Weiser, Id 83672

Subject: Pump Test Results
Dear Bob,

As requested, I am providing a copy of the results from the pump test performed on May 7, 2009
at pump# 10N05W2506. Flows, pressures and efficiencies of each pump were obtained as a
result of the performed test.
You can review the attached results of the test at your convenience. I have included a five year
power usage history for your reference as well. lf you should have any questions please feel free
to contact me at the number above.

Thank You,

Cortney Forsb
Idaho Power Company

000237

Idaho Power Company Pump Test Results
An IOACORP Company

Participant Information
Name
Robert I Harvey
Str Address
1772 Cahill Rd
City, State ZIP
Weiser, ID 83672
Contact
System Information
10N05W2506
IPCo Location # of Service
Acres Irrigated from this Location

-----------

System Description

Date:

Teleph# 208-642-341 O
Cell# _2_0_8_-8_8_0_-7-3-74 - - - - Ag Rep _C_o_rt_n_e~y_F_o_rs_b_e~rg_ _ __

2 parallel pumps pumping to wheel lines at higher elevation

Pump #1

Pump #2

South Pump at normal

North pump at normal

conditions

conditions

Pumping Water Level:

6 ft

6 ft

Estimated Friction Loss from Water to Gauge:

3 ft

3ft

Pressured Measured on Gauge:

305 ft / 132 psi

305 ft/ 132 psi

Total Head on Pump:

311 ft/ 135 psi

311 ft / 135 psi

986

1095

102.3 kW/ 137 EHP

107.6 kW/ 144 EHP

109.6%

115.3%

77.4 WHP

86WHP

56.5%

59.6%

Flow Measurement:
Input Power measured:
% Motor Load at Nameplate Efficiency
Calculated Water Hp at Flow & Head Measured:

Pumping plant Efficiency (wire to water):
Notes:

May 7, 2009

Total pumping plant efficiency is calculated to be 57%. Operating under the same conditions pump #1
would have had an overall efficiency of 71 % when it was new. Operating under the same conditions pump
#2 would have had an overall efficiency of 74% when it was new. Total efficiency loss do to wear of
pump/motor components is calculated to be approx. 15%.
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Name:
Phone:
Meter:
Address:
Usage

1/1/2009
12/1/2008
11/1/2008
10/1/2008
9/1/2008
8/1/2008
7/1/2008
6/1/2008
5/1/2008
4/1/2008
3/1/2008
2/1/2008
1/1/2008

ROBERT I HARVEY

2086423410
5627351
-------10N05W2506/WEISER,ID
kW

Days

Read Date

12/30/2008
11/28/2008
10/28/2008
9/26/2008
8/27/2008
7/29/2008
6/27/2008
5/29/2008
4/29/2008
3/31/2008
2/28/2008
1/30/2008
12/31/2007

32
31
32
30
29
32
29
30
29
32
29
30
32

12/1/2007
11/1/2007
10/1/2007
9/1/2007
8/1/2007
7/1/2007
6/1/2007
5/1/2007
4/1/2007
3/1/2007
2/1/2007
1/1/2007

11/29/2007
10/29/2007
9/27/2007
8/28/2007
7/30/2007
6/28/2007
5/30/2007
4/30/2007
3/30/2007
2/28/2007
1/30/2007
12/29/2006

31
32
30
29
32
29
30
31
30
29
32
30

12/1/2006
11/1/2006
10/1/2006
9/1/2006
8/1/2006
7/1/2006
6/1/2006
5/1/2006
4/1/2006
3/1/2006
2/1/2006
1/1/2006

11/29/2006
10/27/2006
9/27/2006
8/28/2006
7/28/2006
6/28/2006
5/30/2006
4/28/2006
3/30/2006
2/28/2006
1/27/2006
12/28/2005

33
30
30
31
30
29
32
29
30
32
30
30

000299

kWh

3
3
1
222
221
217
218
3
218
3
3
3
3
219
3
3
2
218
219
221
226
3
2
0
0
2
221
2
2
227
224
225
215
110
6
0
0
2
2
222

HP

HRS

240
200
200
59480
268
56720
257
49040
226
65160
299
240
55800
256
240
240
240
'·,
240
286200
1307
240 ·
280
240
101720 · 467
76440 '349
42960 ',' 194
242
54680
:
160
840
:
0
0
1040
1248
275800
1320
1200
37280
164
60360 ~ 6 9 61840
275
28440
132
1480
13
3640
0
0
1200
1160
189400
853
'

'

297
296
291
292
292

293

292
293
296
303

'

·296

304

·--soo-302
288
147

297

Usage

12/1/2005
11/1/2005
10/1/2005
9/1/2005
8/1/2005
7/1/2005
6/1/2005
5/1/2005
4/1/2005
3/1/2005
2/1/2005
1/1/2005
12/1/2004
11/1/2004
10/1/2004
9/1/2004
8/1/2004
7/1/2004
6/1/2004
5/1/2004
4/1/2004
3/1/2004
2/1/2004
1/1/2004

Read Date

kW

Days

11/28/2005
10/27/2005
9/27/2005
8/26/2005
7/28/2005
6/28/2005
5/27/2005
4/28/2005
3/30/2005
2/28/2005
1/27/2005
12/28/2004
11/26/2004
10/27/2004
9/27/2004
8/26/2004
7/28/2004
6/28/2004
5/27/2004
4/28/2004
3/30/2004
2/27/2004
1/28/2004
12/29/2003

32
30
32
29
30
32
29
29
30
32
30
32
30
30
32
29
30
32
29
29
32
30
30
31
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kWh

2
2
226
218
216
217
0

HP

HRS

1160
1160
94160
417
75000
344
48560
225
13600
63
0
200
280
360
440
240
231320
1056
360
440
,.
480;
440 . •.

303
292
289
291

2
2
2
2
2
219
2
.·
2
2
2
.,.
, .,'r','.·.··
,.440,
2
223 54640 .,,, 245
224 47560
4760' 41.
115
:
2
1280
0
0
....
0
0
: ·:·
2
320
223 106960
480

212

I

2o'J
J.J

299
300

154

299

Albert P. Barker, ISB #2867
Shelley M. Davis, ISB #6788
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102
P.O. Box 2139
Boise, ID 83701-2139
Telephone: (208) 336-0700
Facsimile: (208) 344-6034

fl'lled

'111rttt

SHARON WIDNER

Attorneys for Plaintiff Lower Payette Ditch Company

J~!)ft,

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASHINGTON
)

)
)
)
Case No. CV 2009-01803

)

Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)

V.

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF
SHELLEY M. DA VIS IN
SUPPORT OF SUPPLEMENTAL
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

ROBERT I. AND MARGARET HARVEY, )
)

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)

)
) ss.
)

SHELLEY M. DA VIS, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1. I am an attorney in the firm Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP providing legal
representation to Plaintiff Lower Payette Ditch Company in the above captioned matter. I am
over the age of 18 and have knowledge of the documents and legal proceedings pertinent to this
matter, and I make this affidavit based upon personal knowledge.
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF SHELLEY M.
DAVIS IN SUPPORT OF SUPPLEMENTAL
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION
1

000301.

P.

lvt

~;:uz~

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

LOWERPAYETTEDITCHCOMPANY,
a ditch company existing under the laws of
the State of Idaho,

(J

=14/ .J..M C/

2. Attached hereto as Exhibit X are a true and correct copies of the Adjudication Claim
Reports for water right nos. 2-10205 and 2-7353 received from the records of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources.
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit Y is a true and correct copy of a report titled "Hagerman
Fossil Beds National Monument Landslide Report" authored by Neal Farmer in 2006.
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit Z is a true and correct copy of a masters thesis titled
"Hydrostratigraphic Model for the Perched Aquifer Systems Located Near Hagerman Fossil
Beds National Monument, Idaho." Authored by Neal Farmer in 1998, and updated by Mr.
Farmer as of March, 2005.
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit AA is a true and correct copy of a report titled "Summary
of Management Actions and Decisions to Protect the Natural Resources of the Hagerman Fauna
Sites National Natural Landmark," created in January 1988.
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit BB are additional true and correct excerpts of the eposition
of Robert I. Harvey taken on June 20, 2007.
Dated this 20th day of May, 2009.
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP

Shelley M. Davis
Attorneys for Plaintiff Lower Payette Ditch Company
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ~D11\iay of May, 2009.

Notary'Public for Idaho.
Residing at:
:..IJ.--&-___/'J.-..J~
Commission Expires: ~?-----~:- vzL /. _::;;,L-/ c.}/

I

C:,./
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 20 th day of May, 2009, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF SHELLEY M. DA VIS IN
SUPPORT OF SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the
following:
Filed with the Court via Hand Delivery,
Attorneys for Defendants Harveys:
Delton L. Walker
Lary C. Walker
Waiker Law Offices
232 E. Main Street
P.O. Box 828
Weiser, ID 83672

_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
_ _ U.S. Mail, Certified
X Hand Delivered
_ _ Overnight Mail
Facsimile

/4Acs=:u.-----',

Shelley M. Davis
Attorneys for Plaintiff Lower Payette Ditch Company

SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF SHELLEY M.
DAVIS IN SUPPORT OF SUPPLEMENTAL
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION
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Water Right Report

[ Close
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Adjudication Claim Report
5/19/2009

WATER RIGHT NO. 2-10205

Owner Type
Name and Address
Current Owner STATE OF IDAHO
IDAHO WATER RESOURCE BOARD
322 E FRONT ST
PO BOX 83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
(208)287-4800
Original Owner BELL RAPIDS MUTUAL IRRIGATION CO
388 E 5900N
HAGERMAN, ID 83332
(208)8 37-6241
Priority Date: 12/16/1963
Basis: License
Status: Active

Source
Tributary
SNAKE RIVER COLUMBIA RIVER

Beneficial Use From
IRRIGATION 03/15
Total Diversion

[:

Diversion Rate Volume
5 414.85 CFS
98046AFA
414.85 CFS

Location of Point(s) of Diversion:

000305
httn://www.idwr.idaho.<J..ov/aoos/ExtSearchlRi<J..htReoortAJ.aso?BasinNumber=2&Seauenc... S/19/'.W09

Water Right Report
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IJsNAKE RIVERilswsENE Lt 211sec. I6IITownshlp 07s!IRange I3ElfT\VIN FALLS Countyl[
IRRIGATION Use:
Acre Lim.it: 24511.5

Place(s) of use: No PO Us found for this right

Conditions of Approval:

This right is limited to the irrigation of24,51 l.5 acres within the boundaries of the Bell Rapids
Mutual Irrigation Company in a single irrigation season.
Place of use described as Bell Rapids Mutual Irrigation Company service area located within
T6S, Rl 1, 12 & 13E; T7S, R12 & 13E; and T8S, R12 & 13E.
of this right with Right No. 02-7353 is limited to a total combined diversion rate of 414.85
EOI Use
cfs.
U42 Place of use does not include federal public lands.
Approval of this transfer does not preclude the opportunity for review of the validity of this
T09
:water right in the ongoing Snake River Basin Adjudication.

I. K06

2.
3.

4.

5.

Dates:
Licensed Date:
Claim Received Date:
Decreed Date:
Enlargement Use Priority Date:
Enlargement Statute Priority Date:

Other Information:
State or Federal: S
Owner Name Connector:
Water District Number:
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 0.02
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 4
Civil Case Number:
Old Case Number:
Decree Plantiff:
Decree Defendant:
S\\ran Falls Trust or Nontrust:
Swan Falls Dismissed:
OLE Act Number:
Cary Act Number:
Mitigation Plan: False
[ Close_]
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
Adjudication Recommended Right Report
5/19/2009

WATER RIGHT NO. 2-7353

Owner Type
Name and Address
Current Owner STATE OF IDAHO
IDAHO WATER RESOURCE BOARD
322 E FRONT ST
POBOX83720
BOISE, ID 83720-0098
(208)287-4800
Priority Date: 06/22/1981
Basis: License
Status: Active

Source
Tributary
SNAKE RIVER COLUMBIA RIVER

Beneficial Use From
IRRIGATION 04/01
Total Diversion

~

Diversion Rate Volume
780 AFA
1 3.3 CFS
3.3 CFS

Location of Point(s) of Diversion:

l]sNAKE RIVERIISWSENE Lt 211sec. 16IITownship 07Sl1Range 13EIITWIN FALLS County!]

Place(s) of use:

000307
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Place of Use Legal Description: IRRIGATION ELMORE County

!Rangel Section
19

Township
06S
12E

30

u u
Tract Acr~

1

NESW 40
NWNW 39

Tract Acres LJ~IAcreslLJLJL

2

SESW 36
SWNW 40

SENW 40

Total Acres: 195

Conditions of Approval:
~

~

USE OF THIS RIGHT WITH RIGHT NO. 02-10205 IS LIMITED TO A TOTAL
COMBINED DIVERSION RATE OF 414.85 CFS.
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for the definition of the
rights or for the efficient administration of the water rights as may be ultimately determined by
2. C18
the Court at a point in time no later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6),
Idaho Code.
THE USE OF WATER FOR IRRIGATION UNDER THIS RIGHT MAY BEGIN AS EARLY
AS MARCH 15 AND MAY CONTINUE TO AS LA TE AS NOVEMBER 15, PROVIDED
OTHER ELEMENTS OF THE RIGHT ARE NOT EXCEEDED. THE USE OF WATER
3. S40 BEFORE APRIL 1 AND AFTER OCTOBER 31 UNDER THIS REMARK IS
SlJBORDINATE TO ALL WATER RIGHTS HAVING NO SUBORDINATED EARLY OR
LATE IRRIGATION USE AND A PRIORITY DATE EARLIER THAN THE DATE A
PARTIAL DECREE IS ENTERED FOR THIS RIGHT.
Water shall not be diverted under this right unless the flow of the Snake River exceeds
4. 031
established downstream minimum stream flows.
1. E51

Dates:

Other Information:
State or Federal: S
Owner Name Connector:
Water District Number:
Generic Max Rate per Acre:
Generic Max Volume per Acre:
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust:
Swan Falls Dismissed:
DLE Act Number:
Cary Act Number:
Mitigation Plan: False
!Close

J
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HAGERMAN FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT
LANDSLIDE REPORT

By
Neal Fanner

**********************************************

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to provide a comprehensive overview of the NPS Landslide program
from the early 1980's when the first studies were performed through 2006 at HAFO. The
recommendations for future actions presented herein will be used to guide the HAFO program over
the next 3-5 years.
Landslides and slope stability are a major management issue at Hagerman Fossil Beds National
Monument (HAFO) located in southern Idaho. To date, 10% of the Monument's 4,400 acres is
landslide terrain. No other unit of the park service has this level of landslides per area. There have
been 12 new landslides (2 on adjacent B.L.M. property) since 1979 with numerous reactivations of
existing slides and an increase in activity since 2004. There are three landslide associations at
HAFO; 1. slope failures associated with at least three anthropogenic perched aquifer systems; 2.

slope failures associated with the Snake River/Lower Salmon Falls Reservoir corridor; 3.
prehistoric and paleo landslides. Fossils are the primary resource at HAFO, and landslides are the
principal source for adverse impacts to fossil sites. Numerous studies have been conducted since
1984 based on a strategy to develop a body of information for scientific understanding and the
development of responsive resource management actions. HAFO has a clear research mandate in
its enabling legislation with the intent to narrowly focus on fossils, but the geologic context is
equally important to understand and interpret the overall geologic story. Landslide investigations
have contributed a greater understanding of the sedimentary dynamics, subsurface architecture, and
paleo environments.
A major land use change occurred on the western plateau adjacent to the Fossil Beds in the late
1960's, which converted about 26,000 acres of BLM sagebrush desert into irrigated cropland, with
the first irrigation year of 1970. The Bell Rapids Mutual Irrigation Company has diverted water
from the Snake River every year since 1970. Pumping an average of about 45,000 acre-feet of
water 600 vertical feet in elevation into an unlined canal system typically operates March through
October.
In year 2005, Bell Rapids Mutual Irrigation Company sold their water rights to the state of Idaho,

which effectively shuts down the irrigation project. When operational, the 12 miles of unlined
canals leak significant amounts of water that annually recharge an anthropogenic or "human
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created" aquifer system, that in tum cause the landslides. The consequences from the sale of the
Bell Rapids water will have a significant impact, of historic proportions, on the landslide problem.
The dynamics of the geological and hydrological physical effects of what amounts to a dying
anthropogenic aquifer system will play over time, with a long lag delay, on the order of decades, as
saturated silt and clay sediment units, which are the landslide slippage planes, convert from wet to
dry - and transform from instability to an increased state of stability, within natural parameters.
Over time, private land owners alter their management goals and practices that result in changing
geo-physical conditions, in this case converting 26,000 acres of irrigation cropland to undefined
future uses. These large scale land use practices underscore the importance for NPS to sustain
long-term resource management strategies that will capture vital indicator data that is necessary to
maintain profiles of the key geo-physical characteristics that effect the Fossil Beds. This most
recent change in land use actually marks the beginning of an important stage for data collection,
documentation and research.
It is recommended that HAFO continue with baseline data collection, but adjust the monitoring
protocols at a reduced scale. These data sets are essential to ensure that NPS remains aware of the
status and conditions linked with the artificial aquifer system and the associated processes. The
NPS and geoscientist have a strong interest in documenting the unprecedented demise of a

hydro logic system of this magnitude with its spatial and temporal response patterns and this effect
on landslide activity.
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INTRODUCTION

Hagerman Fossil Beds National Monument (HAFO) enabling legislation clearly states that fossils
are the primary resource. Paleontological research and education/interpretation are also mandated
missions objectives.

Park goals and natural resource management programs are designed to

implement actions to ensure the long-term protection of these unique of fossil resources, in
accordance with HAFO's legal mandates. Land use change from sagebrush desert on the plateau
adjacent to Hagerman Fossil Beds NM has generated slope stability problems. In 1970, the first
agriculture irrigation season on the plateau marked the start of recharge to shallow geologic
formations which eventually activated the formation of anthropogenic perched aquifers that are the
caused of landslides and the related activity within the monument.

However, prehistoric and paleo landslides are common in the Hagerman Valley due in part to the
Snake River cutting down into the transition zone between the western and eastern Snake River
plain geologic provinces. One paleo landslide is dated older than 50,000 years based on the law of
superposition relevant to the Yahoo Clay formation. Three landslides occurred from 1950 through
1978 in the Hagerman Valley with two in the fossil bed sediments, associated with the Lower
Salmon Falls Reservoir. After 1978, 12 new landslides have occurred within or adjacent to the
monument with a frequency of about I new slide every 2 years. In 1983, a slide occurred that
spawned a series of investigations for the next 20 years. The effect from landslides is irreversible
and adverse to fossil sites and geologic strata. Although in some cases fossils can be salvaged
from a landslide, much of the associated attribute information is lost due to the displacement of the
fossils out of geologic context. Typically, the landslides are hazardous and therefore not accessible
to even salvage the fossils.
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A master's thesis started in 1996 presented a hydrogeologic conceptual model used to explain
observed historical data sets and the interaction of agricultural water with the subsurface geologic
architecture. The master's thesis set the stage for a systematic plan to implement a succession of
short term scientific tests and long-term consistent monitoring to validate the conceptual model. It
provided the foundation to interpret historical data sets, develop groundwater flow path
hypotheses, and test these hypotheses with field scale groundwater tracer test investigations that
were started in 1997.
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BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM

HAFO is located in south-central Idaho along the Snake River near the town of Hagerman, Idaho
about 90 miles southeast of Boise and 30 miles downstream of Twin Falls in the Hagerman Valley.
The Snake River roughly divides the Hagerman Valley in half. The monument is in Twin Falls
County, the current Headquarters, as well as the proposed Research Center and Museum are on the
east-side of the Snake River in Gooding County.

HAFO acquired 54 acres of new property in

1998 for the proposed Research Center and Museum. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
managed the area of the Monument within the Jarbidge Resource Area. In 1988, management of
3,974 acres was transferred from the BLM to the NPS by the Arizona-Idaho Conservation Act (PL
100-696), and included 420 acres of state land, which was transferred to NPS in 2005. Recent
boundary surveys indicate the true area of the Monument to be 4,350 acres. All of the land
transferred to the NPS in 1988 is on the west side of the Snake River near the town of Hagerman.

The NPS management of the fossil beds was established by Congress "in order to preserve for the
benefit and enjoyment of present and future generations the outstanding paleontological sites
known as the Hagerman Valley fossil sites". Enabling legislation provided specific management
direction related to surface water and water rights: " ... there are little or no water or water-related
resources that require the protection of a Federal reserved water right".

Further, the legislation was very specific regarding the intent or purposes related to existing
electrical and irrigation facilities and infrastructure: ''Nothing in this title shall affect electrical
generating and transmission and irrigation pumping and transmission facilities in existence within
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the boundaries of the monument, or the right to operate, maintain, repair, upgrade and modify such
facilities. Such facilities are hereby expressly determined to be compatible and consistent with the
purposes of this title". These statements have direct connection to Idaho Power Company facilities
and to and to the Bell Rapids Mutual L.'Tigation Company facilities v.ithin t'1e monument. NPS
management of HAFO was originally conducted from an office in Twin Falls, Idaho, whereas the
Superintendent of the monument also served as the Superintendent of City of Rocks National
Reserve. In 1990, the NPS moved into its own office in Twin Falls, and hired a Unit Manager,
who set up an office in Hagerman in spring 1991. By summer 1995, the Unit Manager position
was upgraded to Superintendent and HAFO was officially dedicated and became operational. A
General Management Plan was completed for the Monument in 1996.

In 1928 H.T. Steams a U.S. Geological Survey groundwater geologist investigating water
resources in southern Idaho, was shown some fossils by a rancher (Elmer Cook) who had picked
them up in the desert. Steams informed the Smithsonian Institution and in 1929, 1930, 1931, and
1934 excavations were conducted at the Smithsonian Horse Quarry, declared a National Natural
Landmark in 1979. The Smithsonian Horse Quarry at Hagerman Fossil Beds is considered one of
the top 6 paleontological localities in the world for understanding the fossil history of horses.
With over 200 individuals documented by collecting, starting with the initial work of the
National Museum of Natural History, the horse quarry had produced more specimens of horses
for a single species then any other known site. The horse from the quarry, Equus simplicidens, is
the earliest known species of the living horse genus, Equus, and as such serves as a major link
between ancestral horses and modem horses, donkeys and zebras. As the site that has produced
the single largest sample of this species the quarry is critical for understanding the ecology of
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this earliest ancestor of modern horses. Hagerman Horse Fossils from this location were
designated the Idaho State Fossil in 1975.

Strata at the monument are typically characterized by a series of sediments named the Idaho and
Snake River Groups. Deposition of the Idaho Group began eleven million years ago on the silicic
ldavada Volcanics. Cope (1883) identified and named these sediments "The Idaho Group" and the
body of water where these sediments collected "Lake Idaho".

The Idaho Group is composed of

seven formations identified by Malde and Powers (1962), which include the Glenns Ferry and
Tuana Formations. These Cenozoic sediments crop-out on the steep bluffs west of the Snake River
and are composed of elastic deposits inter-bedded by occasional basalt flows, silicic volcanic ash,
and basaltic pyroclastic deposits. Most of the sediments are poorly consolidated and range in
texture from clays to gravels. The age of the Glenns Ferry Formation is broadly constrained from
Pliocene to early Pleistocene, or 5 to 1.5 MA. (Malde, 1991 ). Deltaic, fluvial and flood plain
environments are the primary constituents of the Glenns Ferry Formation exposed on the bluffs of
the monument.

Land use change on the plateau west of the Monument, from sagebrush steppe to irrigated
fannland, which began in 1970, have caused the formation of perched groundwater systems, which
discharge along the bluffs within the Monument. Arroyo and gully erosion of unconsolidated
sediments along the steep, poorly vegetated slopes of the Monument has occurred in response to
the aquifer discharge on the hillsides at an abnormal rate on the order of years instead of a natural
desert environment erosion rate on the order of hundreds or thousands of years. Down-cutting by
ephemeral streams whose flow is supplemented by plateau surface overflow of irrigation water and
anthropogenic springs has resulted in slope instability problems and deposition of fine-grained
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sediment into the Lower Salmon Falls Reservoir. The Bell Rapids Mutual Irrigation Company
operates and maintains an irrigation system that pumps water 600 vertical feet from the Snake
River, and at optimal operation, irrigated some 25,000 acres. Since the late 1980's, due to the loss
of the Bell Rapids Pump Station due to a landslide, the have irrigated approximately 17,500 acres
of land on the plateau west of the Monument.

Irrigation water from the Snake River was pumped to fields west of the Monum.ent from 1970
through 2004. Approximately ten acres within the Monument are used for pumping stations,
pipelines, and an Idaho Power electrical substation. The Bell Rapids irrigation project began
during the 1960's with the transfer of public lands to private fanning interests under the Desert
Land Entry Act of 1877. The water license priority for the irrigation district was established in
1963. Construction of facilities, including the canals began in 1969, and the first irrigation season
was 1970 (Vector, 1994). The irrigation system consists of river pumps, three pipeline penstocks,
ten miles of delivery canal system, a canal transfer pump station, regulating ponds, canal lateral
line pumps, and more than 110 miles of lateral and mainline distribution pipe. This system
provided pressurized irrigation water to approximately 26,000 acres, with about 17,500 acres under
agricultural production by some 40 individual farms (Bell Rapids Mutual Irrigation District, 2006).
Since the 1980's center pivot sprinkler systems replaced hand lines and center pivot usage was
increasing in the 1990's with a peak of about 71 pivots on the project. Each pivot covers 130 acres
and purchase price in CY-2000 was $40,000 per pivot. The total acreage under active cultivation
decreased mainly from non-irrigation of pivot 'corners' (BR.MID, 2000). Each non-irrigated pivot
corner is about 7 acres for a total of 28 acres per pivot The average water delivery rate for pivots
is about 900 gallons per minute.
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Water was pumped via high-lift stations from the Lower Sahnon Falls Reservoir 600 feet up the
bluffs to the plateau and then distributed through a 12 mile unlined canal system.

When the

irrigation project began, there were two pump systems. However, a landslide destroyed the Bell
Rapids 'south' pump station and pipeline in 1987. During the 1987 irrigation season, the Fossil
Gulch canal carried larger volumes of water in response to the non-usable Bell Rapids canal so
lateral line aqueducts could transfer water to the areas previously supplied by the Bell Rapids
canal. After the 1987 season the first one-half mile of Fossil Gulch canal was realigned to
straighten it, and lined with concrete.

Water was pumped from the canal system for field

application using sprinkler system technology. Pumping season typically began in April, and
lasted approximately six months. Sugar beets, potatoes, winter wheat, beans and com were the
primary crops, with alfalfa production increasing in the last several years in response to the use of
center pivots and high demand to supply the explosion of dairies throughout the Magic Valley
region.

Total amounts of water pumped into the irrigation system averaged about 43,500 acre-feet per year
from 1988-1997, roughly four times the volume of the Lower Salmon Falls Reservoir. The first
irrigation season and recharge to the perched aquifers began in spring 1970. Perched groundwater
began to discharge on the hillsides within about l 0 years after the start of the irrigation project.
Landslides and erosion associated with the perched groundwater systems set in motion a series of
private and government agency studies addressing the hydrologic conditions within the plateau.
Results from these studies demonstrate that the irrigation system is the source of recharge to the
perched aquifers that are causing slope stability problems.
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General Groundwater Conditions
Groundwater conditions at the Monument consist of two main aquifer systems: a natural occurring
regional system and an artificial local perched system. The regional aquifer is located at roughly
the same elevation (2,800 feet) as the Snake River (Moffatt and Jones, 1984), while the perched
aquifers are located at about 3,200 feet in elevation, or 400 feet above the regional aquifer.
Research has shown the perched aquifers have developed simultaneously with irrigation operations
on the plateau west of the Monument. The hydrologic cycle for the perched aquifers consists of
four main elements: 1) recharge or input from seasonal irrigation, 2) groundwater interflow, 3)
aquifer discharge or output and 4) change in storage. There is a cyclic pattern in the hydrographs
for input, interflow and output for the system providing evidence of the close relation between each
element. Overall, long-term trends show steady state conditions between the periods of January
1997 through mid-2005. For example, groundwater levels may change daily, weekly or monthly
but on a yearly to decade basis the statistical trend would show no net increase or decrease in
overall groundwater levels.

Monitor Wells
Data collection for the perched aquifers started in 1986 when eleven monitor wells were installed
by the B.L.M.. Montgomery (1987) installed five more shallow wells, and in 1994 the N.P.S.
added six more, one in 2003 and 2004 for a total of 24 wells. Figure 1 shows the location of the
wells and Table 2 provides construction data. Currently, only 17 wells are usable or have water in
them.

The six wells constructed in 1994 are noted with the acronym NPS-# for additional

clarification. The U.S.G.S. collected water level measurements in wells from March 1986 through
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Hagerman Fossil Beds
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Figure 1. Location of monitor wells, irrigation canals and ponds.
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May 1987 and January 1992 through April 1996. NPS staff has collected monthly water level data
since April 1996.

Landslides and Perched Aquifers
Lindsey McClelland, NPS-GRD, stated that the landslide problem at the Monument is the most
significant in the entire park system (personal communication, 1999). Perched aquifers continue to
expand both horizontally and vertically in the north area. In the south area, the systems are both
decreasing at some locations and increasing at others.

This is due to an adjustment to the

groundwater system from the effects of the 1987 landslide and redesign of the irrigation system.
The 1983, 1987 and 1995 landslides in the southern Bell Rapids area have coalesced together into
one landslide complex. The 1991 slide in the northern area joined with the 1979 failure and sheds
mud/rock debris flows on a monthly basis, which buries weirs that are used to measure water from
the perched aquifer discharge zones, and re-routes existing drainages.

Figure 4 illustrates seven major 'irrigation related' landslides that have occurred in ca. 1979, 1983,
1987, 1989, 1991, 1995, and 2004. The slides are directly related to irrigation water from the
plateau surface. The volume of material displaced is approximately 2 million ft. 3 with a surface
area of more than 60 acres. The seven irrigation related landslides are not related to landslides and
mass wasting along the edge of the river. In 1987, a landslide nearly killed two Bell Rapids
Mutual Irrigation Company (BR1VITC) employees at an irrigation pump station facility along the
edge of the Snake River/Lower Salmon Falls Reservoir. The direct cost from the destruction of the
pump station and associated equipment was determined to be about 1 ½ million dollars. The
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subsequent crop loss was estimated at about ½ million dollars.

Landslides at HAFO have

destroyed, altered, endangered or im.."Tlinently threaten many types of resources including:

L Fossils.
123 fossil site field numbers at imminent risk from landslides and 31 Fossil site field
slumps. Some fossil sites produce hundreds of fossil specimens.
numbers documented as
destroyed by landslides
and slumps.
Some
fossil
sites produce
hundreds
of
fossil
specimens.
FS99-009
FS99-076
FS99-112
FS99-113
FS99-114
NC99-61
70036
FS99-128
23013
68-64
FS 02-005
FS 02-006
FS 03-037
FS 03-039
FS 03-041
FS 04-005
FS 04-053
FS 04-054
FS 04-055
FS 04-056
FS 04-060
FS 04-057
FS 04-058
FS 04-059
FS 04-062
FS 04-066
FS 04-074
SLM 04-001
95-05
70060
NC99-31

FS99-029
FS99-030
FS99-031
70040
29-64
43-64
65-65
FS99-058
FS99-059
FS99-060
FS99-064
FS99-065
NC99-54
FS99-082
FS99-086
FS99-089
FS99-090
FS99-094
47-65
FS99-099
FS99-100
FS99-101
FS99-103
FS99-104
2-6
FS99-107
FS99-108
FS99-109
FS99-110
21025
134-65

FS00-045
FS00-046
FS00-049
FS00-0618
48-64
83022
70034
FS00-126
FS00-127
FS00-128
FS00-129
FS00-130
FS00-131
FS00-132
ISC113
FS 02-007
FS 02-008
FS 02-060
FS 04-046
FS 04-047
FS 04-049
FS 04-071
FS 04-081
FS 04-083
FS 04-094
FS 04-096
FS 04-097
FS 04-098
FS 04-099
FS 04-100
FS 04-101

SBH99-48
FS99-028
19209
21014
FS99-124
FS99-145
FS99-146
70059
FS00-007
FS00-008
FS00-011
FS00-017
FS00-020
FS00-021
FS00-027
FS00-028
FS00-040
FS00-041
FS00-042
FS00-043
FS00-044
FS 04-102
FS 04-104
FS 04-105
FS 05-085
FS 05-099
FS 05-096
FS 05-091
FS 05-092
FS 05-093

86
130
82
26
341
215
145
57
22
102
4169
21022
83026
83022
70034
70065
70030
48-64
31-64
57-65
67-64
Jun-64
Jul-64
FS 05-100
FS 05-101
FS 05-102
FS 05-103
FS 05-104
FS 05-105
FS 05-106
FS 05-107

2. Archeology sites.
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19 identifiers of archeology locations within mapped landslide areas or adjacent to active slope
movement.

AMIS ID #'s 00001, 00005, 00006, 00007, 00008, 00009, 00011, 00012, 00014, 00018, 00023,
00028,00035
HAFO Field #'s HGM 95-22, HGM 95-11, 94-IF-3, 97-Al, NF-05-01, NF-00-6

3. Pump stations.
The Bell Rapids irrigation pump station destroyed in 1987 with a total economic loss of 1.5 million
dollars. The Fossil Gulch pump station is located in a landslide risk area and two new tension
fractures dilated in year 2004 on opposite sides of the station. Three pipelines are located adjacent
to a slope that is documented to be creeping.
4. Rare or threatened plant and animal species and/or habitat.
The only known location that a rare plant species (Cow Pie Buckwheat) is found on the Monument
is located directly above the 1991 and 1979 landslides as well as above a slope area that is shows
creep movement. An orchid and habitat is located adjacent to the 1987 landslide which destroyed
similar habitat along with a pump station. White Sturgeon are classified by the State of Idaho as a
species of concern and they have been identified within the Lower Salmon Falls Reservoir.
5. NPS staff.
6. Public visitors.
Signs, fencing and locked gates have been placed at certain locations to notify both public and staff
of safety concerns near landslide areas.
7. Power utilities.
Idaho Power Company has been notified of slope movement.
8. Roads.

In 1991, an existing landslide moved and displaced a road bed and the 'river' road to the Bell
Rapids pump station was closed with a locked gate and warning signs.
9. Parking Lots.
The parking lot for the Smithsonian Institution Horse Quarry is located directly above saturated
slopes that are documented to be creeping and two recent landslides that occurred in 1991 and
1979 east of the lot by
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l O. Five monitor wells and two dewatering wells are at risk to landslides with a total investment of
about $70,000.
7 wells with identifiers.

NPS-1, NPS-2, NPS-3, NPS-6, 9CCC1, 9CDC1, 17AAB1

l l. Boating obstacles/hazards and water quality impacts to the Snake River.
One landslide in April of 2005 (Fanner and Nagai, 2005) and another in January 2006 filled and
blocked a boating navigation route in the Snake River/Lower Salmon Falls Reservoir with soil and
trees as shown in figure 2.

Figure 2. April 2005 landslide filling a channel that served as a navigational route along with
sediment flowing into the Snake River (flow is from right to left),
13. Private property and one homeowner.
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In 1991, the reactivation o~ a r:.ver corridor landslide destroyed an access road which has been
closed since. In January 2004, a new sLde occurred 1,200 feet from a privately owned house. In
October 2004, the most significant reactivation of the 1991 landslide occurred with the headwall
scarp collapsing and causing secondary mud/rock debris flows that traveled half the distance to the
Fossil Gulch pump station. In 2005, a slide occurred just 50 feet from the only public access road
into the monument.

Figure 3 notes temporal distribution of landslides within and adjacent to HAFO from year 1950 to
present. The frequency of slides increases shortly after the start of irrigation on the adjacent
plateau (1970) with a short hiatus from 1998 through 2003 although there were significant
reactivations of slides during this period. The three landslides prior to 1970 are related to operation
of the Snake River/Lower Salmon Falls reservoir. Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of slides
within the Monument although others with similar association are just a few miles adjacent to
HAFO.
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Figure 3. Frequency of landslides at HAFO and planar horizontal acreage impacted.
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Figure 4. Map of landslides shown in red outlines (air photo year 2004).
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DESCRIPTIVE CHRONOLOGY OF IN\![:' ·,-1 . ATIONS l~ND HISTORY OF
LANDSLIDE EVE:t'-L'S

Land use change started on the plateau adjacent to HAFO during the late 1960's and a landmark
event occurred in 1970 when irrigation water diverted from the Snake River was applied to the
plateau formerly composed of sagebrush with some livestock grazing activities.

The first

landslide to occur that is associated with the anthropogenic aquifers happened in year 1979, only 9
years after the first irrigation season.

The short time frame illustrates the efficiency of the

hydraulic connection between the irrigation water applied to the plateau and landslides on the hill
sides. Four years later in 1983, a second landslide occurred that set off a series of studies and
actions such as the USGS in 1984 which performed a site inspection, performed tests, and
produced a report on the conditions. The Bureau of Land Management and U.S. Geological
Survey started investigations and installed 11 monitor wells and produced reports (Appendix 2)
that described hydrogeologic conditions and reported that the cause of perched aquifers and
resultant landslides were connected to the irrigation project. In 1984 a.'ld 1985, the first ca.'lal
leakage studies were implemented which provided quantified data for leaking canals (Table ) but
with a wide variation ranging from 2,850 verses 386 acre-feet of water per mile of canal.

In 1987, a large landslide destroyed one of two irrigation pump stations named 'Bell Rapids Pump
Station'. Two station employees barely escaped alive and most but not all of the pump station
equipment was retrieved and salvaged. Montgomery in 1987, conducted a third canal leakage
study showing that 586 acre-feet of water per mile is leaking from the canal. Adjacent to the
location of the 1987 landslide, a slide occurred in 1989 which destroyed some fossil sites but no
impacts to irrigation facilities or structures or people. The 1989 slide remained in-active until 16
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years later when a serie:;

01

hear1,, ...il c01lapc:e~ ;:arted in October of 2005 starting on the nonheast

side and progressively failing in sections to the southwest side of the slide. The slide remains
active as of this date. In 1991, two landslide occurred, one a~sociated with the anthropogenic
perched aquifers on the hillside and an.other along the edge of the Lower Salmon Falls Reservoir.
The 'reservoir edge' slide destroyed an access road and impacted habitat for a rare orchid that is
documented nearby. The other slide impacted natural resources, discharge massive volumes of
sediment into the Snake River and has been actively moving since 1991.

In 1992, the National Park Service convened an erosion team of 15 professionals that developed an
action plan to address the slope stability and erosion issues. Appendix 2 has the erosion teams
recommendations noted along with the list of investigation or actions. In 1992, Larry Martin with
NPS WRD implemented one of the recommended actions with a fourth canal leakage study
showing 720 acre-feet of water leaking from the first mile of canal. Jon Riedel with NOCA,
investigated the issue and produced a 1992 report on the conditions of the landslide issue. The
park service contracted with the U.S. Geological Survey in 1993 to have volumes of landslide
material computed with a value determined to be over 2 million cubic feet of displaced fossil
bearing stratigraphy. Boise State University was also contracted this same year to perform a
geophysical investigation to map the subsurface distribution and architecture of a basalt lava flow
that is the host for one of several perched aquifer systems. JUB engineers was contracted by NPS
to determine the feasibility of lining the a canal and storage pond which was determined to cost at a
minimum of $1 per square foot which equated to millions of dollars for just one 3 mile segment of
canal and one pond. There are about 10 total miles of canals and 4 storage ponds. Because of the
projected high costs that would be needed to line the entire irrigation system a new strategy
developed to determine the hypothesis of a groundwater divide located within the plateau as
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mentioned in the 1984 U.S.G.S. report. The justification was to determine if the subsurface
structure was such that the discharge to the canyon walls must directly contributing to the cause of
the landslides could be more specifically defined, thus establishing a smaller target zone for
treatment. Therefore, in 1994, six additio.1al rr10.1itor wells were installed U."lder a contract with the
U.S.G.S. by the NPS in an attempt to further define any subsurface structures and groundwater
flow pathways. Additionally in 1994, Vector Engineering was contracted by the NPS to perform a
series of geophysical investigations to map the subsurface environment connected to the monitor
wells but also extending between the wells. An independent review of Vector's report by a
professor at Boise State University in 1995 reported some series(is this series or serious) data
processing flaws for the Vector study. Apparently Vector had simply used a computer program
with default settings to process the raw data and then printed the results without taking into account
good geologic stratigraphy data from well logs, outcrop mapping and overall sedimentary
environment.

In l 995 a landslide occurred between two existing slides that created a 'complex' in the south area
of the monument by physically connecting the 1983 and 1987 landslides together. In the same
year the U.S.G.S. was contracted to produce a landslide monitoring protocol for the Monument and
Idaho State University was contracted to have a stratigraphy mapping study performed to assist
with the geologic interpretation of the sediments as recommended by the NPS "erosion team". In
1992, the National Park Service setup an 'erosion team' of 15 scientists and non-scientists to
evaluation conditions and develop recommendations and a strategy for implementation. Appendix
6 lists specific actions from the 'erosion team'.
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Up to 1996 there had been several studies and actions and data collected, but, there was not a
single document that had compiled, composed, synthesized and applied all of the existing
information collectively and in a holistic manner. A master's thesis was initiated in 1996 to
address this need and construct a conceptual hydrogeologic model to provide a framework to
understand existing data sets and newly collected data. Additional evidence was provided by the
model that supported the concept of a groundwater divide structure and recommended testing the
model for validation. Outcrop mapping and surveying of the Deer Gulch Lava flow (erosion team
recommendation) was performed on t½.e hillsides that identified a low a..'Ilplitude anticlinal structure
which creates a geologic and resultant hydrologic divide. The fold axis is interpreted to have a
northwest/southeast trend and outcrops in the NW quarter of section 10, T7S, Rl3E. Artificial
fluorescent dye groundwater tracer tests have been employed since 1997 to assist with defining the
orientation and extent of the divide structure and provide aquifer parameter information as well in
alignment with the 'erosion team's' strategy and model verification process. Three small-scale
(about 650 feet horizontal) tracer tests were successfully completed delineating groundwater flow
paths between well NPS-6 and the 1984 anthropogenic spring area, well NPS-2 and the 1991
landslide and anthropogenic springs, and well NPS-3 and the 1979 landslide and anthropogenic
springs. The wells and tracer dye discharge locations can be seen in figure 5.
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Figure 5. Wells (round symbols) and dye discharge locations at springs from groundwater tracer
tests.
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Figure 6.

Showing tracer sampling for a student learning project, fluorescent dye, and

concentration breakthrough curves (Farmer and Larsen, 2001).

Outcrop mapping and surveying showed a southerly oriented geologic dip to the basalt flow which
provides explanation for the spatial distribution of springs on the hillsides. The solid red areas are
locations where the presence of basalt has been confirmed from outcrop mapping, wells (red
circles), and seismic reflection (# lines). There is information supporting the presence of two
basalt flows deposited and in contact with each other.
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.

Figure 7.

'

1}

.

Solid red areas delineate the presence of the basalt lava flow which is a key

anthropogenic aquifer transporting water to the hillside and causing landslides.

The 'erosion team' also recommended using natural tracers to define flow paths so in 1999 the
U.S. Department of Agriculture's research station collaboratively started a study with results
published in a scientific journal. The baseline infonnation gained from the pilot scale tracer tests
for both natural and artificial tracers were used to compose and secure funding (PMlS 66503
36661) for larger scale tests that were implemented under a CESU agreement in years 2003 and
2004. Again as a recommendation from the 'erosion team', in year 2001 the geology of the canal
was investigated in detail. Every 200 feet an augered hole was drilled with a maximum depth of
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2.5 feet. This investigation ii:~entifie,1 a 400 foot-l011e :;-:.ctic'l of canal with a coarse sand base and
no caliche cementation that is believed to be one section of high leakage rate.

Due to the number of recent slope failure events and other needs, high resolution controlled air
photos were collected which also made use of 60 control point bench marks surveyed in by the
B.L.M. cadastral unit under contract by the NPS. The air photos provided the foundation for
generating accurate contour lines at a 5-foot interval which is also used by paleontology staff to
properly locate fossil specimens and photogrammetric analysis.

In 2003, based on

recommendations from the 'erosion team', 1984 and 1995 U.S.G.S. reports with an overall strategy
of filling in gaps within a monitoring system network, one new well was drilled with a specific
design to facilitate further investigations.

The well also provided a dual role by providing for

larger scale tracer tests to be conducted that is documented in a 2005 thesis report.

To assist with the slope stability issue and in partnership with HAFO, The Japan Landslide
Society, (JLS) was contacted and a representative inspected site conditions in year 2003. The
Japan Landslide Society was established in 1963 and this is the only one scientific society dealing
with landslides in not only in Japan, but also in the world. Main purpose of the society is
"researching and studying landslides and related phenomena, and countermeasures for preventing
such disasters, and acceptance and support funding for studying". Recently, the Japan Landslide
Society consists of ca. 2300 individual members of scientists and engineers from universities,
institutes and geologic consultant companies. Each year since 2003, teams of Japanese scientists
have inspected landslide conditions and installed slope movement monitoring equipment (in
alignment with the 'erosion team' and 1995 U.S.G.S. recommendations) with no direct costs to the
National Park Service.

An additional benefit from this international partnership is that the
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landslide problem at HAFO has been published in the JLS's international journal for three
consecutive years. Additional landslide events and other actions have taken place since 1992 that
are listed in appendix 2.

The most significant recent event is during year 2005 the Bell Rapids Irrigation project sold their
water rights to the State of Idaho and thus has not irrigated the land since October of 2004. The
plateau has had irrigation water applied to it every year starting in 1970 through year 2004.
Because irrigation water has not been pumped for the last two seasons now, yet another major
land use change is occurring; with unprecedented changes and effects to the hydrologic system.
Continued data collection and monitoring of these systems, at some level, must continue in order to
ensure that HAFO remains aware of the hydrologic characteristics and long term trends.
Additional, this information can provide invaluable scientific information about the subsurface
aquifer systems based on response patterns and relation to landslides.
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CONSULTATIONS WITH PROFESSIONALS FOR RESEARCH STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT

Appendix 3 provides a chronological summary of consultations with at least mne separate
organizations or agencies. Consultation with the US Geological Survey in 1984 started the process
of collaboration with multiple entities to achieve a better understanding of the conditions through
scoping studies, detailed research investigations, seeking funding, collection and interpretation of
data, designing implementation plans and overall strategy for dealing with the landslide issue. The
1984 USGS report started a sequence of consultations, planning and investigations for the next 22
years. USGS staff that have been consulted include: Bill Young and Deb Parlimen with Boise,
Idaho water resources office, Dr. Alan chleborad and Robert Schuster with the landslide division
office, and Dr. Jack Van Schaack with the earthquake and seismic division. These consultations
resulted in development of a water monitoring program, securing funding for a water chemistry
research project, landslide photograrnmetric analysis and development of a seismic network to
determine potential seismic triggering mechanisms from a nearby U.S. Department of Defense
bombing range.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture research station located at Kimberly, Idaho was consulted to
provide input for canal lining and future research planning. Dr. Rick Allen has provided a graduate
research student under a CESU agreement with HAFO and with NPS financial support to
investigate natural water chemistry as a tracer to assist with canal lining. Dr. Jim Entry and Neal
Farmer published a report showing the relationship between nutrients and bacteria for determining
groundwater flow paths with application to canal lining. Dr. Dave Bjornberg implemented a small
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scale canal lining test in year 2001 using a product named 'PAM'. Dr. Rick Allen has also worked
closely under a CESU agreement with HAFO to provide a student for a research project
investigating landslides along the Snake River corridor that may be linked to reservoir and power
generation operations. The Idaho Water Resources Research Institute (I\VRRI) has also been a
collaborator and party in the CESU agreements providing expertise with the previously noted
projects.

The University of Idaho has been a collaborator since 1996 from a consultation with Dr. Dale
Ralston (Hydrogeology professor) and Dr. John Bush (Geology professor) for a graduate student
thesis project that resulted in a master's thesis report providing a model of the groundwater
systems. Dr. Gary Johnson has been consulted as a collaborator for three CESU agreement studies
at HAFO and serves as a committee member for the graduate students. In 2002, Dr. Jim Osiensky
was a principal investigator for a groundwater research study under a CESU agreement using
fluorescent dyes injected into the groundwater systems to test the model developed by Dr. Ralston
and Dr. Bush.

In 1993, Idaho State University was contacted and Dr. Paul Link provided a graduate student
project funded by HAFO to map stratigraphy and analyze sediments to gain an understanding of
the ancient sedimentary environment and resultant geologic controls for groundwater systems. In
years 2003 through 2006 Dr. Jim Mahar has been consulted and has integrated civil engineering
students to visit HAFO and implemented a learning exercise for geotechnical properties related to
landslides.
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Boise State University was consulted in 1993 to provide a preliminary geophysical study with
funding from HAFO to map subsurface geologic units using magnetic and seismic surveys with a
report produced. In 1994, Dr. Michaels and Dr. Donaldson performed a seismic survey funded by
HAFO to identify the spatial distribution of a basalt lava flow aquifer system with a report
provided to HAFO. Dr. Walt Snyder was helpful for providing planning guidance with a proposed
GIS stratigraphy mapping project. Dr. Spencer Wood helped HAFO find a geology/GIS student to
assist with an air photo/GIS project to increase the accuracy of contour lines and develop a 3-D
surface model ofHAFO.

The Idaho Geological Survey has been consulted and helpful for geologic information. In 2003,
Virginia Gillerman provided support during a NPS Geologic Resources Evaluation meeting hosted
by NPS-GRD. Dr. Kurt Othberg, John Kauffman and Virginia Gillerman have been mapping
surrounding areas of HAFO to develop an updated geologic map that is in progress. Virginia has
also been consulted and provided information from IGS about radioactivity to assist HAFO with
radioactive fossils that were brought to the attention of HAFO's management by groundwater
researchers working on landslide issues.

HAFO geologist, Neal Farmer, contacted a Japan landslide research organization in 2003 to assist
HAFO with slope failure problems.

To date, ten representatives have inspected landslide

conditions at HAFO with the implementation of a research study and installation of equipment.
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The project is on-going at this time. Landslide events and conditions have been published in the
internationally distributed Japan Landslide Society journal for the past three years and preliminary
study results presented at an annual conference in 2006.

National Park Service representatives have been consulted starting in 1992 starting with the
"Erosion Team" meeting at HAFO and resultant planning report with recommendations that started
implementation in late 1992. Larry Martin in 1992, performed a canal and pond leakage test with a
report on the study as well as input on all research projects and 'on the ground' consultation. Jon
Riedel helped HAFO draft and complete its Water Resources Management Plan. Craig Dalby has
provided GIS planning for mapping goals and technical support. Bruce Heise and Sid Covington
with NPS-GRD have provided a Geologic Resources Evaluation report.

Marsha Davis has

provided continual support since 1992 with 'on the ground' consultation, project proposals,
meetings and input with Inventory and Monitoring Program planning for HAFO.
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RESULTS AND FINDINGS TO DATE

Appendix 4 provides a detailed list of results from individual landslide related studies and this
section discusses some of the highlights from the lists of results. Overall, early investigations
made observations and noted possible explanations with later studies building upon prior
information or hypothesis and designed subsequent field investigations to assist with assembling a
body of knowledge that would either support, or challenge earlier conclusions. Some flaws were
made during this process mostly due to a disregard for basic geologic principles.
For example, Vector Engineering performed a study with multiple elements under contract to the
National Park Service financial support. 'Vector' made some serious errors apparently due to a
process known as "plug-n-chug" whereby raw numerical data was input into a computer model,
then the model processed the raw data without consideration for geologic principles or sedimentary
strata evident in the local outcrop. The results for some cross-section profiles show a major
'stepped' appearance for aquifer systems. The reason this occurred is the model interconnected
three aquifers at different elevations into one aquifer by simply 'connecting the dots' of high
response values together. Some other profiles where Vector used well geologic logs to control the
computer program are reasonable in nature. Figure 8 illustrates one profile with the 'gooseneck'
structure that has no geologic foundation. It is the authors' professional opinion that the Vector
study gave the most erratic unfounded benefits compared to the relative high costs incurred by the
NPS of any of the studies since 1984. Pelton (1995), also came to this conclusion from a review of
the Vector results with the statements "Vector infers the opposite of a common characteristic for
low resistivities to be associated with low permeability."; "Field techniques and data compilation
for the misa-a-la-masse survey are probably flawed."; "Vector Engineering does not provide
complete information on the data acquisition and reduction procedures".
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identified at least four perched aquifer systems where Farmer in 1998 described three major aquifer
systems based on gross hydrostratigraphic units. The discrepancy can be accounted for a 'shift' in
geologic units from one basis to another probably due to a fault that has offset the units. Since
about year 2002 a new perched aquifer has day lighted and is currently discharging about l to 5
gallons per minute near the 'bare k..'lob' location on the east side of the Smithsonian Institution
Horse Quarry site (NE, NE, NW, section 16, T7S Rl3E) at an elevation of 3,025 feet. This is the
deepest anthropogenic perched aquifer to date and stratigraphically it lies about 50 to 75 feet in
elevation beneath layer number three of Farmers' (1998) model as described by Lorkowski in 1996
as the carbonaceous shale unit.

Four canal leakage studies have been performed with a wide variance of results ranging by an
order of magnitude. Young (1984), Worstell (1985), Montgomery (1987), Martin (1992), Vector
Engineering (1994) all conducted leakage tests with different methods and equipment and timing
thus it is difficult to compare and contrast the results but an attempt was made by Farmer in 1998.
All studies show some level of leakage from the canal and storage pond distribution system.
During a canal geology investigation by NPS staff in 1997 a 9oarse grained sand channel unit was
identified in the base of the canal with the location noted in Farmers' 1998 thesis. The sand unit is
likely leaking a large amount of water into the groundwater systems. Martin (1994) notes a result
of 7,000 gallons per day leaking from the cement lined portion of the first ¼ mile segment of the
canal.

A list of aquifer characteristics identified has helped with a strategy for mitigating the landslide
issue which include the following:
1. Recharge to the middle basalt aquifer system is primarily from water leaking from both the canal
and field application of irrigation water with undefined ratios (Farmer, 1998). This determination
is based on both physical and chemical data including a recharge pressure wave evident from
hydrographs, a groundwater table map showing a gradient and flow direction, and water chemistry
trends from Piper and Stiff diagrams that are in alignment with physical parameters.
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2. It takes approximately four months for the recharge pressure wave to travel from the recharge
area to the spring discharge zones on the hillsides (Farmer, 1998).
3. The failure slip planes for the 1991 and ca. 1979 landslides is consistent with the location of the
carbonaceous shale unit (Farmer, 1998).
4. There are two main kinds of aquifer, ones in sand bodies and others in the fractured basalt lava
flow (Lee, 1995).
5. The subsurface architecture of the basalt lava flow is nearly horizontal dipping slightly to the
south or southwest (Michaels and Donaldson, 1994).
6. Groundwater gradient of the basalt flow aquifer is 0.5% and has a southeast flow direction to the
discharge zones (Farmer, 1998).
7. Hydrophilic vegetation provides a means of tracing aquifer growth patterns to the underlying
stratigraphy and landslide slip surfaces and in every case where there has been a landslide it was
preceded by hydrophilic vegetation growth (Farmer and Nagai, 2004.)
8. Groundwater velocities in the basalt aquifer range from 7 to 16 meters per day and the basalt is a
major conduit for perched aquifer flow within the Bruneau Plateau but does not appear to exert a
direct control over the timing of landslides (Dallas, 2005).
9. Advection (horizontal movement of groundwater flow) is the controlling transport mechanism
within the basalt flow aquifer which discharges about 300 acre-feet of water per year (Dallas,
2005).
l 0. Correlations indicate that monitor well NPS-5 is closer to the source of recharge than other
wells (Dallas, 2005 and Farmer, 1998).
11. Monitor well NPS-7 is hydraulically connected to the groundwater discharging at the 1991 and
ca. 1979 landslide based on dye tracer tests (Dallas, 2005).
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If the introduction of groundwater into the perched aquifers ceases, it would take a number of years
for the seeps to dry.

During this time additional landslides will probably occur and the old

landslides will continue to grow (Riedel, 1992). The ongoing nature of the landslide problem at
HAFO strongly indicates the need for a long-term monitoring program that will provide
information needed in. efforts to manage and respond to tlie landslide hazards.

Potentially

hazardous areas within and near existing landslides are subject to large-scale slope failures
(Chleborad and Schuster, 1995) and stability along deep failure planes may not improve for some
time to come (Montgomery, 1988).
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND, STRATi:,GlC PLANS FOR THE NEXT 1 TO 3 YEARS

Unless conditions drastically change, or unanticipated circumstances develop, beginning in 2007,
the monitoring program will be significantly reduced as to frequency of readings and commitment
of ONPS and project funds to support the la.-i.dslide prognun. Clli'Tently, the most feasible strategy
appears to be to continue monitoring at the minimum level necessary to characterize long-term
trends. The landslide monitoring program will be evaluated annually and adjustments made as
necessary. No PMIS requests are currently anticipated to support any further research or
investigative activities for additional research or data collection projects. If conditions change, then
consideration for further landslide related investigations will be evaluated as required. HAFO will
continue to encourage and support landslide related investigations by the scientific community at
their initiative, on a case-by-case basis.
Appendix 8 lists historical report recommendations that have and have not been implemented.
But, some of these recommendations are no longer justified. Because conditions surrounding the
Bell Rapids and landslide issue are in a state of flux it is important for strategic plans to be flexible
enough to accommodate changes that may occur during the next three years. Obviously, with the
cease in operations of the Bell Rapids Irrigation project, lining the canal to stop leakage is no
longer necessary. Further applied research investigations related to canal leakage are not
warranted, but, scholarly scientific investigations are still reasonable given this type of land use
change is unprecedented and undocwnented. Long term baseline monitoring is recommended to
continue at the current and historical levels through at least the end of fiscal year 2006, but may
continue through calendar year 2006 with funding from NPS WRD. The HAFO superintendent
was agreeable to this recommendation during a meeting on February 8, 2006. At the end of this
period the data needs to be evaluated to determine the next period of baseline monitoring and at
what level the monitoring is needed. It is possible that a reduction to quarterly monitoring may be
sufficient. Larry Martin with the NPS-Water Resources Division also supports this approach for a
long term monitoring strategy. Regional Director, Jon Jarvis, during the Inventory and Monitoring
Conference of February 7, 2006, stated "Institutionalize long term monitoring and resource
management programs: The key to success of long term programs is often linked to the low
turnover in staff. Important long term programs should become such a part of the operation that
they are as routine as fee collection and road patrol."
Landslide monitoring should continue to occur by visual inspection of tension fractures and/or
slope movement equipment to quantify the movement. New high resolution air or satellite photos
need to be collected and used to evaluate the changes in landslide displacement volumes of recent
slides. A geohazard analysis still needs to be conducted for the safety of staff, researchers and the
public. It is recommended that a geo-engineer student accomplish this as a graduate project. If a
landslide event occurs it is highly recommended that an increase in frequency of groundwater level
data collection occur to docwnent the response patterns to the groundwater systems from the
landslides. This phenomenon has occurred twice and documented during August 1995 in well
29ACD1 and again during October 2005 in well 19ADD1. Bi-weekly measurements are optimal
for 6 months based on the response patterns of the two historical events.
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Beginning with the 2005 season, which was the first year since 1970, it has taken over 12 months
for the first confirmed responses in the groundwater system to be documented in the basalt flow
aquifer. For example, hydrographs are just starting to deviate from their 'normal' patterns or trends
that indicate the aquifers are reacting to the cessation of irrigation water leaking downward and
recharging the aquifers on an annual basis. The sand aquifers will respond much slower, on an
order of magnitude of many years to decades, and the well water levels have not responded to the
'shutdo'WTI' in a discemable way. Surface water flow rates also need to follow t.l-1e same pattern of
data collection as with the groundwater system. For the next 3 to 5 years it is recommended that
baseline physical parameters of groundwater levels and surface spring flow rates monitoring
continue at the current and historical levels of frequency of once per month, but evaluate this
strategy on an annual basis to determine if it needs adjusting. It is recommended to maintain the
same methods, equipment, and staffmg if possible to ensure a consistent and quality data
collection. Use 'Solinst' brand electrical water level measuring tape and volumetric equipment for
flow rates. Water quality monitoring is not a high priority at this time. Well 9CCCI is the only
well completed in a deeper perched aquifer system and monitoring water levels will provide
information about pore water pressure conditions within a landslide slip surface adjacent to the
1991 and ca. 1979 landslides and the Smithsonian Horse Quarry site.

It is recommended to continue to monitor the Lower Salmon Falls Reservoir pool levels using
digital pressure transducers with data loggers on an hourly frequency. This frequency is easily
viable because of advancements in technology and necessary to capture short duration drawdown
and recovery events documented from a CESU research project funded by PMIS # 36721.
Reservoir drawdown monitoring by the National Park Service would be the only data collected that
documents Idaho Power Co.' s pool operating characteristics.
Specific recommendations are as follows:
1. Secure input from the NPS Water Resources Division during all stages of decision making.
2. If the Bell Rapids irrigation project does not reactivate then continue measuring ground
water levels in all wells on a monthly basis through fiscal year 2006 and optimally through
calendar year 2006.
3. If the Bell Rapids irrigation project does not reactivate then continue measuring surface
water flow rates at four locations identified as the '1984 Spring', '1991 Landslide West
Fork Spring', '1991 Landslide East Fork Spring', and '1979 Landslide Spring' on a
monthly basis through fiscal year 2006 and optimally through calendar year 2006. Some
spring areas will actually continue to increase in size for many years because of the long
lag time between changes in recharge and its effect on the hillside spring flows and
vegetation growth, especially for 'deep' sand/silt aquifers that are below the basalt aquifer
in elevation.
4. Compile and compose the data set with a short briefing at the end of fiscal year 2006 and/or
the end of calendar year 2006 with recommendations for the next stage of monitoring.
5. Finish slope movement research study with the Japan Landslide Society with field data
collection ending in calendar year 2006 and report writing ending in year 2008. Based on
results of this study further long term slope movement monitoring may be recommended.
6. If the Bell Rapids irrigation project does reactivate then it is recommended to resume
baseline monitoring on a monthly basis for all wells and the four surface water flow
measurement sites indefinitely.
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7. Collection of aerial and terrestrial photographs to document land use changes by mapping
temporal and spatial distributions. Terrestrial photos need to be collected on a bi-yearly
basis while aerial photos with ground control every five years.
8. Revegetate landslide areas that are safe to access. Currently, only the 1983 landslide
runout is safe to access.
9. Document and report on any new landslides or significant reactivations of existing
landslides.
10. Accept scientific based recommendations from NPS WRD and monument hydrogeologist
of 10 years instead of a political based response.
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BENEFITS TO THE PARK

HAFO's primary natural resource is fossils and the number one adverse impact to this resource is
landslides. HAFO has a research mandate in its founding legislation with a focus on fossils, which
inherently includes geological research. Geology is an integral element in the u.,derstanding of ti.Lie
Monument's paleontology. From a resource management perspective, a comprehensive
understanding of geology is critical to comprehend the causes and dynamics of the landslides,
which is essential to develop and implement strategies to protect the fossils. Research and
investigations about landslides have provided the most detailed geologic information to date that
supports the paleontology program and information to present the geologic story to park visitors,
students and teachers.
There is an attraction for students by the challenging geologic and resource management problem
with the benefit of education. There has been significant student involvement with direct hands on
learning exercises on the Monument because of the landslide program at HAFO. A recent
stratigraphy mapping exercise included 23 students from Washington State University, Idaho State
University, Boise State University, University of Idaho, Montana State University, University of
Montana and University of Alaska Fairbanks. HAFO will soon have [4] master's thesis's
completed on landslides. The international significance of the Monument's landslide activity is
demonstrated by the Japan Landslide Society's funding of the majority of the costs to conduct
research into the HAFO landslide issue. The Japan Landslide Society is the only organization of
its type in the world and HAFO landslides have been showcased in the internationally published
journal for three consecutive years.

Figure 9. Dr. Jim Mahar, Dr. John Welhan and Dr. Mike McCurry from ISU and students
perfonning a landslide stratigraphy mapping project at HAFO.
Benefits to the park from landslide related studies are both direct. indirect, numerous and
significant. Some discoveries were not the target of the irutial applied research but produced
significant side benefits as a function of landslide research in the Monument. For example:

I. In 1994, a fossilized pine species tree log was found during a sedimentology and stratigraphy
mapping project by Dana Lee. Part of the goal of this research project was to assist with building a
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knowledge base about geologic conditions contr:l)J.tinJ to 1.1T'JC. ;de occurrence. The fossil log was
sent to Canada to be curated and is currently in HAFO's sterati;.
2. In 2004, because of a groundwater/landslide research study, the Monument's first in-situ (in
place) fossil Mastodon tusk was discovered while sampling a spring.

3. In 2003, because of a student landslide learning project the most complete, a.ticulated a..--..d insitu fish fossil was found by the Monument paleontologist. Fish fossils are extremely fragile and
this one would have been destroyed soon if it had not been discovered. Subsequently, Gerald
Sm"ith a fish fossil expert has offered to visit the Monument.

4. In 2003 during a groundwater tracer test research study, University of Idaho professor Osiensky,
discovered a radioactive mineral deposit within the base of a basalt lava flow.
5. In 1996, due to a landslide hydrostratigraphic model research project, the fossils in collections at
HAFO were revealed to be radioactive. Radioactivity research has been ongoing since with the
determination that 75% of fossi Is in collections are radioactive and radon levels in storage cabinets
exceeding 500 pCi/L. The associated human health concern was previously undocumented.

6. Because the Yahoo Clay formation has a zone of weakness and three landslides have occurred
within it, an investigation into thls formation helped a volunteer from New Mexico progress in a
"Welfare to Work" program.

Figure 10. Newly found radioactive deposits by hydrogeologists while investigating landslides
include fossils, basalt ash base) carbonaceous shale and radon health hazard in fosstl storage areas.
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Appendix 1
Description of Hydrology
The basalt perched aquifer in the northern Fossil Gulch Area appears to have reached a quasisteady state condition but shows a response from mid-2005 to present in some wells. Since 1986,
water levels in monitor well (9CCC1) have continued to rise by 15 feet which equates to an
increase in hydraulic pressure of 935 pounds/ft.2. The water levels in this well have not responded
to the shutdown of irrigation yet. This is the only well completed in the lower perched aquifer that
correlates to the lower rotational failure plane for the 1991 and ca. 1979 landslides. The increased
phreatic water surface and pore pressure typically reduces shear strengths and increases slope
stability problems. The aquitard for the lower system is composed of finely laminated 'paper'
shales that have very low shear strengths and are composed of expanding clays. The combination
of increased water levels and expanding low shear strength clays provides optimal conditions for
slope failures. Water levels in monitor well 29ACD1 appear to have dried up since April 1999.
This well is in the southern area where the 1987 landslide destroyed the Bell Rapids pump station.
The canal has not been used since that time.
Summary of Canal Leakage Studies
Recharge to the perched aquifers from the Bell Rapids Mutual Irrigation Company canal system
has been studied during five separate leakage investigations. These leakage estimates are
summarized in Table . The first study by Young (1984) measured flow within the Fossil Gulch
canal at two locations and then indirectly calculated the amount of water leaking from the canal
based on the difference between the two flow rates. Young (1984) reported about 1,900 acre-feet
of water leaks from the first mile of the Fossil Gulch canal per 120-day irrigation season. This
value was determined before a portion of the canal was lined with concrete in 1988. The second
study by Worstell (1985) measured the first half-mile of canal with a seepage meter that is
commonly used for such studies. His results indicate a lower leakage rate of 193 acre-feet per l 80day irrigation season. A third canal leakage study, conducted by Montgomery (1988), involved
constructing a water impoundment in the first one-half mile of Fossil Gulch canal. The calculated
leakage was 299 acre-feet per season. The fourth canal leakage study, performed by Martin
( 1992), tested three sections of the Fossil Gulch Irrigation canal and two irrigation holding ponds.
The results from his study show 360 acre-feet of water per irrigation season is lost from the first
one-half mile segment of unlined canal (Martin, 1994).
Vector Engineering, Inc. (1994) performed a fifth leakage study. This study was designed to
measure the canal flow at 500-foot intervals for the entire length and to use this flow rate data to
indirectly calculate canal leakage, similar to Young's study in 1984. The results of the Vector
study were stated as "inconclusive", but a leakage rate of 5,000 acre-feet/season (10% of the total
volume of canal water) for the entire canal system was reported. Assuming a constant leakage rate
along the canal may over or under estimate leakage because of variable geologic conditions. If
groundwater divides exist within the plateau, then water leaking from the canals on one side of a
divide may not be flowing towards the Monument. Identifying the location of these divides was
important for efficient canal lining efforts.
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Year

Researcher

1984
Young
1985
Worstell
1987 Montgomery
1992
Martin
1994 Vector Eng. I

Average
Leakage Rate
(ft./day
/first unlined
1/2mile)

Leakage Rate
(fl/day
lined section

0.8
1.45

0.015

Leakage Volume
(acre-feet/
/180 day season/
/first unlined
1/2mile)
1,425
193
293
360

Leakage Volume
(acre-feet/
/180 day season/
/first unlined mile)

Leakage
(acre-fee1/
/180 day season/
/entire system)

2,850
386

586
720
5000 ( = 10% loss)

Table 1. Estimated rates and volumes of water loss from the Fossil Gulch canal by
separate studies.
The Fossil Gulch Irrigation Pond leakage study performed by Martin (1994) indicated a water
leakage of 140 acre-feet per season, which would account for roughly 33% of the annual discharge
from the perched aquifer (Young, 1984). Groundwater level data collected in 1998 and 1999 by
park staff suggests the pond is not a significant recharge contributor to the main basalt perched
aquifer system connected to monitor well NPS-5. Although the pond is leaking, the leakage may
be located on the distant side of a groundwater divide that possibly flows toward Tuana Gulch to
the north. Tuana Gulch Creek has an estimated flow rate of about 150 to 200 g.p.m. Even if the
pond leakage is located on the Monument side of a groundwater divide, the contribution of leaking
water from the pond may be insignificant, relative to the contribution of water leaking from the
canal into the basalt aquifer system, thereby masking the effects from the pond leakage.

Overview of the Bell Rapids Area Groundwater Hydrographs
There are five monitor wells (19ADD1, 19DDA1, 29ACD1, 30AAD1, 30DM1) in the south part
of the Monument adjacent to the Bell Rapids Canal. They are located between the water filled
pond/canal segment and the plateau hill sides, where perched aquifers discharge and six landslides
have occurred. A source of recharge to these aquifers was shut off in 1987 due to a massive
landslide that destroyed the Bell Rapids hi-lift pump station, which supplied water to the canal.
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Figure 1l. Monitor well hydrographs for the Bell Rapids 'south area' 1986 to 2006.
In response, the irrigation company installed a pipeline to transfer water from the 'north area'
(Fossil Gulch Canal) to a short 1,000-foot section of the Bell Rapids canal where it then flows into
the Bell Rapids Pond. The short section of canal and pond have been filled with irrigation water
each season from 1987-2004, and represent a possible source ofrecharge to the perched aquifers in
the 'south area'.
The hydrographs for 30AAD1, 19ADD1 and 29ACD1 (Figure), exhibit a significant water level
drop in the subsequent years after the 1987 landslide. Monitor well 30AAD 1 has remained "dry"
since 1988 and 29ACD1 since 1999. But, the water levels for monitor wells 30DAA1 and
19DDA1 do not appear to have responded to the non-use of the canal after 1987. There appears to
have been at least 2 perched aquifer systems in this area with the shallow system apparently drying
up. Shifts in the hydrographs, for example in 1993 for 30DAA1, are attributed to different data
collection methods from different agencies and aquifer tests. HAFO has collected data since late
1996 using consistent methods and equipment. The drop in water level for 29ACD1 in 1995 is
attributed to the 1995 landslide that occurred a few hundred feet from this well. The hydrograph
for 19DDA1 exhibits confined aquifer characteristics, possibly from a sand unit 'pinching out'.
Overview of the Fossil Gulch Area Groundwater Hydrographs
There are 13 monitor wells with water in the Fossil Gulch area. Generally, the long-term water
levels are in a steady state condition but Figure x shows how yearly irrigation cycles influence the
monitor well hydrographs. Hydrograph characteristics are mainly a function of recharge events,
aquifer parameters, lengths of flow paths and monitor well design. Cyclic groundwater levels are
responding to temporal changes in recharge due to seasonal irrigation practices. The pressure
response takes about 100 days to travel a horizontal distance of 15,000 to 20,000 feet from the
recharge area to the discharge zones; this equates to a range of 150 to 200 feet/day.
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Figure 12. Monitor well hydrographs for the Fossil Gulch area from 1986 to 2006.

Discussion on Specific Well Hydrographs.
Well 9CBB1 -This well exhibits some perplexing data that is not consistent with the other wells.
The reason likely involves well construction and design. Well construction design follows other
factors such as the mere presence or absence of water, recharge events, aquifer withdrawals
(pumping), as a critical component effecting water levels. This well has a long-effective screened
interval that appears to have interconnected two aquifers, one at the contact of the Tuana Gravel
formation and Glenns Ferry formation (GFF) down to the top of a basalt flow. The character of the
hydrographs indicate a strong influence from surface agricultural water from field application and
not from canal or pond water. Chemical data supports this with nitrate concentration values on the
order 40 mg/L when all other wells are an order of magnitude less. This indicates water from
fields is entering the well likely due to a poor well construction and thus hydrograph that is more of
a function of surface water from fields and natural precipitation then from the canal or storage
ponds.
Well 17ABB I - The hydrograph exhibits a downward trend during the last year of data. The trend
may be a function of the lack of recharge to the aquifer. This is a sand aquifer and therefore the
recharge energy waves are absorbed due to the high storage and low transmissivity character of
sand systems.
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Well 17AAB I - The hy drograp~ c:xJ-, ibits a downward trend during the last year of data. The trend
may be a function of the lack of recharge to the aquifer. This is a sand aquifer and therefore the
recharge energy waves are absorbed due to the high storage and low transmissivity character of
sand systems.
Well 36CCA1 - This is a private well completed in a basalt aquifer system. It exhibits the greatest
amplitude of the cyclic hydrographs from the basalt aquifer system, water levels start to rise
earliest in time, and they have the highest elevation. Basalt aquifers have opposite storage and
transmissivity characteristics of sand aquifers with low storage and high transmissivity thus they
transmit recharge energy waves very well which is manifested as highly fluctuating water levels
and fast responding systems to environmental changes. All of these elements indicate that the
recharge to this well is very close in proximity. The water levels during the past year indicate a
lack of recharge to the system and there is a downward trend exhibited. During year 2001, this
well appears to have responded to the lack of recharge due to the decreased operations of Bell
Rapids because Idaho Power Co. bought their water.
Well NPS-5 - This well exhibits the next greatest amplitude and elevation of the cyclic
hydrographs. It is a basalt aquifer system and based on its temporal response is second only to
well 36CCA1. During the last year water level trends appear to be decreasing due to a lack of
recharge to the aquifer system. During year 2001, this well appears to have responded to the lack
of recharge due to the decreased operations of Bell Rapids because Idaho Power Co. bought their
water.
Well NPS-4 - This well has exhibited the greatest and earliest response likely due to the lack of
recharge to the basalt aquifer system. During the summer of 2005 it dropped about 24 feet in just
one month. This is a function of several factors, well construction and design, spatial position of
the well relevant to the subsurface geologic architecture and lack of recharge to the basalt aquifer
system. The well is located on the 'side slope' of a low amplitude board 'U' shaped plunging
synclinal structure. The saturated thickness of the aquifer is low under these conditions and thus a
small drop in water level beyond the normal cycles can essentially dry up the well. The well
construction is critical component too, the well extends far below the basalt aquifer so the data
subsequent data since the start of the significant drop in water levels is merely a function of water
draining from within the well bore below the basalt down and out into fine grained sediments of
the GFF. So, if the well would have been completed so the bottom of the well was at the level of
the base of the basalt flow the dramatic drop of 24 feet would not have occurred. It simply would
have dried up. The 24 foot drop is a function of well construction and groundwater levels dropping
just below the base of the lava flow at this location because it is on the slope of the syncline
structure. During year 200 l, this well appears to have responded to the lack of recharge due to the
decreased operations of Bell Rapids because Idaho Power Co. bought their water.
Well NPS-8 - This well was completed in the basalt aquifer system in year 2004. It has barely
completed one full cycle but still indicates a steady drop in water levels during the past year likely
due to a lack of recharge to the system. The base of this well was engineered to effectively match
the base of the basalt aquifer thereby eliminating confusing aquifer response characteristics.
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Well NPS-7 - This well was completed in the basalt aquifer system in year 2003. There appears to
be a decline in the water levels during the past year that may be due to the lack of recharge to the
system. The base of this well was engineered to effectively match the base of the basalt aquifer
thereby eliminating confusing aquifer response characteristics.
Well 9CDC1 -This well was originally drilled in year 1986 down to the top of the basalt flow and
terminated at that level. In years 1986, 1987 and 1988 there was water in the well but it appears it
was from an aquifer high in elevation draining into the well. I suspect an aquifer at the base of the
Tuana Gravel formation which in late 1988 and early 1989 the nearby section of the canal was realigned and lined with concrete which appears to cut off recharge to the Tuana Gravel aquifer in
this localized area and the well dried up and has been dry ever since until year 2004. In that year
the well was re-drilled down through the basalt flow to the base and into the basalt system aquifer.
Water levels were not collected until year 2005 due to some additional equipment that needed to be
place in order to collect water levels safely and not get the e-tape 'hung up' on ragged basalt
borehole. During the last year there has been a downward trend in water levels.
Wells NPS-3, NPS-6, NPS-2 - All of these wells are clustered together and completed in the basalt
aquifer system near the aquifer discharge area and the furthest away from the recharge source
areas. Thus, they have the lowest elevations in water levels and lowest amplitude in the cycles.
They all exhibit downward water level trends during the last year likely due to a lack of recharge.
Well NPS-1 - The water levels in this well have not been easily explainable. In year 2004 the well
was re-drilled out of its base to make certain it was in contact with the base of the basalt flow
aquifer. Water levels since are equilibrating and leveling off back to their original level.
Well 9CCC 1 - This is a sand aquifer well and thus no large cycles in the hydrograph. It is the
deepest well and interpreted to be completed into and aquifer lower in elevation than the basalt
aquifer system that is located on top of the carbonaceous shale unit. It exhibits an upward trend
from late 1986 through about 2002. Water levels prior to late 1986 are probably due to well
drilling and development which leaves water in the well and it slowly drains out. Since 2002,
water levels have a downward trend which is probably due to a lack ofrecharge during the year of
2001 when Idaho Power Co. bought Bell Rapids water and Bell Rapids operated at a much reduced
level. The recent trend in water levels in this well are not likely a function the cessation in
operation of Bell Rapids in year 2005.
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Monitor Well

Year of

Depth of

Elevation of

Elevation of

Elevation of

Identification

Completion

Well (feet)

Land Surface

Effective Screen

Effective Screen

(feet)

(Top)

(Bottom)

7S 13E 17ABB1

1986

172

3374

3344

3202

7S 13E 17AAB1

1986

165

3346

3316

3181
3133

(Fossil Gulch Area)

7S 13E 9CCC1

1986

209

3342

3312

7S 13E 9CDC1

1986

169

3374

3344

3205

7S 13E 9CBB1

1986

114

3345

3315

3231

7S 13E 9DCC1

1986

212

3401

3371

3189

NPS-1

1994

235

3402

3262

3167

NPS-2

1994

240

3401

3221

3161

NPS-3

1994

224

3402

3213

3178

NPS-4

1994

250

3379

3319

3128

NPS-5

1994

249

3395

3285

3145
3151

NPS-6

1994

252

3403

3235

NPS-7

2003

215

3390

open hole 173 - 215

NA

NPS-8

2004

163

3350

open hole 103 - 163

NA

2004

190

3374

open hole 169 - 190

NA

7S 13E 9CDC1 (redrilled)

Table 2. Monitor well information.

Groundwater contours (Figure 13) indicate a 36-foot loss in head from NPS-5 to NPS-3, over a
distance of 9,000 feet. This equates to a hydraulic gradient of 0.4 percent, compared to a gradient
of 0.6 percent for the basalt flow. The downward hydraulic gradient from NPS-5 to NPS-3
indicates water flowing in the basalt aquifer from northwest to southeast, where it daylights and
discharges on the hillsides in the Monument (Farmer, 1999).
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Figure 13. The horizontal hydraulic gradient from ground water contours (5-foot intervals) shows
general flow path illustrated by the arrowhead line.
Overview of Surface Water Hydrographs:
Perched aquifer discharge hydrographs (Figure ) generally show cyclic patterns attributed to the
seasonal groundwater level fluctuations. Table lists the monitoring stations for the Fossil Gulch
area, average flow rate in gallons per minute and the total annual volume of water based on the
average flow rates. Flow rates are collected on a monthly basis using volumetric methods of a
calibrated container and stopwatch.
Total perched aquifer discharge for the entire plateau is estimated to exceed 700 acre-feet/calendar
year. This value includes the data from Table, one flow rate estimate for Tuana Gulch Creek, and
other perched aquifer discharge locations about 3 miles north and northwest of the Monument's
boundary. These locations do not flow into the Monument but are probably on the north side of a
groundwater divide that is still part of the perched systems. The amount of groundwater flow to
the southwest out into the plateau, which does not discharge on hillsides is unknown. The effects
of potential evapotranspiration and aquifer storage are not quantified.
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All spring flows exhibit a cyclic nature., on a yearly frequency which is likely dominated by and a
function of the yearly recharge events to the aquifers frorr1 agricultural activities. There are other
factors that can affect spring flows which include: evaporation (E), transpiration (T), seepage,
natural precipitation, and measurement error. Since spring flows will be the last part of the
hydrologic cycle to experience the effects from changes in the agricultural activities on the plateau
surface they do not appear to have a discemable response at this time. In fact, some of the flows
have actually increased recently. This may be due simply from t'1e decrease in ET which nets an
increase in flow rates. Through the winter months the natural precipitation may add to this
increase in flow but it is anticipated this will be a short term increase in flow rates and is likely not
a function of the groundwater systems that feed the springs. Note that since 1996 the hydrographs
are characterized by smoother trends with out a 'stepped' transition to the data set The U.S.
Geological survey attempted to use standard weirs and flumes but this type of equipment is
extremely difficult to use properly given the steep gradients and sediment loads. The only direct
method of measuring flow rates is using volumetric methods which is what park service staff chose
to do instead of indirect methods and equipment used by U.S. Geological Survey. Park service
staff and/or affiliated researchers have collected flow rate data since late in the year 1996.
1984 Spring (16ABB2s) - Flow discharge is consistent with previous year's trends and there is a
slight increase in flow rate in the past couple of months. Park service staff and/or affiliated
researchers have collected flow rate data since late in the year 1996. Prior to this the U.S.
Geological Survey collected flow rate data but some of the data is suspect. For example, in years
1992 and 1993 flow rates reach 200 gallons per minute and there are many consecutive data points
that are exactly the same. This character is likely a function of the methods and equipment and not
a function of the natural system. The most recent flow rate measurement is 46 gallons per minute.
1991 Landslide East (16ABAls) and West Forks (16ABA2s) - These two streams discharge out
of the same spring area and through the 1991 landslide which is 'split' by a ridge and thus the two
separate stream flows down the adjacent valleys. These two hydrographs have 'flip flopped' in
years 1997 and 2004 because of the shifting landslide. The slide is constantly moving and at times
will 'sag' down into the west drainage such as in 1997 and thus more water will flow down this
drainage. Then later the slide will shift and 'sag' into the east drainage thereby diverting more
water into the east valley and less in the west valley or drainage. They both exhibit typical trends
consistent with previous years and a slight upward hydrograph in recent months. The last flow
rates are 11 and 41 gallons per minute respectively.
1979 Landslide (9DCD 1s) - This stream flow shows a typical pattern of previous years with a
slight increase in flow rates in recent months. There is no discemable change in the flow rate
pattern. The most recent flow rate was 17 gallons per minute.
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Figure 14. Perched aquifer discharge hydrographs 1992 to 2006.

Monitoring Station Identifier
1984 Area Combined
1991 Landslide West Fork
1991 Landslide East Fork
1979 Landslide Area Combined
Fossil Gulch North Fork
Fossil Gulch South Fork
Drain Pipe south of Pipeline
Total for Fossil Gulch Area
Mvsterv Basalt Canyon

Gallons/Minute
based on Trendline
93
42
80
39
20
10
0.75

Acre-feet/calendar
year
149
67
129
63
32
16
1
457

40

64

Table 3. Average rates and volumes of perched aquifer discharge measured at weirs.
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Appendix2
List of Investigations and History of Events

1970
1. First agricultural irrigation season for BRMIC on the plateau marking the first year of
recharge to the perched aquifer systems.

c.a. 1979
1. First landslide occurs associated with new perched aquifer discharge on the previously dry
hillsides.

1983
1. Second landslide occurs associated with new perched aquifer discharge.

1984
1. Bill Young with the U.S. Geological Survey performs a site inspection, canal leakage tests
and produces a report with recommendations.

1984
1. Third landslide occurs 600 feet from Gary Nelson's house.

1985
1. Private consultant, Robert Worstell, conducts canal leakage tests and report.

1986
1. 11 monitor wells installed for data collection.
2. Paul Summers (B.L.M.) completes hydrologic report.

1987
1. Fourth landslide destroys over a million dollar irrigation pump station and nearly kills two
workers.

1988
1. Private consultant, James Montgomery, conducts canal leakage tests and report.
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1989
1. Fifth landslide occurs associated with new perched aquifer discharge.

1991
I. Sixth and seventh lfu1dslides occur, associated vvith the perched aquifers and one along the
Snake River/Lower Salmon Falls Reservoir.

1992
I. HAFO hosts an 'erosion workshop' to exchange information and make recommendations
for an action plan. There are 15 participants not including HAFO staff.
2. Larry Martin (NPS) conducts canal leakage tests and report (1992 'erosion team'
recommendation).
3. Jon Riedel (J\lPS) produces hydrologic status report without recommendations.

1993
1. Eighth landslide occurs associated with the perched aquifers on U.S. Bureau of Land

Management property north of the Monument.
2. Landslide volumes study computed by U.S.G.S ..
3. Geophysical study performed by Boise State University to identify extent of basalt flow
(1992 'erosion team' recommendation).
4. nJB Engineers produce a canal and pond lining feasibility report (1992 'erosion team'
recommendation).

1994
1. NPS contracts with U.S.G.S. to install 6 monitor wells (1992 'erosion team'
recommendation).
2. Vector engineering conducts geophysical survey to map subsurface geology.

1995
1. Ninth landslide occurs between the 1983 and 1987 slides and connects them together into a
single massive landslide complex.
2. J.R. Pelton, with Boise State University's Center for Geophysical Investigations of the
Shallow Subsurface, reviews Vector Engineering study report and notes problems.
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3. U.S.G.S. :andslide prc>ti,:·am develops 1.tndslide monitoring protocol report with
recommendations.
4. Dana Lee completes research thesis describing stratigraphy (1992 'erosion team'
recommendation).

1996
1. C.N. Farmer (NPS) starts a master's research project to formulate a conceptual model of

the system to aid data interpretation and guide future management decisions.
2. HAFO volunteer researchers complete report describing carbonaceous shale unit which is
the suspected landslide slip surface (1992 'erosion team' recommendation).
1997

l. 10th landslide occurs on U.S. Bureau of Land Management property north of the
Monument.
2. First of three pilot scale groundwater tracer tests implemented to track groundwater fl.ow
systems and verify model (1992 'erosion team' recommendation).
1998

I. Second pilot scale groundwater tracer test implemented to track flow systems and verify
model (1992 'erosion team' recommendation).
2. C. N. Farmer completes master's thesis on groundwater model.
1999

1. Third pilot scale groundwater tracer test implemented to track flow systems and verify
model (1992 'erosion team' recommendation).
2. Integration of College of Southern Idaho hydrology students into field data collection
projects.
3. Planned U.S. Department of Agriculture and HA.PO collaborative research project which
used the anthropogenic perched aquifers as a field scale laboratory for a study of bacteria
and nutrients that effectively act as natural groundwater tracers (1992 'erosion team'
recommendation).
2000

I. Integration of College of Southern Idaho hydrology students into field data collection
projects.
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2. Surveyed/mapped the base of a basalt flow perched aquifer to define geologic dip and
discovered previously unknown anticline structure which creates a hydro logic divide ( 1992
'erosion team' recommendation).
3. Directed and coordinated plant survey along Snake River to assist with identifying rare
species or habitat threatened by landslides.

2001
I. Publication in peer reviewed scientific journal (Entry and Farmer, 2001) of U.S.D.A. and
HAFO bacteria and nutrient study (PMIS 57325).
2. Integration of College of Southern Idaho hydrology students into field data collection
projects.
3. Performed a geology investigation along the irrigation canal to identify areas of potentially
high leakage for possible canal lining (1992 'erosion team' recommendation).
4. Interagency agreement set in place to take high resolution air photos of the Monument
(PMIS 80038).

2002
1. CESU agreement initiates new master's thesis study to investigate landslides in the Snake
River/Lower Salmon Falls Reservoir corridor in accordance with recommendations from
the 1995 U.S.G.S. report (PNITS 36721).
2. Developed high accuracy digital elevation model to allow for landslide photogrammetric
analysis (PMIS 80038). This also allowed for new contour lines to be made that has
supported the Paleontology field surveys.

2003
1. CESU agreement initiates new master's thesis study to perform groundwater dye tracer
tests to expand upon pilot tracer tests in 1997, 1998 and 1999, track backward along
groundwater flow paths to identify recharge areas for canal lining and further refine and
verify hydrogeologic conceptual model from Fanner (1998) (PMIS 66503). In 1992, the
'erosion team' actually recommended not using dye tracers because it was believed they
would not work under this geologic condition.
2. NPS Geologic Resources Division conducts a Geological Resources Inventory of HAFO
with 14 participants including staff from NPS, University of Idaho, College of Southern
Idaho, Idaho Geological Survey, volunteer geologist.
3. NPS installs a tracer test/monitor well with a new design (PMIS 49957) (recommendation
from 1992 'erosion team', 1984 and 1995 U.S.G.S. reports).
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4. A representative from the Japan Landslide Society (JLS), visits to scope landslide issue at
HAFO. JLS publishes a journal article of landslide conditions at HAFO.
5. HAFO completes and authorizes a Water Resources Management Plan.

2004
1. CESU agreement initiates a new master's thesis study to perform perched aquifer chemical
analysis to assist with delineating groundwater divides and different flow systems with
different recharge source areas (1992 'erosion team' recommendation) (PMIS 36661).
2. 11 th landslide occurs 1,200 feet from Gary Nelson's house in January. 12th landslide occurs
along Snake River/Lower Salmon Falls Reservoir. Photo and reconnaissance survey
monitoring initiates according to 1995 U.S.G.S. report recommendations.
3. Japan Landslide Society arrives with a team of 6 scientists to install slope movement
monitoring equipment to study mechanics of landslides (1992 'erosion team' and 1995
U.S.G.S. report recommendation).
4. JLS publishes a journal article about using vegetation to map aquifer zones and stratigraphy
associated with landslide failures. JLS funds most of the three year study.
5. NPS installs a tracer test/monitor well with a new design (recommendation from 1992
'erosion team', 1984 and 1995 U.S.G.S. reports).
6. A new large (120 foot long) tension fracture dilates several inches near the Bell Rapids
irrigation pump station in August.
7. In October the 1991 landslide has the largest reactivation where the headwall scarp fails,
loads weight onto the existing slide which in turn sends mud rock debris flows 1,000 feet
down valley.

2005
1. In April the 13 th landslide occurs along Snake River/Lower Salmon Falls Reservoir and
blocks water navigation route. It is only 50 feet from the main access road to the
Monument and continues to be active. Photo and reconnaissance survey monitoring is
initiated according to 1995 U.S.G.S. report recommendations.

2. In October the 1989 landslide has a major reactivation of about 4 million cubic feet
displaced.
3. Japan Landslide Society publishes journal article about year 2005 landslide and presents
preliminary data from slope movement equipment at landslide conference in Nagasaki,
Japan.
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4. Master's thesis using dyes for groundwater tracing is fully successful and finalized (PMIS
66503).
5. Bell Rapids sells water rights to the state of Idaho thereby effectively ending irrigation.
6. Bell Rapids manager provides information that irrigation may restart at a later time.

2006
1. Three small landslide events occur in early January.
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Appendix 3
List of Professional Consultations for Research Planning
Below is list of professional contacts that have been made since 1984 for planning landslide related
research investigations and mitigative actions.

I. U.S. Geologrcal Survey
•

1984 - Bill Young, reported on general hydro logic conditions.

•

1995 - Dr. Alan Chleborad and Robert Schuster, planning document for slope
movement monitoring.

•

1998 - Deb Parlimen, contacted for developing PMIS water chemical analysis
statement.

•

2003 - Dr. Alan Chleborad, contacted for input into the NPS Geologic Resources
Evaluation meetings.

•

2005 -Dr. Jack Van Schaack, support for potential seismic triggering mechanisms.

•

2005 - Boise office staff, contacted for a status report and recommendations.

2. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Kimberly Research Station.
•

1998 - Dr. Jim Entry, research using nutrients and bacteria as natural tracers for
groundwater flow path delineation.

•

2000 - Dr. Rick Allen, research of Snake River/Lower Salmon Falls Reservoir
corridor landslides.

•

2003 - Dr. Rick Allen, research using natural chemical markers for tracers to
determine groundwater flow path delineation and hydro logic divides.

3. Idaho Water Resources Research Institute
•

1999 - Dr. Roy Mink, research of Snake River/Lower Salmon Falls Reservoir
corridor landslides.

•

2002 - Dr. Gary Johnson, research usmg injected dye tracers to determine
groundwater flow path delineation.

•

2004 - Dr. Gary Johnson, research using natural chemical markers for tracers to
delineate groundwater flow paths and hydrologic divides.
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4. University ofidaho
•

1996 - Dr. Dale Ralston, research for hydrostratigraphic model.

•

1996- Dr. John Bush, research for geologic model.

•

2001 - Dr. Gary Johnson, research of Snake River/Lower Salmon Falls Reservoir
corridor landslides.

•

2003 - Dr. Jim Osiensky, research using injected dye tracers to delineate
groundwater flow paths.

5. Idaho State University
•

1993 - Dr. Paul Link, mapped geologic stratigraphy.

•

2003, 2004 & 2005 - Dr. Jim Mahar, hands on student learning projects and civil
engineering evaluation.

6. Boise State University
•

1993 - J. Pelton and M. Petteys, seismic and magnetic investigations of subsurface
geologic formation.

•

1994 - P. Michaels and P. Donaldson, seismic refraction investigation of
subsurface geologic formation.

•

1998 -Dr. Walt Snyder, GIS stratigraphy mapping.

•

2000- Dr. Spencer Wood, student hired to assist HAFO with geology projects.

•

2001- Student hired to assist HAFO with air photo GIS project

7. Idaho Geological Survey
•

2003 - Virginia Gillerman, NPS Geologic Resources Evaluation of HAFO
participant and geologic mapping of area near HAFO.

•

2004- Kurt Othberg, geologic mapping of area near HAFO.

•

2004 - John Kauffinan, geologic mapping of area near HAFO.

•

2005 - Virginia Gillerman, radioactive fossil information.

8. Japan Landslide Society
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•

2003 to present - Dr. Shiho Asano (Senior researcher, Hillslope Conservation Lab.,
Forestry & Forest Prod. Research Institute), Dr. Mitsuya Enokida (Senior Chief,
Engineering Dept., Japan Conservation Engineers & Co., Ltd and Deputy Manager,
research Dept., JLS), Toshitaka Nozaki (CEO and President, OSASI Technos,
Inc.), Maki Yano (Sales engineer, OSASI Technos, Inc.), Toshiyuki Kon (Master
course student, Hirosaki University), Dr. Osamu Nagai (Director, JLS Secretariat),
research for slope movement monitoring and vegetation as a tracer for landslide
occurrences.

9. National Park Service
•

1992 - Marsha Davis, 'erosion team' participant.

•

1992 to present - Larry Martin, canal leakage tests, well construction and designs,
research permit reviewer, co-author of publications, report reviewer.

•

1992 -Jon Riedel, hydro logic condition assessment report.

•

1996 to present - Craig Dalby, GIS planning and landslide mapping goals and
strategies.

•

1998 - Joe Meiman, tracer test planning.

•

1998 - Jon Riedel HAFO Water Resources Management Plan.

•

1997, 2003 & 2005 - Lindsay McClelland, site inspection at HAFO,
recommendations for research by Japan Landslide Society and planning.

•

2003 -Bruce Heise and Sid Covington, NPS Geologic Resources Evaluation.

•

2003 -Marsha Davis, NPS Geologic Resources Evaluation of HAFO participant.

•

2004 - Marsha Davis, site inspection of recent landslides at HAFO.
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Appendix 4
List of Results and Findings to Date

The results listed below are a direct or indirect function of landslide investigations since 1984.
Knowledge gained has benefited the park by providing geologic infonnation used by fossil
related researchers, added significant knowledge for interpretation to visitors and supports the
mission goal of the park for research and education.
1. Farmer, N., 2003, Reservoir drawdown cycles and effects on near-shore slope stability
and occurrence of landslides, George Wright Society Meeting - Protecting Our Diverse
Heritage, Abstract, 135 p.
• Near-shore groundwater is responding to reservoir drawdown cycles.
• Groundwater pore pressure is not being released in existing landslides during
drawdowns.
• Groundwater pore pressure is being released in non-disturbed or in-situ
stratigraphy during drawdown cycles.
• There is a groundwater flux in near-shore sand units during drawdown cycles.
2. Farmer, 2005 Radioactivity at Hagerman Fossil Beds NM; George Wright Society Great Rift Symposium, abstract, October 2005.
• Radioactivity is more widespread and at higher levels than previously considered.
• Even fossils with very low radioactivity have up to 1% thorium.
• Most radioactive locations are+/- about 150 feet in elevation from the
carbonaceous shale.
• The most radioactive fossils come from sand units and the lowest from clay units.
3. Farmer, N., and Nagai, 0., 2004, Non-native vegetation growth patterns as a tracer for
development of human caused perched aquifers in landslide areas, manuscript under
committee review for special edition of Journal of Japan Landslide Society.
• Hydrophilic vegetation provides a means of tracing aquifer growth patterns to the
underlying geologic stratigraphy and landslide slip surfaces.
• In every case where there has been a landslide from the perched aquifer system it
has been preceded by hydrophilic vegetation growth that acted as a warning signal
of an impending landslide.
• 'V' shaped vertical perched aquifer leakage patterns are delineated by hydrophilic
vegetation patterns.
4. Entry, J.A., and Farmer, N., 2001, Movement of coliform bacteria and nutrients in
groundwater flowing through basalt and sand aquifers; Journal of Environmental Quality,
Vol. 30 Sept-Oct. 2001, 1533-1539 p.
• The number of TC and FC bacteria were always higher in Snake River and
irrigation canal water than in ground water from both the sand and basalt aquifer.
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•

•
•
•
•

•

The number of FC bacteria were higher in g:ound water flov-'hg from the basalt
than from the sand aquifer in July, August, and September while FC numbers
were higher in the sand aquifer in February and May.
The NO3 concentration was usually higher in water flowing from the sand aquifer
than water flowing from the basalt aquifer.
Concentrations ofNH4 did not consistently differ between the basalt and sand
aquifers.
Concentrations ofNO3 and NH4 did not differ in the water from the irrigation
canal and the Snake River.
There was no difference between concentrations of total Pin water flowing from
basalt and sand aquifers except in June, when water flowing from the basalt
aquifer had an extremely high concentration.
The PO4 concentration was usually higher in water flowing from the basalt
aquifer than the water flowing from the sand aquifer.

5. Chleborad, A.F., and Schuster, R.L., 1995, A protocol for monitoring slope movement and
seepage conditions at the Hagerman Fossil Beds National Monument, south central Idaho,
U.S. Geological Survey Administrative Report, 20 p.
• The landslides are complex failures involving predominantly slump, slide and flowtype movements.
• The seepage, which appeared prior to the occurrence of the five major landslides
and after the Bell Rapids irrigation project was begun in the early 1970's, is
considered a major cause of the landslide movements.
• The landslide hazard at HAFO threatens the safety and welfare of individuals
working in or traversing the Monument area, the scientific value of fossil resources
present in the geologic strata, and facilities and other property in the path of the
slope failures.
• Areas withL,i, adjacent to, and downslope of existing landslides may be hazardous.
• Steep slope areas with seepage zones, that have not yet failed, may be unstable and
should be considered potentially dangerous.
• The ongoing nature of the landslide problem at HAFO strongly indicates the need
for a long-term monitoring effort that will provide information needed in efforts to
prevent or mitigate the landslide hazard.
• Hazardous ground exists above the crown areas of the major landslides.
• Hazardous areas exist immediately below the main scarps of the major landslides.
• Areas subject to local debris and mud-flow hazards exist within and downslope of
the area of existing slides.
• Potentially hazardous areas within and near existing landslides that are subject to
large-scale slope failures.
• Potentially hazardous areas susceptible to new large-scale slope failures.
• Hazardous effects of movement of relatively large volumes of landslide debris in
the form of earth, debris, or mud flows into the Snake River.

6. Dallas, K., 2005, Hydrological study of the Deer gulch basalt in Hagerman fossil beds
national monument, Idaho; University ofldaho, M.S. thesis, 96 p.
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•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

The Deer Gulch basalt flow is a major conduit for perched ground water flow
within the Bruneau Plateau; however, this ground water flow does not appear to
exert a direct control over the timing of the landslides.
The basalt flow provides distribution of perched groundwater which percolates
downward into the lower perched aquifer unit, which is thought to be in direct
contact with landslide failure plane(s).
Even though the lower perched groundwater system is known to be expanding
with time, the rate of landslide occurrence at HAFO is decreasing.
There are unknown factors involved with the occurrence and timing of landslides,
or perhaps the plateau is reaching some sort of equilibrium.
The tracer test proved that wells NPS-2, NPS-3 and NPS-6 and the discharge
springs are hydraulically connected to :NPS-7 because of measurable quantities of
dye were detected in each of the wells.
Fluorescein proved to be a useful and effective tracer at HAFO.
The Deer Gulch basalt acts as a subsurface conduit, much like a tile drain, to
convey water away from the irrigated fields to the discharge springs.
The high transmissivity of the basalt aquifer keeps the ground water levels stable
from year to year and prevents the water table from rising into the overlying
sediments over most of the study area.
Ground water velocities, based on the tracer test, range from 7 to 16 meters per
day.
Advection is the controlling transport mechanism within the basalt. Ground water
moves through preferential pathways within the basalt, and approximately
I .31x10 7 ft 3 or 3 00 acre-feet of water are discharged from the basalt aquifer per
year.
There appears to be no correlation bet\veen variations of spring discharge
amounts with the timing of the landslides.
No obvious relationship exists betvveen the tinling of the landslides and water
level fluctuations in the monitoring wells NPS-2, NPS-3, NPS-4, NPS-5, NPS-6
and 9CCCI.
Correlations indicate that NPS-5 is closer to the source of recharge than the other
wells, and the water table mound propagates from the source of recharge to NPS4 over 2 months, and then from NPS-4, NPS-2, NPS-3, and NPS-6 over a period
of about two additional months.
The sandy reach of the Fossil Gulch Canal appears to be the most likely source of
recharge to the perched ground water system within the Deer Gulch basalt flow.
The graphical analysis of water level response times versus distance did not prove
to be very effective analytical tool in this project.

7. Farmer, C.N., 1998, Hydrostratigraphic model for the perched aquifer systems located
near Hagerman Fossil Beds National Monument, Idaho; University ofldaho, M.S. thesis,
106 p.
• Three perched aquifer systems (upper, middle and lower) occur within the plateau
and have different implications for slope failures.
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•

Paleo-stream channels control groundwater flow in the upper system that causes
point discharge locations on the hillsides. Slope failures associated with these
individual channels will likely be small relative to the magnitude of failures
associated with the middle and lower systems.
• The middle aquifer system has the greatest discharge rates and lateral extent.
• Recharge to the middle basalt system is primarily from leakage from the irrigation
canals with unknown quantities recharging from field application of water.
• Recharge to the middle system occurs primarily in the Fossil Gulch Pond area
based on the hydrostratigraphic model.
• The main component of ground water flow is likely following the southerly dip of
the basalt flow.
• Hydrographs for wells NPS-5, NPS-4, and NPS-3 and water chemistry illustrate a
recharge pressure wave propagating through the basalt aquifer.
·
• It takes approximately four months for the pressure wave to travel from the
recharge area to the perched aquifer discharge zones.
• The volume of water discharging from the basalt flow saturates sediments in the
discharge zones and erodes the slope face causing over-steepened slopes.
• The third and lowest perched aquifer system is formed in paleo-stream channels.
• The third and lowest perched aquifer system is the most susceptible to slope
failures because of the underlying aquitard of finely laminated carbonaceous shale.
• The failure planes for the 1991 and ca. 1979 landslides correspond to the
elevation of the carbonaceous shale which has been observed in the landslide
debris.
• Recharge to the lower perched aquifer system likely occurs from leakage from the
overlying middle aquifer system and groundwater draining from upper systems
into lower systems through monitor wells.

8. Lee, D.E., 1995, Characterization of t11e Glenns Ferry Formation in the Fossil Gulch
area,
•

•

•

•

•
•

Hagennan
Fossil
Beds
National
Monument,
Idaho:
Geology
Reports, Idaho Museum of Natural History, Geology Report #1, 59 p.
There are two main kinds of aquifers in the Fossil Gulch area, sinuous sand bodies
encased in less permeable muddy flood plain sediments, and the vertically jointed
Shoestring Road basalt lava flow.
There are two main types of aquitards which concentrate flow at seepage zones on
the cliff face. The aquitards are the muddy flood plain sediments that contain
abundant expandable clay minerals and oxidized basaltic ash layers.
The Glenns Ferry Formation in the Fossil Gulch area contains about 25%
permeable sandy lithofacies (aquifers) encased in relatively impermeable muddy
lithofacies (aquitards) that make up about 75% of the formation.
The most numerous seepage zones in the Fossil Gulch area occur where
permeable sand bodies are underlain by muddy layers with low hydraulic
conductivity.
Seepage occurs at the basal contact of the lava flow where fractured oxidized ash
overlies sediment with low hydraulic conductivity.
The settling pond for the Fossil Gulch canal probably is a very significant source
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•
•

ofrecharge for the shallow perched aquifers.
The geomorphic setting of a steep cliff of unconsolidated sandy and silty sediment
is fundamentally unstable in geologic time.
The anthropogenic cause of landslides at Hagerman Fossil Beds N.M. is seepage
from irrigation ponds, canals and fields.

9. Lorkowski, R. M. and Hauser, J., 1996, Carbonaceous shale facies of the Glenn's
Ferry
Formation, Hagerman Fossil Beds National Monument, Idaho:
National Park Service
unpublished report.
• In some areas the presence of groundwater seeps are associated with the shale
unit.
• The facies consists primarily of fine sediments and clays with black organic
material abundant in the upper portions containing fossil roots and carbonized
leaves.
• This was a low energy depositional environment.
• The presence of diatoms indicates that the water was fresh.
• Fossil beaver jaws suggest that some microenvironments within the facies may
have been quiet waters.
• The presence of abundant gypsum crystals indicates that an arid climate existed at
the time of deposition.

10. Martin, L., 1994, Notes, comments, and summary of results for the canal and pond leakage
experiments Bell Rapids irrigation canals, Hagerman Fossil Beds, National Park Service
Water Resource Division, Fort Collins, Colorado, 26 p.
• Water leakage from the concrete lined section of canal is 7,000 gallons per day.
• Water leakage from the upper unlined section of canal is 1.3 acre-feetlday.
• Water leakage from the lower unlined section of canal is 1 acre-feet/day.
• The Bell Rapids pond leakage rate is about 1.2 acre-feet/day.
• The Fossil Gulch pond leakage rate is about 15 acre-feetlday.
• Leakage from the canal averages 4 acre-feet/mile/day.
• Leakage from the first 3 miles ofcanal is about 12 acre-feet/day.
• Total loss of water is about 15 acre-feet/day or 5,000,000 gallons/day
• Total loss for an irrigation season of 180 days is 2,700 acre-feet/season.
11. Michaels, P., and Donaldson, P., 1994, Seismic refraction investigation of fossil gulch and
Bell Rapids canal areas, Technical Report BSU CGISS 94-05, Center for Geophysical
Investigation of the Shallow Subsurface, Boise State University, Idaho, 20 p.
• Presence of the Shoestring Road basalt was identified using seismic refraction
under the length of the canal as well as other locations adjacent to the canal.
• The general picture is of a nearly horizontal basalt dipping slightly to the south
southwest.
12. Montgomery, J.M., 1988, Interim report on ground-water conditions: Fossil Gulch pump
station, Bell Rapids Irrigation District, Hagerman, Idaho; Montgomery,
Consulting
Engineers, Boise, Idaho, 9 p.
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299 acre-feet of water leak from the first one-half mile section of canal per
irrigation season.
Lining the first half-mile of the Fossil Gulch Canal should reduce the annual
recharge to the perched ground-water body in the Fossil Gulch vicinity by
approximately 250 acre-feet.
Water levels in the uppermost water bearing zone in the perched ground-water
system are expected to decrease in 1988 as a result of cai.,al lining.
Slope stability along shallow failure planes near the crest of the slopes in the study
area should improve in 1988.
Stability along deep failure planes may not improve for some time to come.
A downward hydraulic gradient is evident between the shallow piezometers and
the deeper U.S.G.S. monitor wells.
Ground-water recharge in the study area appears to be from a combination of
canal leakage, precipitation, and irrigation applied in excess of crop consumptive
requirements.

13. Pelton, J.R., and Petteys, M.P., 1993, Preliminary seismic and magnetic investigations
at
Hagerman Fossil Beds National Monument, Technical Report BSU CGISS 93-02, Center
for Geophysical Investigation of the Shallow Subsurface, Boise State University, Idaho, 13

p.
•

•

Preliminary work suggests that the south margin of a broad magnetic low of
amplitude 200 nT and approximate lateral dimension 600 meters marks the
southernmost extent of the basalt. Total field ground magnetic measurements may
be useful for mapping the southern edge of the basalt
The seismic refraction method showed the top of the basalt within 12% of the
known depth and appears to be an excellent method for mapping the depth to the
upper surface of the Shoestring Road basalt.

14. Pelton, J.R., 1995, Review of the report prepared by Vector Engineering, Inc., entitled:
"Geophysical investigations of the Fossil Gulch Canal at the Hagerman
Fossil
Bed
National Monument, Hagerman, Idaho", 10 p.
• Vector Engineering does not provide complete information on the data acquisition
and reduction procedures.
• The Wenner experiment is the most useful geophysical experiment by Vector
because it delineates specific portions of the unlined canal for future canal lining
operations but the electrode spacing is insufficient for modern interpretation.
• Field techniques and data compilation for the misa-a-la-masse survey are probably
flawed.
• Vector infers the opposite of a common characteristic for low resistivities to be
associated with low permeability.
• The layered resistivity models have no analysis of their uniqueness in the Vector
report. Any number of models could fit the data equally well.
15. Riedel, J.L., 1992, Existing conditions of large landslides at Hagerman Fossil Beds
National Monument, final report to the National Park Service; North Cascades
National
Park Geologist, Marblemount, Washington, 26 p.
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Future landslides represent a serious threat to the fossil resources at HAFO.
Initial failures occur along deep-seated planes within the Glenns Ferry Formation.
Data from several wells may indicate that storage in the perched aquifers is
increasing.
• The previous 6 landslides continue to expand up slope and laterally from the initial
failure.
• If the introduction of groundwater into the perched aquifers ceased today, it would
take a number of years for the seeps to dry. During this time additional landslides
will probably occur and the old landslides would continue to grow.
• The landslides at HAFO are large enough so that any attempt at stabilization of the
failures would be unlikely to work and extremely costly.
• Six large landslides have occurred in the last l Oyears. The six large landslides at
HAFO, however, are occurring at an accelerated, unnatural pace.
• Seeps at HAFO are not similar to the basalt springs south of Hagerman at
Thousand Springs.
• The well data are difficult to interpret because the GFF formation is complex.
• The stratigraphy, seep elevations and well monitoring data near the Fossil Gulch
canal suggest that there are at least four perched aquifer systems beneath Fossil
Gulch canal.
• Paleocurrent data collected on exposures in the upper elevations of the monument
near the six large landslides may help explain some perplexing well monitoring
data.
• The Shoestring Road basalt, which acts as an aquifer, flowed from a vent to the
NW of HAFO to the southeast.
• The canals are the most likely source of groundwater for the perched aquifer
systems that are causing the landslides.
16. Saddler, J.L., 1997, Sedimentology and stratigraphy of the Pleistocene Tuana gravel
at
Hagerman Fossil Beds National Monument, Idaho: Idaho State University, M.S. thesis, 62

p.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The sedimentologic evidence preserved in the Tuana Gravel suggests that it was
formed from both gravelly braided streams and gravelly meandering streams.
The Tuana Gravel was deposited on a northwest sloping alluvial plain derived
from highland regions to the south.
The Tuana Gravel contains approximately 30% gravel, and the remainder silt and
sand.
Ten lithofacies are present in the Tuana Gravel which comprise two associations
and are stacked into four upward fining stratigraphic cycles.
The gravel/sand association represents deposition in or adjacent to active channels.
The fine sand/mud association represents deposition in either an overbank setting
or in inactive, avulsed or dammed channels.
There is an erosional unconformity between the Glenns Ferry and Tuana Gravel
formations.

17. Summer, P., 1986, Groundwater evaluation of geologic hazards at the Hagerman
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Fossil

Beds, Twin Falls county, Idaho, Bureau of Land Management Report, 9 p.
• Geologic and hydrologic evidence observed during the field investigation
indicates that the seepage is due to lea!'.age of water downward through unlined
irrigation canals.
• Additional water is likely being contributed to the perched aquifer by sprinkler
irrigation.
• Irrigation practices are contributing excess water to surface runoff near the cliffs
and is causing localized accelerated gully erosion.
• Water is likely moving rapidly in some layers and very slowly in others.
• The regional aquifer system is not contributing to ground-water seepage in the
Hagerman Locality.
• Flow in the perched aquifers is towards the east while the· regional aquifer is
towards the north.
• Slope failure in the Hagerman area is caused by the combination of three factors:
1) sediments which are loosely cemented, 2) a source of ground-water recharge
which has saturated the poorly consolidated lake sediments, and 3) steep canyon
walls that induce localized slumping when the sediments become sufficiently
saturated.

18. Vector Engineering, Inc., 1994, Geophysical investigation of the Fossil Gulch canal at the
Hagerman Fossil Bed National Monument, Idaho, Vector Engineering, Inc. report No. 945020.00, Carson City, NV., 25 p.
• Annual volume of water lost from the Bell Rapids Irrigation District canal system
due to infiltration is estimated to be approximately 5,000 acre-feet or about 10%
of the annual inflow for the system.
• Canal water lost to infiltration was geophysically traced to the seeps in the
Hagerman Fossil Beds NM.
• Resistivity data shows a zone of low resistivity parallelfr!g the southern 6,650 foot
portion of the unlined canal.
• Mise-a-la-masse data indicates that the seeps in section I 7 are in communication,
electrically, with canal water.
19. Worstell, RV., 1985, Report of canal seepage loss measurements made on the Bell Rapids
irrigation district, Board of Directors of Bell Rapids Irrigation District, 12 p.
• Seepage loss from the upper one half mile of the Bell Rapids Canal is estimated to
be 169 acre feet of water annually.
20. Young, H.W., 1984, Evaluation ofhydrologic processes affecting soil movement in
the
Hagerman Fauna area, Hagerman, Idaho, U. S. Geological Survey, Water-Resources
Investigations Report 84-4137, 16 p.
• Soil movement is caused primarily by surface-water runoff from sprinklerirrigated farmlands and by discharge from springs and seeps along the canyon
slope.
• Annual discharge of about 420 acre-feet from springs and seeps along the canyon
slope has saturated the soil and caused soil movement.
• Estimated annual canal losses total about 1,900 acre-ft.
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•
•

Presently, 22 sites have been affected by surface water runoff and 11 sites by
groundwater discharge.
Perched aquifers are located generally between 3,100 and 3,200 feet in elevation
where the regional aquifer is at about 2,800 to 2,900 feet in elevation.
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Appendix 5
List of Past Report Recommendations, Strategic Planning and Implementation
Listed below are report recommendations and status. It should be noted that there are different
levels of implementation for each recommendation.
Young, H.W., 1984, Evaluation ofhydrologic processes affecting soil movement in the Hagerman
Fauna area, Hagerman, Idaho, U. S. Geological Survey, Water-Resources Investigations Report
84-4137 , 16 p.
Recommendation
Implemented Not
Implemented
X

Lining or otherwise treating the two irrigation canals to reduce
seepage losses would eliminate the principal source of recharge to
the perched aquifer.
Eliminating the practice of flushing irrigation sprinkler systems
adjacent to the canyon rim would halt the severe erosion in areas
below the valves.

X

X

Constructing berms and cross dips on all roads in and adjacent to
the fauna area would reduce the rate of erosion from surface water
runoff.

X

Establishing an uncultivated strip of land between the irrigated
farmland and the canyon rim would reduce the amount of surface
water runoff and hence reduce soil erosion.

X

Installing test holes and acquiring and interpreting new data to
better define the perched aquifer.

X

Define areal and vertical extent of the perched aquifer.

X

Determine the hydraulic gradient and location of a groundwater
divide in the perched aquifer.

X

Monitor water level fluctuations in the perched aquifer.

X

Monitor groundwater discharge from the perched aquifer.

Summer, P., 1986, Groundwater evaluation of geologic hazards at the Hagerman
Twm Fal1s county, Idab o, Bureau of Land Management Report, 9 p.
Recommendation
Implemented Not

Fossil
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Beds,

Implemented
X

Place strategically located test holes.

X

Measure water levels and determine gradient.

Montgomery, J.M., 1988, Interim report on ground-water conditions: Fossil Gulch pump station,
Bell Rapids Irrigation District, Hagerman, Idaho; Montgomery, Consulting Engineers, Boise,
Idaho, 9 p.
Recommendation
Implemented Not
Implemented
X

Monitor groundwater levels in wells.

X

Monitor groundwater discharge.

X

Investigate the feasibility of pumping from wells to de-water the
perched aquifer.
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Appendix 6
List of Post 1992 Management Actions

Actions include but are not limited to the following list. They also include the continuation of
prior years implemented recommendations by Montgomery (1988), Summer (1986) and Young
(1984).
1992 NPS 'Erosion Team' action plan.
Implemented Not
Implemented
X

Recommendation

Heribades Tracers - That are applied in canals (magnicide used
early 1980' s) - need more L"lformation.
Dyes Tracers - do not work well with clay's. Not appropriate for
GFF.

X

X

Radioactive Tracers - very complex/expensive and long-term.

X

''Natural" Tracers - chemical analysis of seep water, only source
would be from cropland application.

X

Groundwater monitoring.

X

Install new wells.

X

Stratigraphic mapping of Glenns Ferry Formation.

X

Cost analysis for lining canals and ponds.

X

Study efficiency of irrigation system.

X

Seepage study of ponds.

X

Bore-hole geophysics on new wells.

X

Economic model.
X

Install piezometer nests.

X

Landslides toe condition.

X

Extent of caliche layer and percolation.
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X

Slug test

X

Water quality monitoring.

X

Other human causative factors investigated.

X

Predictability model.

X

Study Mechanics of landslides.

X

Core samples.

Riedel, J.L., 1992, Existing conditions oflarge landslides at Hagerman Fossil Beds
Monument final report to the National Park Service; North Cascades National Park
Marblemount, Washimrton, 26 p.
Addressed Not
Unknowns
Addressed

National
Geologist,

X

What remains unknown is the nature of the perched aquifers that
feed the seeps along the bluff face.

X

What is the geographic extent of its recharge basin?

X

What are the contributions of groundwater recharge for the perched
aquifers among precipitation, canals, ponds, and sprinklers?

X

How does groundwater move between the aquifers?

Chleborad, A.F., and Schuster, R.L., 1995, A protocol for monitoring slope movement and seepage
conditions at the Hagerman Fossil Beds National Monument, south central Idaho, U.S. Geological
Survev Adm'.
. Iteport, 20 p.
m1strat1ve
Implemented Not
Recommendation
Implemented
X.

Subsurface monitoring oflandslides using boreholes.

X.

Landslide seepage or perched aquifer discharge monitoring using
weirs.

X.

Collection of precipitation data to examine relation between
precipitation and landslide movement.
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X

Collection and use of aerial and terrestrial photographs for the
recognition and delineation of landslides.

X

Long-term slope movement monitoring.

X

Landslide reconnaissance and field observation.

X

Supplement reconnaissance and field observations with surface
surveys using instrumentation.
X

Measurement of changes in a crack width and vertical offset is
recommended.

X

Map slope movement cracks.

X

Monitor slope movement near the Horse Quarry site and the ca.
1979 slide.

Farmer, C.N., 1998, Hydrostratigraphic model for the perched aquifer systems located near
.
Hagerman fossil beds nat10nal
monument, Idaho; University of Idaho, M.S. thesis, 106 p.
Recommendation
Implemented Not
Implemented
X

Continue groundwater monitoring on a monthly basis.

X

Conti.nue water quality data collection for all wells and specific
perched aquifer discharge locations.

X

Perform groundwater tracer tests to define groundwater
parameters and identify flow paths with discharge locations that
will aid mitigative efforts.
X

Based on field data, canal lining efforts need to be focused near
the Fossil Gulch Pond area to impact the middle system.

X

Drill a series of drain wells upgradient from the perched aquifer
discharge zones do'Ml to the regional aquifer.

1 J., 2003 , Wat er resources management p 1an; HAFO report, 77 p.
F armer, N., an d Ried e,
Recommendation
Implemented Not
Implemented
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X

Map and monitor growth of perched aquifer systems.
Continue to monitor slope movement and seepage conditions as
recommended by U.S.G.S. report by Chleborad and Schuster
(1995).

X

X

Analyze map and monitoring data to discern patterns, and to
develop capability to predict landslide behavior and assess nonnative vegetation expansion.

X

Analyze landslide map data to calculate impact to fossil resources
and provide for effective fossil salvage operations.

X

Install six deep monitor wells into the lower perched aquifer to
provide information and landslide prediction.

X

Develop a numerical computer model for the perched aquifer
systems related to irrigation and landslides.

X

Implement funds to halt leakage from the irrigation system.

X

Monitor discharge from the Fossil Gulch canal, wells, and seeps.

X

Mitigation of the landslide damage by monitoring movement,
fossil salvage, close areas for public safety and revegetation of
disturbed lands if viable.

X

Map temporal and spatial distribution of perched aquifer
discharge.

X

Expand monitoring to increase resolution
characterization for flow rates and water quality.

X

Mitigate surface water erosion problems by averting flushing of
irrigation pipes, placing culverts and stopping aquifer discharge.

of hydro logic

X

Establish relation between mass wasting processes and reservoir
fluctuations.

X

Classify sites by type of erosion and level of impact to resources
or facilities.

X

Monitor the rate of erosion at selected sites.

X

Develop an erosion control plan.
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X

Install monitor wells and piezometers to complete the monitoring
system started by U.S.G.S. to allow for large-scale tracer tests and
efficiently implement canal lining.

X

Surface water flows need to be measured by installing additional
weirs and by expanding the monitoring program.
X

Need for additional baseline water quality data collection
programs.

X

Baseline water quality and quantity.

X

Groundwater tracer tests.

X

Detailed and systematic water chemical analysis.
X

Discharge measurement of Fossil Gulch canal.

X

Quantify and monitor 44 reservoir shoreline erosion sites.

X

Geohazard analysis.

Covington, S., 2004, Hagerman fossil beds national monument geologic resources evaluation
scopmg meefmg summary, 10 p,
Implemented Not
Recommendation
Implemented
X

Distinguish the contribution of water from precipitation versus
that from agriculture.

X

Continue monitoring on groundwater influx and movement rates, frequency and duration with direct supervision by park
hydrologist.

X

Monitor water quality including: sediment load, nutrients
(phosphates, nitrates), temperature, discharge rates, water balance,
and effects of water influx on fish hatcheries.
X

X

Research needs include: hydrologic modeling, paleo-landslide
studies, and topographic mapping of the river bottom.
Research needs include: dye tracer tests, flow rates of springs.
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Dallas, K., 2005, Hydrological study of the Deer gulch basalt in Hagerman fossil beds national
monument, Idaho; University of Idaho, M.S. thesis, 96 p.
Recommendation
Implemented Not
Implemented
X

Additional tracer tests should be conducted between the Fossil
Gulch Pond and 1\TPS-7 to confirm hydraulic connection betv,reen
the pond and NPS-7.

X

Conduct a tracer test in the canal.

X

Monitor pore water pressure in the lower perched groundwater
system.

X

Line the Fossil Gulch Pond and Canal with an impermeable
material.
Monitor after the canals were lined or in the event Bell Rapids
were to stop operating, after the irrigation stops to document the
response.

X

X

HAFO should invest in the development of a comprehensive,
automated, water level monitoring system utilizing submersible
data-loggers in the existing wells at HAFO.

X

HAFO should invest in the development of an automated, spring
discharge measurement system using oversized flumes to monitor
flow rates continuously.

X

HAFO should invest in the development of a ground water
monitoring system in the sand unit (the cut and fill feature) above
the paper shale unit.

X

Conduct aquifer tests.

X

Solute fate/transport equations are solved for and compared with
the QTRACER2 results.
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Appendix 7
List of Research Publications, Scientific Reports and Presentations
Publications
1. Farmer, N., 2003, Reservoir drawdown cycles and effects on near-shore slope stability
and occurrence of landslides, George Wright Sodety Meeting - Protecting Our Diverse
Heritage, Abstract, 135 p.
2. Farmer, 2005 Radioactivity at Hagerman Fossil Beds NM; George Wright Society Great Rift Symposium, abstract, October 2005.
3. Farmer, et al., 2005, Nature of Radioactive Fossils at Hagerman Fossil Beds NM;
Geological Society of America, poster presentation, October 2005.
4. Farmer, N., and Nagai, 0., 2004, Non-native vegetation growth patterns as a tracer for
development of human caused perched aquifers in landslide areas, manuscript under
committee review for special edition of Journal of Japan Landslide Society.
5. Farmer, N., 2004, Landslides in the lake Idaho Glenns Ferry formation; Geological
Society of America Rocky Mountain/Cordilleran Sections, Abstract# 71150.
6. Farmer, N., 2003, Hagerman valley landslides triggered by land-use change endanger
lives, and destroy natural and cultural resources, Journal of the Japan Landslide Society,
Vol. 40, No. 4 (156), November 2003, 83 - 85 p.
7. Entry, J.A., and Farmer, N., 2001, Movement of coliform bacteria and nutrients in
groundwater flowing through basalt and sand aquifers; Journal of Environmental Quality,
Vol. 30 Sept.-Oct. 2001, 1533-1539 p.
8. Entry, J.A., and Farmer, N., 1999, Influence of aquifers and survival of coliform bacteria
in groundwater; Water Movement and Chemical Transport in the Environment Proceedings of the 2nd International Symposium, American Society of Agricultural
Engineers Publication 701P0006, Library of Congress Card Number (LCCN) 00-110167;
217-221 p.
9. Farmer, C.N., 1999, A hydrostratigraphic model for the perched aquifer systems located
near Hagerman fossil beds national monument, Idaho; On the frontiers of conservation proceedings of the 10th conference on research and resource management in parks and on
public lands; 401-406 p.

Reports
10. Chleborad, A.F., and Schuster, R.L., 1995, A protocol for monitoring slope movement and
seepage conditions at the Hagerman Fossil Beds National Monument, south central Idaho,
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U.S. Geological Survey Administrative Report, 20 p.
11. Dallas, K., 2005, Hydrological study of the Deer gulch basalt in Hagerman fossil beds
national monument, Idaho; University of Idaho, M.S. thesis, 96 p.
12. Dille, B., 2006, Natural geochemistry of the perched aquifers at Hagerman fossil beds
national monument, Idaho; University of Idaho, M.S. thesis in progress.
13. Farmer, C.N., 1998, Hydrostratigraphic model for the perched aquifer systems located
near Hagerman fossil beds national monument, Idaho; University of Idaho, M.S. thesis,
106 p.
14. Ferrell, P., 2006, Effects ofreservoir drawdown cycles at Hagerman fossil beds national
monument, Idaho; University of Idaho, M.S. thesis in progress.
15. Lee, D.E., 1995, Characterization of the Glenns Ferry Formation in the Fossil Gulch
area, Hagerman Fossil Beds National Monument, Idaho: Geology Reports, Idaho Museum
of Natural History, Geology Report #1, 59 p.
16. Lorkowski, R. M. and Hauser, J., 1996, Carbonaceous shale facies of the Glenn's
Ferry
Formation, Hagerman Fossil Beds National Monument, Idaho:
National Park Service
unpublished report.
17. Martin, L., 1992, Analysis of data collected during a field investigation of leakage from
canals and ponds of the Bell Rapids irrigation district near Hagerman Fossil Beds National
Monument, National Park Service Water Resource Division, Fort Collins, Colorado, 10 p.
18. Martin, L., 1994, Notes, comments, and summary of results for the canal and pond leakage
experiments Bell Rapids irrigation canals, Hagerman Fossil Beds, National Park Service
Water Resource Division, Fort Collins, Colorado, 26 p.
19. Michaels, P., and Donaldson, P., 1994, Seismic refraction investigation fossil gulch
and
bell rapids canal areas, Technical Report BSU CGISS 94-05, Center
for
Geophysical
Investigation of the Shallow Subsurface, Boise State University, Idaho, 20 p.
20. Montgomery, J.M., 1988, Interim report on ground-water conditions: Fossil Gulch pump
station, Bell Rapids Irrigation District, Hagerman, Idaho; Montgomery,
Consulting
Engineers, Boise, Idaho, 9 p.
21. Pelton, J.R., and Petteys, M.P., 1993, Preliminary seismic and magnetic investigations
at
Hagerman Fossil Beds National Monument, Technical Report BSU CGISS 93-02, Center
for Geophysical Investigation of the Shallow Subsurface, Boise State University, Idaho, 13

p.
22. Pelton, J.R., 1995, Review of the report prepared by Vector Engineering, Inc., entitled:
"Geophysical investigations of the Fossil Gulch Canal at the Hagerman
Fossil
Bed
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National Monument, Hagerman, Idaho", 10 p.
23. Riedel, J.L., 1992, Existing conditions of large landslides at Hagerman Fossil Beds
National Monument, final report to the National Park Service; North Cascades
National
Park Geologist, Marblemount, Washington, 26 p.
24. Saddler, J.L., 1997, Sedimentology and stratigraphy of the Pleistocene Tuana gravel
at
Hagerman Fossil Beds National Monument, Idaho: Idaho State University, M.S. thesis, 62

p.
25. Summer, P., 1986, Groundwater evaluation of geologic hazards at the Hagerman
Beds, Twin Falls county, Idaho, Bureau of Land Management Report, 9 p.

Fossil

26. Vector Engineering, Inc., 1994, Geophysical investigation of the Fossil Gulch canal at the
Hagerman Fossil Bed National Monument, Idaho, Vector Engineering, Inc. report No. 945020.00, Carson City, NV., 25 p.
27. Worstell, R.V., 1985, Report of canal seepage loss measurements made on the Bell Rapids
irrigation district, Board of Directors of Bell Rapids Irrigation District. 12 p.
28. Young, H.W., 1984, Evaluation ofhydrologic processes affecting soil movement in
the
Hagerman Fauna area, Hagerman, Idaho, U. S. Geological Survey, Water-Resources
Investigations Report 84-413 7, 16 p.
29. Young, H.W., 1993, Work activities summarization report with raw data, U.S. Geological
Survey, Water Resources Division, Boise, Idaho, 19 p.

Presentations
1. Japan Landslide Society
2. Geological Society of America
3. Great Rift Symposium
.
4. Oregon Waste Water Association
5. Idaho State University Subsurface Architecture Field Trip
6. N.P.S. Aquatic Professionals Meeting.
7. Idaho State University Soils Engineering Class
8. Human Dimensions in Natural Resources in Western U.S.
9. NPS Geologic Resources Division Meeting
10. Japan Landslide Society representative
11. Sawtooth Science Institute Workshop
12. Idaho State University Soils Engineering Class
13. 'HAFO Landslides' for Graduate Student Researchers
14. Buhl High School Students
15. College of Southern Idaho, Water Resources Mgmt. Class
16. NPS Natural Resource Manager Training

8-26-05
10-13-05
10-9-05
4-15-05
3-19-05
10-12-04
3-25-04
10-10-03
9-18-03
9-3-03
7-8-03
5-3-03
11-26-02
9-10-02
10-29-01
4-3-01
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17. National Ground Water As8cciation
18. University of Idaho Seminar
19. Bell Rapids Irrigation Co.
20. Idaho Association of Geoscientists
21. 11th Annual Non-Point Source WQ Workshop
22. Federal Energy Relicensing Committee
23. l.D. W.R. 'Connections 99' Conference
24. U.S.D.A. - Natural Resources Conservation Service
25. George Wright Society Conference
26. N.P.S. Superintendents Conference Poster
27. U.S. Bureau of Reclamation Meeting
28. N.P.S. Water/Aquatic Professionals Meeting
29. Paleo Resource Management Conference Poster

2-23-0 l
2-6-01
2-5-01
1-17-01
1-10-01
11-29-99
9-28-99
4-6-99
3-25-99
3-8-99
2-22-99
10-28-98
10-3-98
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Appendix 8
List of Report Recommendations
Listed below are applicable recommendations from previous studies that have not been
implemented but can be during the next 3 to 5 years to quantitatively document the demise of the
aquifer/landslide system.
Implemented

Not
Implemented
x

Measurement of changes in a crack width and vertical offset is
recommended.

x

Map and monitor gmwth of perched aquifer systems.

x

Analyze map and monitoring data to discern patterns, and to
develop capability to predict landslide behavior and assess nonnative vegetation expansion.

x

Analyze landslide map data to calculate impact to fossil resources
and provide for effective fossil salvage operations.

x

Establish relation between mass wasting processes and reservoir
fluctuations.

x

Classify sites by type of erosion and level of impact to resources
or facilities.

x

Monitor the rate of erosion at selected sites.

x

Develop an erosion control plan.

x

Quantify and monitor 44 reservoir shoreline erosion sites.

x

Geohazard analysis.

x

Research needs include: hydrologic modeling, paleo-landslide
studies, and topographic mapping of the river bottom.

x

Monitor pore water pressure in the lower perched groundwater
system.

x

HAFO should invest in the development of a comprehensive,
automated, water level monitoring system utilizing submersible
data-loggers in the existing wells at HAFO.
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x

H.i, FO shoL 1d inves: :rr the development of an automated, spring
di.,charge r:seasurement system using oversized flumes to monitor
flovv rates continuously.

x

HAFO should invest in the development of a ground water
monitoring system in the sand unit (the cut and fill feature) above
the paper shale unit.

Listed below are currently implemented and applicable recommendations that need to be continued
during the next 3 to 5 years to quantitatively document the demise of the aquifer/landslide system.
Implemented

Not
Implemented

x

Other human causative factors investigated.

x

Predictability model.

x

Study Mechanics of landslides.

x

Core samples.

x

Subsurface monitoring of landslides using boreholes.

x

Landslide seepage or perched aquifer discharge monitoring using
weirs.

X

Collection of precipitation data to examine relation between
precipitation and landslide movement.

X

Collection and use of aerial and terrestrial photographs for the
recognition and delineation of landslides.

X

Long-tenn slope movement monitoring.

X

Landslide reconnaissance and field observation.

X

Supplement reconnaissance and field observations with surface
surveys using instrumentation.

X

Map slope movement cracks.

X

Monitor slope movement near the Horse Quarry site and the ca.
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1979 slide.
X

Mitigation of the landslide damage by monitoring movement,
fossil salvage, close areas for public safety and re-vegetation of
disturbed lands if viable.

X

Map temporal a....'1d spatial distribution of perched aquifer
discharge.

X

Monitor water quality including: sediment load, nutrients
(phosphates, nitrates), temperature, discharge rates, water balance,
and effects of water influx on fish hatcheries.

X

Monitor after the canals were lined or in the event Bell Rapids
were to stop operating, after the irrigation stops to document the
response.
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HYDROSTRATIGRAPHIC MODEL FOR THE PERCHED AQUIFER SYSTEMS
LOCATED NEAR HAGERMAN FOSSIL BEDS NATIONAL MONUMENT,
IDAHO.
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Major Professor:
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ABSTRACT
Perched aquifer systems are causing slope failures within the Hagerman
Fossil Beds National Monument in northwestern Twin Falls County, Idaho. Six
large slope failures have occurred since 1979, which are damaging natural
resources and private property. In 1987 a slope failure destroyed a million-dollar
irrigation pumping facility and nearly killed two workers. Numerous studies have
been conducted since 1984 in an attempt to define the aquifer systems but none
have resulted in a document that integrates all of the results. This study includes
an analysis of all the previous data in addition to field mapping and investigations
with the general objective to construct a hydrostratigraphic model for the site.
A geologic model of the study site was developed based on existing
studies and literature, field investigations, drill logs and geophysical data. The
proposed geologic model has six layers, three of the layers are aquifers and
three are aquitards.
A hydrologic model was developed using existing surface water, monitor
well, water chemistry and geophysical data. Recharge to the perched aquifers
occurs dominantly from irrigation on the plateau. A ground water pressure wave
propagates through the perched aquifer systems starting at the recharge area
and moving down gradient to the discharge zones causing cyclic fluctuations in
monitor well water levels along the flow path.
A hydrostratigraphic model was developed based on the geologic and
hydrologic models. The model shows how three perched aquifer systems
(upper, middle and lower) ·How in the plateau and the implications of each system

iv

has for slope stability problems. Paleo stream channels control the upper and
lower systems while the middle system is flowing primarily through fractured
basalt. The flow regimes are dynamic; exhibiting both unconfined and confined
characteristics.
The hydrostratigraphic model explains the spatial distribution of perched
aquifer discharge zones and it will aid the development of a mitigative plan for
slope stability problems. Results indicate recharge to the upper system is
primarily near the canal inlet, while recharge to the middle basalt aquifer occurs
in the area near the Fossil Gulch Pond. The lower system is receiving drainage
from the middle system. Canal lining mitigative efforts will have the greatest
impact to the middle aquifer system if applied near the Fossil Gulch Pond area.
It is recommended to start ground water tracer tests, continue focused data
collection and long term monitoring to establish trends and define specific flow
regimes.
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INTRODUCTION
Description of the Problem
Perched ground water aquifers are causing slope stability problems within
the Hagerman Fossil Beds National Monument located in northwestern Twin
Falls County, Idaho. The slope failures are located on the hillside of the Bruneau
Plateau along the Snake River and they typically range in size from 300 to 800
feet wide and up to 1000 feet long. River water is pumped onto the Bruneau
Plateau and distributed by canal systems to agricultural crops. Irrigation water
percolates down through the unconsolidated sediments and forms shallow
perched ground water systems. Historical photos from paleontological
expeditions during the 1930's to present support initial aquifer development and
discharge during the 1970's and slope failures have occurred about every two
years since 1979. The aquifers and landslides are related to the development of
Bell Rapids Irrigation District in 1970 on the plateau adjacent to monument
property (Young 1984, Summer 1986, Riedel 1992, Vector 1994). In 1987,
workers were starting the Bell Rapids irrigation pumps in preparation for the
irrigation season when a large slope failure occurred, completely destroying the
station while the workers escaped on foot.
Many studies have addressed the slope stability problem (Table 1) and
the following paragraphs provide a summary of the contribution from each study.
In 1984 the first investigation of the slope stability problem was completed by
Young (1984) with the United States Geological Survey (U.S.G.S.) in cooperation
with the Bureau of Land Management (B.L.M.). This study provided quantitative
data for canal leakage and perched aquifer discharge, which set in motion a
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series of succeeding studies for the next eleven years. A detailed discussion of
Young (1984) is provided in Appendix C.

Year
1984
1985
1986
1986
1988
1992
1992
1993
1993
1994
1994
1994
1995
1995
1998
2001
2002
2003
2004
2004

Type of Study
Hvdrooeologic/Canal Leakac:ie
Hydrogeologic/Canal Leakage
Hvdrooeolooic/Landslide
11 monitor wells installed
Hvdrooeolooic/Canal Leakage
Hydrologic/Landslide
Canal Leakage Study
Landslide Volume
Geophysics
6 monitor wells installed
Geophvsics
Geophysics/Groundwater
Review of Geophysical Study
Monitoring Protocol
Hvdrogeology
Bacteria & Nutrient Transport
Reservoir Landslides
Groundwater Tracer Test
Groundwater Chemistry
Slope Failures

Agency
U.S.G.S.
Private
B.L.M.
U.S.G.S.
Private
N.P.S.
N.P.S.
U.S.G.S.
B.S.U.
U.S.G.S.
B.S.U.
Private
Private
U.S.G.S.
N.P.S.
U.S.D.A.&N.P.S.
U.of I. & 1.W.R.R.I.
U.of I. & I.W.R.R.I.
U.of I. & I.W.R.R.I.
Japan Landslide Soc.

Author of Report
Bill Youno
Robert Worstell
Paul Summers
James Montqomerv
Jon Riedel
Larry Martin
Photoqrammetric Lab
J. Pelton & M. Petteys
P. Michaels & P. Donaldson
Vector Engineering, Inc.
J. R. Pelton
A. Chleborad & R. Schuster
Neal Farmer
Jim Entry & Neal Farmer
Rick Allen
Jim Osienskv
Rick Allen
Osamu Naoai & Neal Farmer

Table 1. Chronological listing of studies.

In 1985 a second investigation was performed by a private consultant for
the Bell Rapids Irrigation District. Worstell (1985) measured canal leakage using
a different technique than the U.S.G.S .. This data shows an order of magnitude
less water leaking from the canal than the previous study by Young (1984). A
detailed discussion of Worstell (1985) is provided in Appendix C.
In 1986 one report was produced and eleven monitor wells were installed.
The report by Summers (1986) discussed general geologic and ground water
conditions related to the slope stability problems. Eleven monitor wells were
installed by the U.S.G.S. which was contracted by the B.L.M .. This marked the
first ground water data collection for the perched aquifers.
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In October 1987 a third canal leakage study was conducted by
Montgomery (1988) by constructing a water impoundment in the first one-half
mile of the Fossil Gulch Canal. This study provided a canal leakage value similar
to Worstells' (1985) reported value. A detailed discussion of Montgomery (1988)
is provided in Appendix C.
In spring 1988 the first one-half mile of the Fossil Gulch Canal was
straightened and lined with concrete. The 'old' segment of canal, where previous
leakage tests had been performed (Young, 1984; Worstell, 1985; Montgomery,
1988) was filled with excavated material from the newly aligned segment located
just a few hundred feet to the north.
In 1992 a detailed site characterization report was produced by Riedel
(1992) and a canal/pond leakage test was performed by Martin (1992). Martin
also performed a leakage test on the Fossil Gulch Pond. The Fossil Gulch Canal
leakage test was performed on the concrete lined segment as well as two unlined
segments immediately downstream separated by earthen dams. The report by
Martin is incomplete and there is a detailed discussion of these studies in
Appendix C.
In 1993 two investigations were conducted, one by the U.S.G.S. and one
by Pelton and Petteys (1993). The U.S.G.S. conducted a photogrammetric
analysis that provided quantitative data on volumes of slope failures. Pelton and
Petteys (1993) performed a preliminary seismic and magnetic field study used as
a basis for an in-depth seismic study in 1994.
The National Park Service (N.P.S.) contracted U.S.G.S. to install six
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additional monitor wells in 1994. Michaels and Donaldson (1994) performed a
seismic refraction investigation identifying the surface of the Shoestring Basalt
flow at locations within the plateau. Vector Engineering, Inc. performed surface
geoelectric and hydrologic studies that were compiled in a site characterization
report, which is discussed in Appendices A and C.
In 1995 reports were produced by Pelton (1995), and Chleborad and
Schuster (1995). Pelton analyzed the report produced by Vector Engineering
(1994) for correctness and accepted standard methodologies. Chleborad and
Schuster produced a report that describes specific procedures for monitoring
slope movement and aquifer seepage.
Purpose and Objectives
The purpose of this report is to aid development of a mitigative plan for
slope stability problems located at the Hagerman Fossil Beds National
Monument. The general objective is to formulate a conceptual hydrostratigraphic
model of the study area based on a review and compilation of results from
existing studies, recently collected hydrogeologic data and focused field
mapping. Speci·tic objectives of the study include:
1)

Use available geologic and geophysical data to develop a geologic
conceptual model of the site.

2)

Use available canal leakage and ground water level data to develop an
understanding of the flow systems.

3)

Combine the geologic and hydrologic models to present a general
hydrostratigraphic model of the site.

4)

Use the hydrostratigraphic model to explain spatial distribution of perched
aquifer discharge zones, aid mitigation efforts and explain observed field
data.
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Geographic Setting
The Hagerman Fossil Beds National Monument and study site are located
at the eastern edge of the VVestern Snake River Plain (Figure 1). The monument
boundary is illustrated as slanted lines and the general study site area as a
rectangle with horizontal lines. The monument is located about 90 miles
southeast of Boise and 30 miles downstream of Twin Falls along the Snake
River.
West of the town of Hagerman are fossil bearing sediments exposed in a
600 foot high bluff that forms the western wall of the Hagerman Valley. The bluff
is part of the Bruneau Plateau with the Snake River located at the base. The
river is held at a constant elevation of 2,800 feet by the Lower Salmon Falls
hydroelectric dam.
The surface of the bluff has an average elevation of 3,400 feet (600 feet
~bove the river) and it is the northeastern extent of the Bruneau Plateau. The
monument boundary effectively traces the edge of the bluff (Figure 1). The
deeply incised canyons range from a half to one mile in length and have slope
angles commonly exceeding 35° with a few up to 70°. Native vegetation on the
bluff is dominated by sagebrush, which is more abundant on north aspect slopes.
Non-native vegetation types grow at the perched aquifer discharge zones that
include cattails, Tamarisk trees, rye grass, willows, Russian Olive trees and
thistle.
The study site covers an area of approximately 10 square miles and
includes parts or all of sections 4, 5, 8, 9, 16, 17, T.7S. R.13E., section 31 T.6S.
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R.13E., sections 35, 36, T.6S. R.12E. and sections 6, 7, T.7S. R.12E., Twin
Falls County, Idaho. The general location of the study area is illustrated in Figure
1 and lies primarily on the plateau surface but extends partially down the bluff
face where perched aquifers are discharging in the northwest area of the
monument.
The basis for the study area boundary is to capture areas of recharge,
discharge, monitor wells and geophysical studies. The northwest/southeast
orientation of the study area correlates to the same orientation of the Fossil
Gulch Canal. The southeast boundary is located at aquifer discharge areas and
the northwest boundary extends to recharge areas ending where the Fossil
Gulch Canal enters an aqueduct and crosses a small canyon. The northeast and
southwest boundaries extend far enough to enclose locations of monitor wells
and geophysical studies.
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GENERAL GEOLOGY
Geologic Setting
The study site is located at the eastern edge of the western Snake River
Plain in southern Idaho. A series of sediments named the Idaho and Snake
River Groups have been deposited non-conformably on the ldavada volcanics
(Figure 2). The Idaho Group is composed of seven formations identified by
Malde and Powers (1962), and covers several thousand square miles in a wide
M.A AGE WESTERN SNAKE RIVER PLAIN ROCK UNITS
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Figure 2. Sequence of upper Cenozoic rocks in the western Snake River
Plain, Owyhee County, Idaho (modified from Malde, 1991)
area of the western Snake River Plain. The Glenns Ferry and Tuana Formations
crop out within the study site along the west side of the Snake River. These
Cenozoic sediments are a combination of lake, stream and ·nood plain deposits
inter-bedded with an occasional basalt flow, silicic volcanic ash and basaltic
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pyroclastic deposits. The following paragraphs provide a more thorough
description of the geologic setting.
The Snake River Plain is a major late Cenozoic tectonic/volcanic feature in
the northern portion of the Basin and Range geologic region (Bonnichsen and
Breckenridge, 1982). The plain extends across southern Idaho for roughly 300
miles in a crescent shape. It is divided into two main sections identified as the
western and eastern Snake River Plain. The western portion is about 40 miles
wide, bounded by normal faults and has a northwest-southeast trend. Malde and
Powers (1958) recorded at least 9,000 feet of displacement between the
high lands to the north and the elevation of the plain today and concluded about
5,000 feet of displacement occurred in the early and middle Pliocene. The
displacement started about 17 million years ago by rifting and down warping of
the plain. The subsequent stretching of the crust produced a basin that began
filling with sedimentary and volcanic rocks of considerable thickness during the
Miocene, Pliocene and Pleistocene.
Explosive rhyolitic volcanism associated with the Yellowstone-Snake River
Plain hotspot deposited the ldavada Volcanics from 14 to 9 MA (Figure 2) in
southwestern and south-central Idaho during middle Miocene time (Malde and
Powers, 1962). The Snake River Plain near Hagerman subsided in the wake of
thermal uplift associated with the hotspot and also due to northeast/southwest
extension that formed the southeast propagating western Snake River Plain
graben or rift (Malde, 1991). These eruptions continued through much of the
Miocene epoch and filled the basal portion of the western Snake River Plain with
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silicic lavas, welded and vitric tuffs. The ldavada Volcanics are commonly
exposed to the north and south of the plain as local highlands. The Mount
Bennett Hills north of the city of Hagerman are primarily composed cf ldavada
Volcanics (Maley, 1987).
Eleven million years ago deposition of the Idaho Group began on the
ldavada Volcanics. Cope (1883) identified and named these sediments "The
Idaho Group" and the body of water where these sediments collected "Lake
Idaho". He correctly dated a portion of the Idaho Group as Pliocene based on
fish fossils. The Idaho Group was deposited in lakes, flood plains and streams.
The base level and sediment load in this environment was affected by local
basaltic volcanism and subsidence of the western Snake River Plain as well as
silicic volcanism in the eastern Snake River Plain (Ma Ide, 1991 ).
Malde and Powers (1962) divided the Idaho Group into seven formations
ranging in age from 11 million to 700,000 years old. In ascending order they are
Poison Creek/Banbury Basalt, Chalk Hills, Glenns Ferry, Tuana Gravel, Bruneau
and Black Mesa Gravel (Figure 2). These formations are composed of elastic
sedimentary lithologies and inter-bedded olivine basalt flows, silicic volcanic
ashes and basaltic pyroclastic material with an aggregate thickness up to 1500m
(Ma Ide and Powers, 1962). Most of the sediments are poorly consolidated and
range in texture from clays to gravels. Only the Glenns Ferry and Tuana
Formations of the Idaho Group, along with a thick caliche cap and overlying soils
are exposed at the study site. Figure 3 illustrates a generalized geologic map in
the vicinity of the study area based on a map by Malde (1972).
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The age of the Glenns Ferry Formation is broadly constrained from
Pliocene to early Pleistocene or 5 to 1.5 MA. (Ma Ide, 1991 ). It exhibits four major
environments including sandy fluviatile, muddy flood plain, lacustrine and valley
border facies (Malde, 1972). Primarily fluviatile and flood plain
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t
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Figure 4. Study area location and distribution Glenns Ferry Formation
sedimentary facies in the Glenns Ferry/Hagerman area (after
Malde, 1972).

environments are represented in the study area. The flood plain deposits of the
Hagerman area are marginal to and east of the lacustrine facies that crop out
near the town of Glenns Ferry and continue westward as illustrated in Figure 4
(Ma Ide, 1972; Ma Ide, 1991 ). Lacustrine deposits consist of massive tan silt and
fine-grained sand forming monotonous outcrops and were deposited in ancient
"Lake Idaho". The outcrops of fluvial facies are predominately found east of the
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town of G1e,mr Ferry. Coarse-grained arkosic sands and cobble gravels of the
valley border facie::s are present at both the northern and southern margins of the
western Snake River Plain (Figure 4) (Malde, 1972).
Malde (1972) describes the depositional setting as a highly sinuous
meandering stream and flood plain which formed the delta plain marginal to a
perennial lake to the west. The climate was predominately humid but also semiarid at times.
"... the river flowed in a wide valley marked by temporary lakes and
by broad stretches that were seasonally flooded. As the river
shifted its course, the sedimentary environments changed
correspondingly. Even so, the persistence of rather uniform
environments in certain areas is shown by surprisingly thick
sequences of fairly uniform deposits (Ma Ide, 1972, page D13)."
Lee (1995) recognized two lithofacies associations, sandy and muddy.
These are equated to represent a channel and flood plain environment within a
meandering stream system. Sandy associations make up about 25% of the
Glenns Ferry Formation at the northern end of the Hagerman Fossil Beds
National Monument (Lee, 1995). The sandy fluviatile association contains
lithofacies of gravely sand, trough cross-bedded sand, ripple-marked and scourfill sand generally arranged in upward-fining successions. These are interpreted
to represent point bar deposits in a mixed-load, highly sinuous meandering
stream system. Bjork (1968) described these channel sands as grey, micaceous
quartz sand that is uniformly fine-grained.
Muddy facies sequences with local organic rich and pedogenic facies
make up about 75% of the Glenns Ferry Formation (Lee, 1995). The muddy
facies association accumulated vertically in flood plains periodically inundated by
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water from floods in the fluvial system and consists mainly of pale olive colored
silty clays and clayey silt beds arranged in upward fining cycles at a scale of
decimeters to meters (Lee, 1995). These deposits are commonly characterized
by monotonous fine-grained, graded, calcareous, pale-olive silt beds from one to
three feet thick capped with a dark, carbonaceous clay from one to several
inches thick (Malde, 1965).
The Tuana Gravel Formation rests on the Glenns Ferry Formation.
Saddler (1997) describes the composition of the Tuana Gravels as coarser
grained sediments in the silt, sand and gravel fractions. Thickness of the gravel
varies up to 200 feet but is commonly about 50 feet thick within the study site
(Bjork, 1968). Malde (1965) describes the Tuana as gradually rising in elevation
and thickening southward and suggests that the ancestral Snake River deposited
the gravels across the valley. The exposed base of the Tuana Gravel exhibits
cut and fill stream channels in the underlying silts and clays of the Glenns Ferry
Formation. These stream channels are commonly filled with fine sand.
A caliche layer has formed several feet below overlying soil horizons. It
covers most of the study site but no formal mapping or characterization has been
performed specifically to determine its areal extent, continuity, structure or
thickness. The caliche does reflect a climatic change from the Tuana
environment and is considered to have formed during an interglacial dry cycle of
the Pleistocene (Bjork, 1968). Outcrop observations indicate the caliche is a very
dense layer averaging several feet thick, but thins to less than one foot in
thickness at some locations. It contains vertical fractures that are re-cemented in
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some places and not in others. It is resistant to weathering and forms a cap rock
nea:r the top of the hillsides in most of the study site and surrounding area.
Geologic Model
A six layer geologic model of the study site was developed and provides
the foundation for the hydrostratigraphic model. The model is based on literature
research and review, examination of geologic outcrops located at perched
aquifer discharge zones and recharge areas and an investigation of geologic
conditions for the Fossil Gulch Canal base. Geologic units within the plateau
were inferred from geophysics and drill logs, discussed in Appendices A and C.
Literature research and review is based on the following sources.
1) General geology (Malde, 1972), (Bonnichsen and Breckenridge,
1982), (Malde, 1991), and (Malde and Powers, 1958).
2) Stratigraphy (Bjork, 1968), (Lee, 1995), (Malde, 1972) and
(Malde and Powers, 1962).
3) Carbonaceous Paper Shales (Lorkowski and Hauser, 1996).
4) Tuana Gravel Formation (Saddler, 1997).
5) Drill logs and bor~hole geophysics (U.S.G.S., 1986 and 1994).
6) Seismic data (Michaels and Donaldson, 1994).
Outcrop elevations for the model layers were collected at the southeast
end of the study site. There is a southerly dip to the formations based on the
U.S.G.S geologic map (Malde, 1972) and stratigraphy studies (Bjork, 1968). A
gradient of 0.006 (0.6%) was calculated for the Shoestring Basalt flow from the
Fossil Gulch Pond (Elev. 3,280 feet) to outcrops located at the southeast end of
the study site (Elev. 3,180 feet). It is assumed the other geologic units generally
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follow this trend within the plateau.
An investigation of the canal base geology was performed from the end of
the concrete lined segment to an aqueduct approximately 2.5 miles downstream
from the Fossil Gulch Pond (Figure 5). The canal base was sampled every 200
feet with several holes drilled from a power auger that has a 2.5-foot depth
capability. The sampling occurred after Bell Rapids Irrigation Company cleaned
the canal by scraping sediments out of the base.
Results indicate a layer of caliche in the base of the canal extending from
the concrete lined section of canal, downstream to 1/3 mile before Fossil Gulch
Pond. Then very dense silty clay was recorded to the pond. One 200-foot long
area did reveal coarse sand with no caliche down to 2.5 feet. Caliche was
observed in the sides of the canal at this location indicating that heavy equipment
had broken through the layer of caliche during construction of the canal. Fossil
Gulch Pond is in direct contact with the Shoestring Basalt flow based on
observations made in February 1998. Basalt outcrops were exposed under
approximately four feet of sediments during a dredging operation
performed by the Bell Rapids Irrigation Co. to remove 28 years of sedimentation
in Fossil Gulch Pond. Dense, partially cemented olive colored silty clays were
recorded in the base of the canal from the Fossil Gulch Pond to 0.75 mile
downstream. Basalt was observed in the base of the canal from 0. 75 mile
downstream of the pond, to 1.5 miles downstream from Fossil Gulch Pond.
Layers of the geologic model have been identified at locations within the
plateau from drill logs, borehole geophysics and surface geophysics. Appendix
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C providAs illustrations of monitor well geologic logs and locations in Figure 10.
The Shoestring Basalt has been inferred betv11een the drill log locations within the
plateau from a seismic geophysical study.
In 1994 Idaho Power Company mapped the surface of the Shoestring
Basalt flow using seismics. The primary objectives were to determine the areal
extent of the basalt flow in proximity to the Fossil Gulch Irrigation Canal to aid in
assessment of ground water ·now paths. White dashed lines with a line number
mark the location of the seismic traverses illustrated in Figure 6. The surface of
the Shoestring Basalt was identified from seismics along lines 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6.
The basalt was not observed seismically near the canyon rim with line 3 but is
known to exist from drill logs and outcrops in this area. Overall the surface of the
Shoestring Basalt flow is continuous and smooth with a composite apparent dip
to the south and southwest (Michaels and Donaldson, 1994).
The individual hydrostratigraphic layers of the model are described in the
following paragraphs and illustrated in Figure 7. Layer 1 of the model is the
Tuana Gravel Formation that is composed of gravel, sand, and subordinate silt
and clay. Paleo-stream channels have cut and filled into the underlying Glenns
Ferry Formation at an elevation of about 3,325 feet (Saddler, 1997). Layer 1 is
acting as an aquifer and transmitting water through paleo-stream channels,
which show as localized point discharge locations on the hillsides.
Layer 2 of the model is part of the Glenns Ferry Formation which consists
of 75% silty clays (Lee, 1995) with the remaining 25% composed of mostly
stream facies. This layer is about 125 feet thick and extends from an elevation
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Figure 6. Seismic line locations and Inferred extent of the basalt flow noted by
the hachured pattem.
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of 3,325 feet down to the top of the basalt flow at about 3,200 feet elevation (Lee,
1995). Layer 2 of the model is acting as an aquitard separating the Tuan a
Gravel Formation from Layer 3.
Layer 3 is the Shoestring Basalt flow, which averages 20 feet thick in
outcrops and exhibits a one-half foot thick basal baked zone forming an aquitard.
The fractured basalt flow is acting as an aquifer discharging up to 300 gallons per
minute in one area. The basalt base crops out at an elevation of 3,180 feet at
the southeastern side of the study site and near Fossil Gulch pond it is inferred to
be at about 3,280 feet. Well logs and geophysics have identified the basalt at
locations within the plateau. Layer 4 extends from the base of the basalt flow
down to an elevation of about 3,110 feet and consists of more silty clays, typical
of the Glenns Ferry Formation and forms an aquitard. Layer 5, from 3,110 feet to
3,100 feet elevation is dominated by a stream facie acting as an aquifer. The
stream facie dominates this layer but it is not laterally continuous. Paleo-stream
channels have cut into the underlying carbonaceous paper shale and filled with
fine sand. Lorkowski and Hauser (1996) mapped this layer and the underlying
carbonaceous paper shale unit.
Layer 6 is composed of carbonaceous paper shales that form an aquitard
and probable failure plane for slope failures. The unit is about 20 feet thick,
crops out from 3,100 feet to 3,080 feet in elevation, and is composed primarily of
finely laminated clays with deposits of diatoms and ash (Lorkowski and Hauser,
1996). These deposits likely have low shear strengths and their elevations
correspond to the inferred lower rotational failure planes for the 1991 and ca.
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1979 slope failures.
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H'VDROLOGIC MODEL

The hydrologic model describes how water moves through the geologic
materials within the study site. The primary elements of the model are recharge,
ground water flow and perched aquifer discharge with supporting data from
hydrographs, water chemistry and geophysics. Recharge to the model occurs
during mid-April through mid-October from irrigation water. Natural precipitation
effects surface water flows primarily during December, January and February but
is likely not significant source of recharge to the perched aquifers. Ground water
and perched aquifer discharge hydrographs exhibit cycles that closely correlate
to seasonal irrigation. Water chemistry illustrates how chemical concentrations
increase as ground water flows from recharge areas to discharge zones and high
electrical responses from geophysics indicate locations of recharge areas.
Irrigation As A Recharge Source
Landuse change on the plateau from sagebrush desert to irrigated
farmland has coincided with the formation of perched ground water systems,
which discharge along the hillsides of the Bruneau Plateau. The Bell Rapids
Mutual Irrigation District is located adjacent to the Hagerman Fossil Beds
National Monument and operates and maintains an irrigation system that pumps
water from the Snake River to irrigate approximately 19,000 acres of land on the
plateau. The water license priority for Bell Rapids Irrigation Company is dated
December 16, 1963 and construction of the irrigation facilities began in 1969 with
the first irrigation season in 1970 (Vector, 1994).
The following paragraphs provide a chronology for irrigation activities. The
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main pumps lift water from the Snake River up 600 feet in elevation where it is
emptied into the Fossil Gulch Canal. Water is pumped from the canal system for
field application using sprinkler system technology. The Irrigation season starts
in mid April and ends in mid October. The total amount of water pumped into the
irrigation system averages 45,000 acre-feet per year and Figure 8 illustrates
yearly volumes of water pumped from the Snake River into the irrigation system
(U.S.G.S.).
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Figure 8. Total volume of water (acre-feet/year) pumped into Fossil Gulch
Canal.
The first irrigation season and recharge to the perched aquifers began in
spring 1970. Perched ground water began to discharge on the hillsides du ring
mid 1970's and the first large slope failure occurred in ca. 1979. Slope stability
problems are a function of several elements that include ground water, steep
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slopes up to 70 degrees, poorly consoiic2ted sediments and at some locations
over-steeping of slopes from road building. In 1983 a second slope failure put at
risk a portion of the Bell Rapids Canal. In spring 1987, a third slope failure
occurred that destroyed the Bell Rapids Pumping Station while workers were
turning on pumps. During the 1987 irrigation season the Fossil Gulch Canal
carried larger volumes of water in response to the non-usable Bell Rapids Canal
so lateral line aqueducts could transfer water to the areas previously supplied by
the Bell Rapids Canal. After the 1987 season the first one-half mile of Fossil
Gulch Canal was realigned to straighten it and lined with concrete.
The 1983 slope failure set in motion a series of actions and canal leakage
studies addressing the perched ground water conditions within the plateau.
Studies have been conducted by both private and government agencies since
that time. Results from these studies indicate the source of recharge to the
perched aquifers is the irrigation system.
Summary of Canal Leakage Studies
Recharge to the perched aquifers from the canal and pond has been
studied during five different leakage investigations. A discussion of each
hydrologic study is provided in Appendix B and Figure 9 illustrates the locations
of each study. The first study by Young (1984) measured flow within the Fossil
Gulch Canal at two locations and then indirectly calculated the amount of water
leaking from the canal based on the difference between the two flow rates.
Young (1984) reports about 1,900 acre-feet of water leaks from the first mile of
the Fossil Gulch Canal per 120 day irrigation season, before it was lined with
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concrete in 1988. The second study by Worstell (1985) measured the first halfmile of canal with a seepage meter that is commonly used for such studies. His
resu Its indicate a lower leakage rate of 193 acre-feet per 180-day irrigation
season.
A third canal leakage study, conducted by Montgomery (1987), involved
constructing a water impoundment in the first one-half mile of Fossil Gulch Canal.
The calculated leakage was reported at 299 acre-feet per season. The fourth
canal leakage study, performed by Martin (1994), tested three sections of the
Fossil Gulch Irrigation Canal and two irrigation holding ponds. The results from
his study show 360 acre-feet of water per irrigation season is lost from the first
one-half mile segment of unlined canal. Leakage for the cement lined segment
was determined to be 7,000 gallons per day. Vector Engineering, Inc. (1994)
performed the fifth leakage study. This study was designed to measure the canal
flow at 500-foot intervals for the entire length and use this flow rate data to
indirectly calculate canal leakage similar to Young's study in 1984. The results of
the Vector study were stated as inconclusive, but a leakage rate of 5,000 acrefeet/season for the entire canal system was reported. Canal leakage estimates
for an average irrigation season are summarized in Table 2.
Assuming a constant leakage rate along the canal may not be accurate
because of changing geologic and hydraulic head conditions. For instance, the
Tuana Gravel Formation is below the canal at the inlet area near the edge of the
bluffs where most of the leakage tests were performed. The canal crosses the
contact between the Tuana Gravel and the finer grained Glenns Ferry Formation
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within the firs; mUe segment of canal according to the U.S.G.S. geologic ri .. ;:;
(Malde, 1972).

Year

Research
Entity

1984
1985
1987
1992
1994

Young
Worstell
Montaomery
Martin
Vector Eng.

Average
Leakage Rate
(fl/day
/first unlined
1/2mile)

Leakage Rate
(f!./day
Ii ned section

0.8
1.45

0.015

Leakage Volume
(acre-feet/
/180 day season/
/first unlined
1/2mile)
1,425
193
293
360

Leakage Volume
(acre-feet/
/180 day season/
/first unlined mile)

Leakage
(acre-feet/
/180 day season/
/entire system)

2,850
386
586
720
5000 ( = 10% loss)

Table 2. Volume of water lost to leakage from the Fossil Gulch Canal
system determined from different studies.
The Fossil Gulch Irrigation Pond leakage study performed by Martin
(1994) indicated a water leakage of 140 acre-feet per season. If this value is
correct it would be roughly equal to 33% of the annual discharge from the
perched aquifer as estimated by Young (1984). A degree of uncertainty is
associated with the reported pond leakage data due to surveying problems
during data collection.
Monitor Wells
Ground water monitoring in the Fossil Gulch area started in 1986 with the
installation of six monitor wells. In 1994 six additional wells were constructed for
a total of 12. Table 3 provides construction information and Figure 10 illustrates
the location of the monitor wells. All of the wells drilled in 1986 were constructed
with six inch diameter PVC casing with 20 feet of 0.030-inch slot sized screen.
The sand packs extend up to within 30 feet of ground surface then a cement
grout surface seal was placed (Young, 1997). The 1986 wells that encountered
basalt only penetrated a short distance into the upper surface of the basalt while
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the 1994 wells drill·~,-:! comp'";tely th"C

h t 1·,~ basalt into the unde.:-lying Glenns

Ferry Formation.
Monitor Well

Year of

Identification

Completion

Depth of

Elevation of

Well (feet) ' Land Surface

I

Elevation of

Elevation of

Effective Screen

Effective Screen

(feet)

(Top)

7S 13E 17ABB1

1986

172

3374

3344

7S 13E 17AAB1

1986

165

3346

3316

3181

7S 13E 9CCC1

1986

209

3342

3312

3133

(Fossil Gulch Area)

(Bottom)
I

3202

169

3374

3344

114

3345

3315

1986

212

3401

3371

1994

235

3402

3262

3167

1994

240

3401

3221

3161

7S 13E 9CDC1

1986

7S 13E 9CBB1

1986

7S 13E 9DCC1
NPS-1
NPS-2

!

3205

\

3231
3189

NPS-3

1994

224

3402

3213

3178

NPS-4

1994

250

3379

3319

3128

NPS-5

1994

249

3395

3285

3145

NPS-6

1994

252

3403

3235

3151

NPS-7

2003

215

3390

open hole 173 - 215

NPS-8

2004

163

3350

open hole 103 - 163

2004

190

3374

• open hole 169 - 190

NA
NA
NA

7S 13E 9CDC1 (redrilled)

Table 3. Monitor well information.
The wells constructed in 1994 are more complex and variable than the
1986 wells. The 1994 wells were constructed with six-inch diameter PVC casing
with variable lengths of 0.040-inch slot sized screen. Gravel pack lengths are
also more variable raAging from 35 feet in NPS-3 to 190 feet in NPS-4. The rest
of the 1994 wells have gravel pack intervals of about 90 feet. All of the 1994
wells penetrated below the Shoestring Basalt to varying depths ranging from 72
feet in NPS-4 to 38 feet in NPS-5 with the rest averaging about 14 feet below the
basalt. Bentonite grout was used to seal from the sand pack up to about 10 to
20 feet from ground surface and then a cement grout seal placed up to ground
surface.
Well completion diagrams and drill logs for the wells are located in
Appendix C. Long effective screen intervals have likely interconnected different
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Figure 10. Locations of monitor wells and slope failures.
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perched aquifers producing a composite affect for some of the monitor well
hydrographs. The U.S.G.S. collected water level measurements in wells from
March 1986 through May 1987 and January 1992 through April 1996. National
Park Service staff has collected water level data since April 1996. Hyd rographs
for each of the wells are located in Appendix C.
Ground Water Hydrographs and Contours
Ground water levels are responding to temporal changes in recharge due
to seasonal irrigation practices. Monitor well hydrographs for NPS-5, NPS-4 and
NPS-3 (Figure 11) have been chosen because they clearly demonstrate how
changes in recharge conditions effect water levels in the middle perched aquifer.
3250
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Figure 11. The hydrologic model illustrates a cyclic relation between the
canal flow hydrographs and ground water hydrographs for NPS-5,
NPS-4 and NPS-3.

The wells are completed in the Shoestring Basalt flow (geo 1ogic moc.'e!
layer 3). Otl1er monitor wells in the Fossil Gulch area were not used in the
demonstration in the interest of simplicity and to eliminate redundancy because
some wells (NPS-6) have nearly identical hydrographs to other wells (NPS-3).
Others have complex hydrographs attributed partially to well construction and
design. Appendix C provides a discussion of these wells.
Well NPS-3 is located furthest down gradient near the perched aquifer
discharge zones. Water levels in this well begin to rise in August. Figure 12
hydrograph amplitude of wells completed in the basalt flow. Figure 11 illustrates
water levels starting to rise during the early part of June for NPS-5. Well NPS-4
is located further from the recharge area than NPS-5 and water levels start to
rise during July as the effects of the recharge pressure wave propagate down
gradient.
Well NPS-5 is located nearest to the source of recharge evident from the
earliest rise in water levels, highest water level elevation and greatest
illustrates the interpreted progression of seasonal recharge events moving
through the basalt system noted by hachured lines located at NPS-5, NPS-4 and
NPS-3. The water level response of these wells indicate a source area near the
Fossil Gulch Irrigation Pond. The pressure response takes about 100 days to
travel a horizontal distance of 15,000 to 20,000 feet from the recharge area to
the discharge zones; this equates to a range from 150 to 200 feet/day.
Ground water contours are illustrated in Figure 12, which are based on
hydrographs for monitor wells NPS-5, NPS-4, NPS-3 and NPS-6. These wells
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Figure 12. Ground water contours for the basalt aquifer. Only the monitor we Us
used for contouring are shown. Interpreted location of the recharge
pressure wave is noted by blue hachured lines.
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were selected because they are completed in the middle basalt aquifer. Water
level data from October 15, 1997 was used for the contours; this is when the
hydrograph for NPS-5 is at its greatest height each year. There is a 36-foot loss
in head from NPS-5 to NPS-3 over a distance of 9,000 feet. This equates to a
hydraulic gradient of 0.004 (0.4 percent) compared to a gradient of 0.006 (0.6
percent) for the basalt flow. The downward hydraulic gradient from NPS-5 to
NPS-3 indicates water flowing from the northwest to the southeast in the basalt
aquifer.
Ground Water Chemistry
Water chemistry data for the Fossil Gulch Canal, monitor wells NPS-5 and
NPS-4, and aquifer discharge are consistent with the model. As water enters the
ground water systems it dissolves ions. An increase in chemical concentrations
occurs as ground water flows further from the recharge area. The U.S.G.S.
collected water quality data in 1993 and the trilinear diagram in Figure 13
illustrates water chemistry for the Fossil Gulch Canal, NPS-5, NPS-4 and a
discharge stream. Total dissolved solids progressively increase from the lowest
concentration in canal water, to NPS-5, to NPS-4 and ultimately the perched
aquifer discharge, which has the greatest concentrations. The increase in
chemical concentrations as ground water flows further from a recharge area to a
discharge zone is consistent with the hydrologic model.
Geophysics
Two surface geophysical studies were conducted in 1994 by Vector
Engineering to investigate relations between the irrigation canal system and the
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Figure 13. Trilinear diagram illustrating an increase of dissolved ions
noted by the increase in circle diameters as water flows from
recharge area to discharge area.

perched aquifers. Mise-a'-la-masse and Schlumberger studies (Figures 14 and
15) were employed to determine if there is a correlation between canal water and
the perched aquifers. Appendix A provides a detailed discussion for each study.
High electrical potential responses are shown in figure 12 for the Mise-a'la-masse study and they are inferred to be indicative of ground water recharge
from the canal and low potential charges equate to little or no canal water
connection with ground water. Pelton (1995) states that Vector (1994) used an
incorrect method of moving the current electrode during the Mise-a'-la-masse
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Figure 14. Misa-a-la-masse results illustrating high and low electrical potential
zones (Modified from Vector Engineering, 1994).
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Figure 1S. Vertical Bectrical Sounding' results illustrating differenl resistivity zones at 100 1
below land surface (Modified from Vector Engineering, 1994).
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data collection and because of this the data are suspect. The high electrical
response located near the Fossil Gulch Pond (Figure 14) is interpreted to reflect
recharge in this area that is consistent with the hydrologic and geologic model
from this study.
The crosshatch pattern in Figure 15 is interpreted as high water content
from the Schlumberger study. There is a general northwest/southeast trend to
the patterns, which progress toward the Fossil Gulch Pond area. Pelton (1995)
states that Vector (1994) used a unique computer program to process data
collected from the survey and this should be taken into account while interpreting
the results. This study reviewed the Schlumberger data and generally concurs
with Pelton's (1995) statements. The computer program did not take into
account the geology of the plateau or discriminate raw data between different
perched aquifers. The program incorrectly connected high responses at different
elevations into one layer and then interpreted this layer as one aquifer. Other
cross sections appear to be reasonable and so the results of the Schlumberger
study are debatable.
Perched Aquifer Discharge
The majority of aquifer discharge comes from the basalt aquifer. Young
(1984) calculated a discharge rate of 420 acre-feet (AC-FT) of water per year.
Included in this value are aquifer discharge locations noted in Figure 16 but also
two discharge locations 2 miles south of the study area in sections 29 and 32.
Aquifer discharge in sections 29 and 32 are not part of the same perched aquifer
system located within the study site. If these two locations are subtracted from
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the 420 AC-FT calculated by Young (1984) then discharge from the study site
area is 360 AC-FT per year. Low surface water flow rates occur in April, May
and June and the high flow rates occur during November, December and
January.
Discharge rates have been measured monthly by the U.S.G.S. and N.P.S.
using weirs and flumes placed in surface water flows below aquifer discharge
zones. Figure 16 illustrates weir and flume locations and Figure 17 illustrates the
hydrographs for surface flows and the Fossil Gulch Canal. The purpose of
collecting discharge measurements is to aid water balance calculations, record
surface ·fiow trends, correlate with recharge events and monitor well data. The
N.P.S. staff started collecting surface water measurements in the same streams
as the U.S.G.S. in October of 1996 using volumetric measurement methods
instead of weir and staff gauge. The N.P.S. placed metal square notch type
weirs into the streams and then used a calibrated bucket and stopwatch to collect
measurements.
Most of the aquifer discharge hydrographs in Figure 17 show a cyclic
pattern associated with the seasonal irrigation. The irrigation system starts filling
with water in mid-April and four months later in August, discharge flows 16ABB2s
and 16ABA1s respond with increased surface water flow. The drop in the
hydrograph for 16ABA1s in late 1995 is due to a channel shift from debris flows
shedding off the 1991 landslide. Some flow rates change because mud/rock
debris flows originating from the landslides alter the stream channels and flow
regime.
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Figure 17. Hydrographs of perched aquifer discharge streams and Fossil
Gulch Canal illustrating a cyclic relation between recharge events
and aquifer discharge.
Conclusions
The hydrologic model illustrates a hydraulic correlation between the
seasonal irrigation, ground water flow within the Shoestring Basalt flow and
perched aquifer discharge along the hillsides. Hydrographs support a ground
water pressure response occurring from seasonal irrigation, which starts in midApril. It reaches monitor well NPS-5 in June, NPS-4 in July, NPS-3 August and
causes increased surface water flow in August. The lag time between the start of
the recharge event in April and a response in perched aquifer discharge is about
four months. Ground water contours indicate a hydraulic gradient from NPS-5 to
NPS-3, which supports water flowing from the northwest to the southeast. The
Mise-a'-la-masse, Schlumberger and water chemistry data also indicate recharge
occurring near the pond area and 1fowing down gradient to the discharge zones.
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HYDROSTRATIGRAPH IC MODEL
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Introduction
A six-layer hydrostratigraphic model is proposed for the study site based
on the geologic and hydrologic models. The six layers are composed of three
aquifers and three aquitards and are listed below.
Layer #1
Layer #2
Layer #3
Layer #4

- Upper Perched Aquifer (Tuana Gravel Formation).
- Aquitard (Glenns Ferry Formation).
- Middle Perched Aquifer (Shoestring Basalt flow).
- Aquitard (Baked zone at base of Shoestring Basalt flow and
underlying Glenns Ferry Formation).
Layer #5 - Lower Perched Aquifer (Glenns Ferry Formation stream facie).
Layer #6 - Aquitard (Carbonaceous Paper Shales).
Figure 18 illustrates a detailed and accurate vertical scale fence diagram
of the hydrostratigraphic model showing the six main geologic layers, monitor
well designs and water levels. Figure 19 illustrates a generalized block diagram
of the hydrostratigraphic model with three perched aquifers identified as the
upper, middle and lower systems. These aquifers flow through layers #1, #3 and
#5. Paleo-stream channels control ground water flow in the upper system while
the middle system is primarily controlled by the Shoestring Basalt flow. The
lower perched system is controlled by a fine-grained stream facie resting on a
package of carbonaceous clays. Figures 20, 21 and 22 illustrate photographs of
three aquifer discharge areas compared to the model, which explains the
discharge spatial distribution on the hillside.
Upper Perched Aquifer System
The upper system is characterized by paleo-stream channels composed
of primarily fine sand (Saddler, 1997) along localized, sinuous and meandering
paleo-stream channels. Figures 20 and 21 exhibit these localized point
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discharge paleo-stream channels noted by heavy isolated vegetation growth
surrounded by sagebrush. Most of the ground water filled channels are located
at the contact (about 3,300 feet above sea level) between the coarser grained
Tuana Gravel Formation and underlying fine-grained Glenns Ferry Formation.
This system has the shallowest depth below ground surface and shortest ground
water flow paths from recharge to discharge. Based on field observations these
channels exhibit unconfined flow conditions with discharge rates typical of seeps.
Middle Perched Aquifer System
The middle system is primarily constrained to the Shoestring Basalt flow at
an elevation of about 3,200 feet in the discharge area and transmits ground
water through fractures and joints. General ground water flow likely follows the
geologic dip of the flow that was determined from the seismic study to be
southerly. The basalt flow is not areally extensive and where the flow pinches
out fine-grained sediments control ground water flow.
The geologic and hydrologic models indicate the area of recharge to the
basalt aquifer system is primarily in the vicinity of the Fossil Gulch Irrigation
Pond. Basalt is observed in direct contact with irrigation water at an elevation of
about 3,300 feet in this area. Hydrographs for NPS-5, NPS-4 and NPS-3
illustrate how a recharge pressure wave propagates through the basalt system
from recharge areas to the discharge. Geophysical evidence of recharge for the
pond area is based on the Mise-a'-la-masse and Schlumberger studies
performed by Vector Engineering (1994). The high response of Mise-a'-la-masse
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and Schlumberger data near the Fossil Gulch Pond area correlates with the
geology and the hydrographs from monitor wells.
This system has intermediate length ground water flow paths from
recharge to discharge zones. The basalt flow has the greatest hydraulic
conductivity of the three perched systems and it discharges the greatest volume
of ground water. Figure 22 illustrates how the greatest vegetation growth
correlates to discharge from this aquifer system. The basalt has a basal baked
zone that is well lithified but fractured. This baked zone and underlying silty clays
are acting as an aquitard to the basalt aquifer. Saturated thickness of the flow is
a few feet near the discharge areas but at monitor well N.P.S.-5 it is has a
thickness of 60 feet.
Lower Perched Aquifer System
The lower perched aquifer system is characterized by a fine-grained
paleo-stream facie resting on a 20-foot thick package of carbonaceous paper
shales. In some areas the stream facie exhibits preferential flow paths through
paleo-channels as shown on Figures 20 and 22. The lower perched system is
the least defined due to a lack of data. However, this system correlates with the
elevation of the rotational failure planes for the 1991 and ca. 1979 slope failures
(Figure 22).
Ground water recharge to the lower system likely encompasses a larger
area and flow paths are the longest of the three perching systems. Additional
water may be draining from monitor wells into the lower system due to long
effective screen intervals (Appendix C). The discharge volume of the lower
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system is significantly less than the basalt system and at most locations
evapotranspiration is greater than discharge. There is evidence for the
expansion of the lower system in recent years. The green vegetation located at
a paleo-stream channel in the lower perched system on Figure 20 did not exist a
few years ago based on historical photos. Also, water levels in monitor well
9CCC1, which is completed in the lower system, continue to increase (Appendix
C).
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The hydrostratigraphic model developed from this investigation provides
for:
1.) Identification of three perched aquifer systems and an explanation for the
perched aquifer discharge patterns and spatial distribution on the hillsides.
2.) Location of the main recharge area for the middle perched system based on
geologic, hydrologic and geophysical data.
3.) Association between the failure planes for the 1991 and ca. 1979 landslides
and the carbonaceous paper shale package.
4.) Potential of each aquifer system for slope stability problems.
5.) Explanation of well hydrographs responding to a recharge pressure wave.
Three perched aquifer systems (upper, middle and lower) occur within the
plateau and have different implications for slope failures. Paleo-stream channels
control ground water flow of the upper system that causes point discharge
locations on the hillsides. They have very low discharge rates typical of seeps.
Any slope failure associated with these individual channels will likely be small
relative to the magnitude of failures associated with the middle and lower
systems.
The middle system has the greatest discharge rates and lateral extent.
Recharge to the middle basalt system is primarily from the irrigation system with
unknown quantities recharging from field application of water. Recharge to the
middle system occurs in the Fossil Gulch Pond area based on the
hydrostratigraphic model. The main component of ground water flow is likely
following the southerly dip of the basalt flow. Hyd rographs for wells NPS-5, NPS4 and NPS-3 and water chemistry illustrate a recharge pressure wave
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propagating through the basalt aquifer. It takes approximately four months for
the pressure wave to travel from the recharge area in mid-April to the discharge
zones reaching NPS-5 in June, NPS-4 in July and NPS-3 (near the discharge
area) in August. The volume of water discharging from the basalt flow saturates
sediments in the discharge zones and erodes the slope face causing oversteepened slopes.
The third and lowest perched aquifer system is controlled by paleo-stream
channels. This system is particularly susceptible to slope failures because of the
presence of a finely laminated paper shale package with occasional deposits of
diatomite and volcanic ash. The existing 1991 and ca. 1979 slope failure planes
are about 40 feet below the Shoestring Basalt flow which corresponds to the
elevation of carbonaceous paper shale package of the lower system. Sparse
data exists for this system but recharge likely occurs from leakage of the middle
basalt aquifer system and water draining from upper systems into lower systems
from monitor wells constructed with long effective screen intervals.
Recommendations for further study are presented below.
1.) Continue ground water monitoring on a monthly basis.
2.) Continue water quality data collection for all wells and specific perched
aquifer discharge locations.
3.) Perform ground water tracer tests to define ground water parameters and
identify flow paths with discharge locations that will aid mitigative efforts.
4.) Based on field data, canal lining efforts need to be focused near
the Fossil Gulch Pond area to impact the middle system.
5.) Drill a series of drain wells upgradient from the perched aquifer discharge
zones down to the regional aquifer. Construct the wells to capture water
flowing toward the slope face effectively diverting it down to the regional
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. aquifer. A problem with drain wells will be water qua1ity ir· ;:·:cat! .-,.: fror
draining perched aquifer water into lower aquifers (aquif,.~r
interconnection). The advantages to this option are:
A.) Provides a permanent long term solution with little or no
maintenance compared to relatively short life spans (30 yrs.) for
canal/pond synthetic liners.
B.) Eliminates potential problems with future irrigation dredging
activities to remove sediments in the canal/pond and synthetic
liners.
C.) Lower costs than canal/pond lining. The least expensive option
of lining the canals/ponds using HOPE flexible membrane is
calculated to be $3.6 million.
D.) No de-watering pumps which require capitol, maintenance and
electrical costs.
E.) Drain wells can be constructed on federal lands, compared to
canal/pond lining that will occur on private land.
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Aopendix A
DISCUSSION OF GEOELECTRIC STUDIES
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INTRODUCTION

In 1994 Vector Engineering, Inc. was hired to conduct geophysical and
engineering studies for assessing the relation between the Bell Rapids Irrigation
District canal system and the perched aquifer discharge on the hillside. Vector
hypothesized if the canal water was the recharge source then an electrical
continuity between the canal water and perched aquifer discharge water would
be evident. The Vector study employed electrical techniques to determine if
there is a correlation between the aquifer discharge and the canal water.
Pelton (1995) then evaluated these surveys for accuracy and acceptable
methodology. According to Pelton, Vector Engineering does not provide
complete information on the data acquisition and reduction procedures for any of
these electrical studies in its report. Pelton (1995) states that despite the lack of
detail it appears the Wenner and Schlumberger data were acquired and reduced
using procedures acceptable to most professional geophysicists although the
data post-processing for the Schlumberger study using a computer model
produced skeptical results.

MISE-A'-LA-MASSE STUDY

Description/Purpose
In 1994 Vector Engineering conducted a Mise-a'-la-masse study near the
Fossil Gulch Canal with the goals of collecting data for identifying ground water
flow geometry and establishing an electrical connection between the perched
aquifer discharge zones at the hillside and the canal. Figure 23 illustrates the
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locations of each Mise-a'-la-masse array station marked with a triangle where
voltage potential was measured lateral to the canal while the canal water was
charged with an electrical current.
Results/Conclusion
The seeps at the bluff face exhibit high electrical potential indicating the
perched aquifer discharge zones are hydraulically connected to the canal.
Perched aquifer discharge water always exhibited higher voltage potentials than
other areas at the bluff face, which had no water discharging and were
apparently 'dry' (Vector Engineering, 1994). Pelton (1995) states the current
electrode placed at 3,000 to 5,500 feet from the canal may not have been far
enough away due to zones of elevated potential difference at the margins of the
survey area. Also, the procedure used by the Vector Mise-a'-la-masse study
differs with the procedure described by Parasnis 1973 in two fundamental ways.
1.) The access point of the current source to the conductive mass was
not fixed.
2.) A roving electrical potential difference measurement was made
rather than the electrical potential measured relative to a fixed
base.
Additionally, the current electrode located at the canal was not fixed and
so it is incorrect to combine all of the Mise-a'-la-masse data together on a single
map. The experiment design is not described completely and the exact locations
of the current electrodes is unknown but, the results are consistent with an
electrical connection between the canal and perched aquifer discharge zones
(Pelton, 1995}.
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Figure 23. Misa-a-la-masse results illustrating high and low electrical potential zones
(Modified from Vector Engineering, 1994).
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WENNER STUDY

Descri ptio n/P u rnose
In 1994 Vector Engineering conducted a Wenner array study along the
Fossil Gulch Canal with the goal of collecting data to aid assessment with the
relation between the Fossil Gulch Canal and the underlying perched aquifers.
Figure 24 illustrates the location of the Wenner array. The scope of the study
includes a segment of the Fossil Gulch Canal between the inlet and Fossil Gulch
Pond about 2.8 miles downstream. The Wenner array is very commonly used to
identify fiat-lyirig interfaces between lithologies. Resistivity data was collected
directly below the canal to map subsurface anomalies. Pelton (1995) evaluated
the Wenner study for accuracy and acceptable methodology.
Results
Vector Engineering 1994, states that from the start of the unlined canal
and progressing 9,000 feet downstream resistivity decreases with depth
indicating an increase in moisture content as illustrated in Figure 25. Resistivity
increases with depth from 9,000 feet onward to the Fossil Gulch Pond indicating
a decrease in moisture content suggesting this portion of the canal is not leaking
as much as the previous 9,000 feet. Low resistivities are inferred by Vector to
have high permeability even though saturated clay-rich units are known to have a
low resistivity. Vector states that the low permeability of clay-rich units is
believed to act as an aquitard inhibiting saturation of the clays and resulting in
high resistivities for the 'dryer' clays. Also, a large resistivity difference between
shallow and deep measurements indicate lower permeability while if the geologic
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Figure 24. Wenner array location noted by the hachured line. The numbers
indicate distance in feet from the canal inlet to the pond and correlate
with the Wenner profile.
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unit has high permeability the resistivity values would be similar indicating the
same percentage of water saturation (Vector Engineering, 1994).
Wenner array data at one location correlates with an anomaly from the
Mise-a'-la-masse data. Figure 23 illustrates a location with high electrical
potential from the Mise-a'-la-masse study and correlates with low resistivity from
the Wenner study. Resistivity drops below 20 OHM-Meters between stations
2,500 and 3,000 from the Wenner array while electrical potential from the Misaa-la-masse study was measured at 59 millivolts near the same location (Vector
Engineering, 1994).
Conclusions
Vector Engineering claims that resistivity measurements collected along
the canal are effective for representing zones with high water saturation and high
water saturation implies a lithology, other than clay, transmitting water; the clays
would inhibit downward migration of water thus high saturated conditions will not
occur in the clays. These interpreted zones of high water saturation are
assumed to be associated with canal leakage.
One flaw, according to Pelton (1995), in the Wenner study is the basic
premise stated by Vector Engineering as:
"As the water saturation of a given porous medium increases, it has
a larger and larger affect (sic) on the resistivity of the material. By
measuring the resistivity at two different depths the degree of water
saturation is evaluated at the two separate depths. In the same medium
(e.g. sand) low resistivities indicate a higher water saturation and high
resistivities indicate a lower water saturation (Vector Engineering, 1995)".
The intention of the Vector study was to map the estimated apparent
resistivity at two different depths and then, based on the Archie water saturation
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equation, qualitatively infer the water saturation in the shallow subsurface. The
Archie water saturation equation can be used to relate water saturation to
measured resistivity in a porous medium if clay is not present (Schlumberger
Educational Services, 1987). If clay is present then the Archie water saturation
equation cannot be used. Lithology and water resistivity of the shallow
subsurface need to be constant along the canal in order to use the Archie
equation to interpret the data in terms of lateral changes in water saturation. It is
common for low resistivities to be associated with low permeable clay rich
lithologies and even slightly moist clay conducts well due to ion active clay
minerals (Milsom, 1989). A change in apparent resistivity would accompany any
lateral facies change or chemical change in a sedimentary unit (Pelton, 1995).

VERTICAL ELECTRICAL SOUNDINGS STUDY

Description/Purpose
The goals of the VES study were to collect geophysical data to aid
assessment with the relation between the Fossil Gulch Canal and the underlying
perched aquifers. Figure 26 illustrates the location of each VES station marked
with a triangle and defines the scope of the study which includes a segment of
the Fossil Gulch Canal between the inlet and Fossil Gulch Pond about 2.8 miles
downstream. Data was collected using an expanding electrode array to map
subsurface resistivities and construct geoelectric cross sections and plan view
maps. Pelton (1995) then evaluated this survey for accuracy and acceptable
methodology.
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Results
Considerable variation exists in the subsurface resistivity data throughout
the study area likely due to the complex paleo-flood plain deposits and ground
water flow geometry. There are low resistivities at one hundred feet below the
Fossil Gulch Canal but the Shoestring Basalt flow is very resistive and variations
within the flow are inversely proportional to porosity (i.e., low resistivities
correlate to higher porosity) (Vector Engineering, 1994). Processing of the raw
data was performed with a computer program named ABEM's "Super VES" to
generate a multi-layered model for each VES station. The computer model
suggests various gee-electric units between stations which are interpreted as
sandy and clay-rich inter-fingering lithologic units with a relatively continuous
basalt layer throughout most of the survey area (Vector Engineering, 1994).
The raw resistivity data was computer processed and used to produce
cross section diagrams. When the computer program is anchored to well logs
the cross section diagrams appear to be reasonable. Debatable results occur
when the model is not anchored to well logs and the program has connected
three separate resistivity responses at different elevations into one lithology. If
the same data processing methods were used to create the plan view maps of
resistivity as the vertical cross sections (which is likely the case) then there is a
high degree of uncertainty in the VES maps.
Figures 26 and 27 illustrate the plan view VES study results after
computer processing for 100 and 150-foot depths respectively below land
surface. The triangle symbols mark the location of each VES station and the
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crosshatch pattern is interpreted as high water content by Vector Engineering
both figures there is a general northwest/southeast trend to the high water
content patterns along with apparent northeast/southwest trending axes from the
low and medium water content patterns.
Conclusions
According to Pelton 1995, it is important to realize the unique methodology
used to create layered resistivity models from the computer program ABEM's
'Super VES' which produced debatable results. Also, a typical VES curve
(apparent resistivity versus AB/2) may be fit by more than one layered resistivity
model and each model must be considered one of many possible models that
could fit the data equally well (Pelton, 1995). The vertical electrical sounding
diagrams from the array study are suspect due to the data post-processing by
the computer program.
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Figure 26. Vertical Electrical Sounding' results illustrating different resistivity zones at 100 fe
below land surface inferred as water content (Modified from Vector Engineering, 1994)
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Figure 27. Vertical Electrical Sounding' results illustrating different resistivity zones at 175 fe,
below land surface inferred as water content (Modified from Vector Engineering, 1994).
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Appendix B
DISCUSSION OF SURFACE WATER
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INTRODUCTION

The Bell Rapids Mutual Irrigation District is located adjacent to the
Hagerman Fossil Beds National Monument on the Bruneau Plateau. The
irrigation company operates and maintains an irrigation system that pumps water
from the Snake River to irrigate approximately 19,000 acres of land on the
plateau. The water license priority for Bell Rapids Irrigation Company is dated
December 16, 1963 and construction of the irrigation facilities began in 1969 with
the first irrigation season in 1970 (Vector Engineering, 1994).
The irrigation system consists of river pumps, three penstocks, 10 miles of
delivery canal system, a canal transfer pump station, regulating ponds, canal
lateral line pumps, and over 110 miles of lateral and mainline distribution pipe.
The main pumps lift water from the Snake River up 600 feet in elevation where it
is emptied into the Fossil Gulch Canal and lateral lines along the remainder of
the canal system pump water out of the canal for field application using sprinkler
system technology (Vector Engineering, 1994). This system provides
pressurized irrigation water to approximately 25 individual farms. The original
irrigation project had two main pump stations named the Fossil Gulch and Bell
Rapids pump stations. In 1987 a massive landslide eliminated the Bell Rapids
pump station.
As a result of the landslide the Fossil Gulch station increased pumping
rates and additional lateral lines were constructed to distribute water to areas
formerly supplied by the Bell Rapids Canal. The Fossil Gulch Canal was
realigned, straightened and lined with concrete for the first one-half mile after the

1987 irrigation season due to an increase in ::iernand. The now buried first onehalf mile canal segment was part of all the canal leakage studies prior to the
realignment. The rest of the Fossil Gulch Canal system and storage ponds are
unlined with synthetic materials but do have natural calcium carbonate (caliche)
in segments that may act as a natural liner.
The land use change of the plateau from sagebrush desert to farmland has
also coincided with formation of multiple perched aquifer systems that discharge
at various locations. The largest discharge volumes and most numerous
discharge sites are located near Fossil Gulch Basin on the hillside about 250 feet
below the plateau surface. Many studies have been conducted since 1984
indicating the source of recharge to the perched aquifers is the Bell Rapids
Irrigation System.
Five separate seepage studies have been performed on the Fossil Gulch
Irrigation Canal and pond. The first study was completed by the U.S.G.S.
(Young, 1984) in cooperation with the B.L.M. in 1984. This study measured flow
in the Fossil Gulch Canal at two locations. The amount of water leaking from the
canal was calculated based on the difference between two flow rates. About
1,900 AC-FT of water leaks from the first mile of the Fossil Gulch Canal per
irrigation season. A second study by Worstell (1985) was performed in response
to a request from the Bell Rapids Irrigation District. Worstell measured canal
leakage by a seepage meter technique that is commonly used for such studies.
The first half-mile of canal length was analyzed using this technique and results
indicate 193 AC-FT of water leak from the canal per irrigation season.
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Montgomery (1987) conducted a third canal leakage study in October 1987 by
constructing a water impoundment in the first one-half mile of Fossil Gulch Canal.
Montgomery (1987) calculated leakage at 299 AC-FT per season.
In 1992 the fourth study was implemented by the National Park Service
(N.P.S.) Water Resources Division (Martin, 1992). Leakage tests were
conducted on three sections of the Fossil Gulch Irrigation Canal and two
irrigation holding ponds. The results from the N.P.S. study show 360 AC-FT of
water per irrigation season is lost from the first one-half mile segment of unlined
canal. The fifth study was performed in 1994 by Vector Engineering, Inc .. This
study was designed to measure the canal flow directly every 500 feet for the
entire length and use this flow rate data to indirectly calculate canal leakage
similar to the U.S.G.S. study. The results of the Vector study were stated as
inconclusive but a leakage rate of 5,000 AC-FT per season for the entire canal
system was reported.

SUMMARY OF CANAL LEAKAGE STUDIES

Table 4 lists estimates from the five different studies for the volume of
water leaking from the Fossil Gulch Canal for an average irrigation season.
Changing geologic conditions in the canal base will influence extrapolation of
canal leakage data. For instance, the Tuana Gravel Formation is below the
canal at the inlet area near the edge of the bluffs. Conversely, near the end of
the canal the Tuan a Formation is observed higher in elevation on the hillsides
above the canal where active gravel pits are located in section 31. Drill well logs
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from monitor wells N.P.S.- 4 and 5 lateral to the canal support this geologic
condition. It is probable the canal crosses the contact between the Tuana Gravel
and underlying finer grained Glenns Ferry Formation somewhere within the first
mile segment of canal.

Year
Performed

Research
Entity

1984
1985
1987
1992
1994

U.S.G.S.
Worstell
Montgomery
N.P.S.
Vector Eng.

Leakage Volume
(acre-feet/
/180 day season/
/first unlined one-half mile)

Leakage Volume
(acre-feet/
/180 day season/
/first unlined mile)

1,425
193
293
360

2,850
386
586
720

Leakage
(acre-feet/
/180 day season/
/Entire system)

5,000

Table 4. Comparison of canal leakage rates. The measured data from
short segments of the unlined canal was extrapolated for the entire
length of the canal with the leakage rate assumed to be constant
for an average length irrigation season of 180 days.
Young (1984), Worstell (1985) and N.P.S. (1994) canal leakage tests on
the Fossil Gulch Canal were performed in proximity to this geologic contact.
Young's (1984) flow measurement site #3 is located near the start of the canal
and test site #4 is about one mile downstream (Figure 9). It is likely that
somewhere between #3 and #4 flow measurement sites is the Tuana/Glenns
Ferry contact. The study by Martin (1994) indicates a decrease of water leakage
from the middle unlined test impoundment to the lower unlined test
impoundment. This may be a function of the Tuana/Glenns Ferry Formation
Contact. It is conceivable that the lower leakage test impoundment may have
been performed in the finer grained Glenns Ferry Formation. Worstell (1985)
notes gravel at the first two test sites which indicates Tuana Formation in this
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area. It appea•·s most of the leakage studies have been performed within the
Tuana Formation and therefore biasing the projected results for the remainder of
the canal system. The Fossil Gulch Irrigation Pond leakage study performed by
Martin (1994) indicated a water leakage of 140 acre-feet per season. A degree
of uncertainty is associated with the reported pond leakage data due to problems
with data collection.
Generally speaking there may be a bias in the reported canal leakage
data due to changing geologic conditions along the canal. This would effect
extrapolation of the data to other segments of canal. The Fossil Gulch Canal
appears to intercept the Glenns Ferry Formation for most of its length base on
the canal geology investigation.

VECTOR ENGINEERING WATER BUDGET STUDY (1995)

Description/Purpose
In 1995 Vector Engineering conducted a water budget analysis for the
total Bell Rapids irrigation system. The system was assessed as a single unit
that includes approximately ten miles of canal and four ponds. Water loss due to
infiltration was calculated at 10 percent of the total volume of water pumped into
the irrigation system during 1991 (Vector Engineering, 1995).
Results
The results of the water balance study are illustrated in Table 5.
Inflows to the canal system were calculated at 48,600 acre-feet while irrigation
outflows were calculated to be approximately 43,400 acre-feet. Evaporation was
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estimated to be 150 acre-feet and precipitation 30 acre-feet for the Bell Rapids
Irrigation District in 1991. Canal leakage estimate for the entire Bell Rapids
Irrigation District amounts to 5,080 acre-feet for the 1991 season.
Conclusions
Vector Engineering (1995) calculated that 10 percent of the total volume of
water pumped into the Bell Rapids irrigation system is lost to infiltration. This
loss amounts to about 5,000 acre-feet of water. It is important to note this
amount is for the entire irrigation system consisting of ten miles of canals and
four ponds and not just the first three miles of canal and Fossil Gulch Pond.
System Balance Factors

Canal Inflow (Snake River Pump Station)
Canal Inflow (Precipitaion)

Canal Outflow (Irrigation Pumping)
Canal Outflow (Evaporation)

Canal Water Lost To Infiltration

Acre-Feet
(1991 Irrigation Season)

48,600
30
Inflow Sub-Total

48,630

43,400
150
Outflow Sub-Total

43,550
5,080

Table 5. Results of water balance study from the Vector Engineering
illustrating estimates of water inflows and outflows for the total Bell
Rapids Irrigation District (modified from Vector Engineering, 1995).
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Appendix C
DISCUSSION OF GROUND WATER
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INTRODUCTION

Ground water data has been collected since 1986 when six monitor wells
were installed and 1994 with additional 6 wells. Interpretation of the hydrographs
needs to take into account the well construction because of multiple perching
ground water conditions. There are two general trends illustrated in the
hydrographs; one type is cyclic and the other is nearly level. Hydrograph
characteristics are mainly a function of recharge events, aquifer parameters,
lengths of flow paths and monitor well design. Figure 28 illustrates the
hydrographs for each monitor well discussed in the following paragraphs. The
identification number applied to the wells is the standard legal description used
by the U.S.G.S. of range, township, section and 1/4, 1/4, 1/4 referenced to the
Boise base line and meridian. All of the wells and springs have the same state,
county, range (R13East) and township (T7South) so just the section and 1/4's
will be referenced. The six wells constructed in 1994 are noted with the acronym
NPS-# for clarification.
Monitor Well 17ABB 1
The hydrograph for 17ABB 1 illustrates a cyclic water level response from
March 1986 through October 1988. Water levels generally rise from 145 feet
below ground surface (B.G.S.) in March 1986 up to 139 feet B.G.S. in 1988
where they appear to stabilize and then generally start dropping down to 148 feet
B.G.S. in January 1992. The water level shift in January 1992 is attributed to the
change from B.LM. to U.S.G.S. monitoring. Starting in January 1992 the cyclic
pattern is no longer observed and water levels drop only slightly from 146 feet
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B.G.S. to 148 feet B.G.S. in A~,ril of 1996.
Monitor Well 17AAB1
Water levels remain stable at about 111 feet B.G.S. from March 1986
through April 1987 but start to increase reaching a peak of 107 feet B.G.S. on
January 1988 and a cyclic pattern starts to develop with water levels dropping
again to 110 feet B.G.S. in August of 1988. Levels drop from 110 feet in 1990
IIA:mitor Well static Water Levels
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Figure 28. Static water level hydrographs for monitor wells in Fossil Gulch
area (data from U.S.G.S. and N.P.S.).
down to 115 feet B.G.S. in January 1992 where they level off with only a slight
cyclic pattern until August 1993 when the well was pumped by the U.S.G.S. The
water level shift in January 1992 is attributed to the change from B.L.M. to
U.S.G.S. monitoring. Water levels never recovered from pumping the well and
levels remained at about 121 feet B.G.S. through April 1996.
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Monitor Well 9CCC 1
Water levels decrease ,:,jgnificantly from 161 feet B.G.S. in March 1986 to
202 feet B.G.S. in September 1986. The levels rebound in a broad arch reaching
a peak of 191 feet B.G.S. in January 1990 and then decrease again to 197 feet
B.G.S. in October 1991. The water levels then rise again to 189 feet B.G.S. in
January 1992 and then steadily increase through April 1996 by three feet to 186
feet B.G.S .. The water level shift in January 1992 is attributed to the change
from B.L.M. monitoring to U.S.G.S. monitoring.
Monitor Well 9CDC1
Water levels from March 1986 through October 1988 exhibit a cyclic
pattern and generally increase from 109 feet B.G.S. in March 1986 to 103 feet
B.G.S. in September 1987. Two peaks occur in November 1986 and September
1987 and then a steady decline through October 1988 when monitoring stopped
until 1990. The 1990 measurement indicated a dry well and it has been dry
since. Water levels appear to have dropped in response to the concrete lining of
the Fossil Gulch Canal after the 1987 irrigation season.
Monitor Well 9CBB1
Water levels exhibit cyclical patterns and generally increase from 95 feet
B.G.S. in March 1986 to 82 feet B.G.S. in April 1988. Levels then generally
decrease from 90 feet B.G.S. in May 1993 to 93 feet B.G.S. in March 1996. The
general decrease in water levels from 1988 through 1996 may be due to the
concrete canal lining constructed after the 1987 irrigation season. This well may
have a leaky surface seal based on inconsistent water levels and a high
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concentration of nitrates in the water.
Monitor Well 9DCC 1
This well was a dry hole and is known to have remained dry until 1994. In
1994 the N.P.S. allowed the Boise State University seismic study team to
discharge an explosive in the bottom of the well for the study. The well has
remained in this condition.
Monitor Well NPS-1 (9DCB1)
Only a few water levels have been collected for NPS-1. Based on very
sparse data, water levels have remained very constant at 233 feet B.G.S. from
1994 to present. The constant water levels may be explained by water filling the
PVC end cap on the casing, then overflowing through the screen and moving
downward out of the bottom of the well.
Monitor Well NPS-2 (9CDD1)
The static water levels exhibit a low amplitude wave characteristic of the
cyclic pattern observed more prominently in other well hydrographs. Water
levels have risen from about 220 feet B.G.S. in June 1994 to 218 feet B.G.S. in
December 1994 and then back down to 221 feet B.G.S. in July 1995.
Monitor Well NPS-3 (9DCC2)
The hydrograph for NPS-3 exhibits a very low amplitude cycle ranging
from a low of 221 feet B.G.S. up to 219 feet B.G.S .. The cycle peaks in
December and reaches its low during August. The water level pattern is nearly
identical to the hydrograph for monitor well NPS-2 in both amplitude and time of
cycle highs and lows. There are no significant long-term changes in water levels.
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Monitor Well NPS-4 (5D0D1)
The hydrograph for NPS-4 exhibits a very smooth cyclic pattern with
greater amplitude than either NPS-3 or NPS-2. The cycle peaks at 174 feet
B.G.S. in November and reaches its low of 179 feet during July where NPS-2
and NPS-3 hydrographs show a water level peak during December and a low
during August. The amplitude difference for NPS-4 is about five feet where NPS2 and NPS-3 is about two feet. There are no significant long-term changes in
water levels from 1994 through 1996.
Monitor Well NPS-5 (7AAA1)
The hydrograph for NPS-5 exhibits a very smooth cyclic pattern with
greater amplitude than NPS-4, NPS-3 or NPS-2. The cycle peaks at 176 feet
B.G.S. in October and reaches its low of 187 feet during mid-May. The
amplitude difference for NPS-5 is about 10 feet where NPS-4 is about five feet
and NPS-2 and NPS-3 have about two feet of amplitude change. There are no
significant long-term changes in water levels from 1994 through 1996.
Monitor Well NPS-6 (9CDD2)
The hydrograph for NPS-6 is very similar to NPS-2 and NPS-3
characterized by a smooth low amplitude cyclic water level pattern observed
more prominently in other well hydrographs such as NPS-4 and NPS-5. The
cycle peaks at 218 feet B.G.S. in December and reaches its low of 221 feet
during August. The amplitude difference for NPS-6 is about three feet, which is
similar to NPS-2 and NPS-3.
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SUMMARY OF FOSSIL GULCH AREA MONITOR WELLS
Hydrographs for the monitor wells generally show two trends. One type is
a cyclic rise and fall attributed to seasonal recharge events to the aquifers. The
other is a generally flat hydrograph with some exhibiting a slight decrease in
water levels and some a slight increase. The cyclic hydrographs suggest a
better hydrologic connection to the recharge source with shorter ground water
flow paths. The greater the amplitude of the cycle the better the hydraulic
connection to the recharge source. The longer the flow paths are the greater the
energy loss in the system which result in lower amplitude cycles, or even flat
hydrographs. The basalt flow aquifer usually has cyclic hydrographs associated
with it which are also a function of basalt aquifer properties of low storage and
high transrnissivity.
Flat hydrographs are usually exhibited in wells that encountered only finegrained sediments. Sediment properties have higher storage and lower
transmissivity than basalt and so the recharge pressure wave looses energy at a
greater rate resulting in nearly flat hydrographs. Very low amplitude cycles can
still be observed in some of these flat hydrographs. The challenge in
hydrograph interpretation is from long effective screen intervals in the monitor
wells, which can interconnect aquifers.
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Figure 42. Static water levels for monitor wells NPS-3 and NPS-4.
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Figure 43. Static water levels for monitor wells NPS-5 and NPS-6.
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Figure 44. Static water levels for monitor wells 9CBB1 and 9CCC1.
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Figure 45. Static water levels for monitor wells 9CDC 1 and 9DCC1 (dry).
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Figure 46. Static water levels for monitor wells 17AAB1 and 17ABB1.
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DISCUSSION OF DISSOLVED NITROGEN
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INTRODUCTION
In 1993 and 1994 the U.S.G.S. collected water samples from selected
monitor wells, Fossil Gulch Canal and perched aquifer discharge springs to be
analyzed for a suite of chemical constituents. Dissolved nitrogen (NO2+NO3)
concentrations in all of the wells and springs tested are above the concentrations
of the canal and Snake River water. Figure 47 illustrates the location and
concentration of nitrogen in the monitor wells, Fossil Gulch Canal and the Snake
River.
Results
Nitrogen (NO2+NO3) concentrations are elevated above the canal and
Snake River water in all of the wells tested. Ground water nitrogen
concentrations range from 3.0 to 39.0 mg/I (milligrams per liter) but most are in
the range of 4.0 to 10.0 rng/1 while the canal water tested at 1.4 mg/I (U.S.G.S.,
1993). Snake River water samples were collected by the University of Idaho
Water Resources Research Institute about five miles upstream of the study area
and tested for nitrogen. Nitrogen (NO2+NO3) concentrations of the Snake River
ranged from 0.75 to 1.98 mg/I and averaged about 1.46 mg/I (Brockway and
Robison, 1992). This value corresponds with the U.S.G.S. canal water test of 1.4
mg/I.
Conclusions
Dissolved nitrogen concentrations from monitor wells are elevated above
the canal and river water suggesting there are other sources of recharge to the
perched aquifer systems besides the Fossil Gulch Canal. Generally, the lower
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Figure 4 7. Nitrate concentration map. Concentrations (mg/I) are in the form of
nitrite/nitrate (NO2+N03). Only the wells that were sampled are labled.
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the nitrogen concentrations in a particular well the better the hydrologic
connection with the canal water. A mixing effect is probably taking place in some
monitor wells due to long effective screen intervals. For example, water that has
percolated down from agricultural crops (i.e. high in nitrate concentrations) may
be perched at the base of the Tuana Gravel Formation. This water may be
draining into lower perching systems (i.e. low in nitrate concentrations) through
monitor well screen intervals and influencing nitrate concentrations.
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SUMMARY OF MANAGEMENT ACTIONS AND DECISIONS
TO PROTECT THE NATURAL RESOURCES
OF THE HAGERMAN FAUNA SITES NATIONAL NATURAL LANDMARK
I.

Introduction
The Hagerman Fauna Sites National Natural Landmark is recognized
internationally as a significant location of Upper Pliocene
terrestrial fossils with great scientific and educational value.
Beginning in the early 1930's, exceptional collections of these
fossil resources have been removed and studied by various
individuals and institutions.
Over the years, a variety of land uses adjacent to and within the
Landmark have contributed to the degradation of the area's
scientific, scenic and natural resources. The area had been grazed
by livestock since the 1870's. Since the 1950's, the site bas been
popular with ·local motorcyle clubs as an off-road use area. Lands
immediately above and adjacent to the Landmark have been important
locally as irrigated cropland since the early 1970's.
Public concern for the preservation and protection of these natural
values has resulted in increasingly intensive management of the area
by the Bureau of Land Management. Several management actions and
cooperative efforts have been initiated to protect the Landmark's
natural resources. These attempts at mitigation have been clouded
with controversy, Disagreements between the BLM and land users have
generally been resolved politically. The purpose of this report is
to summarize the major actions and decisions that have been made to
date.

II.

Background
The Hagerman Fossil Beds were initially proposed as a National
Monument in 1973. After public hearings it was concluded that the
area should be designated a National Natural Landmark with
management responsibilities under jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land
Management. Since designation as a Landmark in 1975, li~ited
funding and staffing levels have restricted management to protecting
and preserving natural resources in the area. No significant
development has occurred.
In the late 1970's the BLM identified localized areas of increased
soil erosion within the Landmark. Preliminary evaluations concluded
that the erosion problems were the result of excess cropwater
running off irrigated fields on the plateau above the fossil beds.
Surface runoff damage has since been compounded by irrigation canal
seepage that has created a perched aquifer that is surfacing as
springs in the steep canyon slopes and ultimately causing massive
soil slumps due to saturation with water .. In April of 1987, a
massive landslide occurred immediately above one of the irrigation
pump stations on the Snake River. The pump station was completely
destroyed. This event created a serious water shortage for the
irrigators on the plateau above the fossil beds, and prompted

ono~?n

Senator McClure to seek an emergency appropriation to mitigate the
adverse effects. His efforts resulted in funding to replace one
leaking canal with a steel pipeline and line a portion of the
remaining canal with concrete to reduce leakage.
Significant levels of support for protecting the paleontologic
values of the Landmark have been received from international,
national, and local professional groups and societies. The Society
of Vertebrate Paleontology and the Western Association of Vertebrate
Paleontologists have officially commended and supported increased
protective management by the BLM. Strong local community support
exists for planned development which will improve tourism and the
economic base of the region. Private landowners adjoining the
Landmark have also voiced support for improving management of the
area.

II I.

M0nog~ment APt1cms
A.
AbbreY1At1Qns Used
ACEC = Area of Critical Environmental Concern
BLM = Bureau of Land Management

BRMIC = Bell Rapids Mutual Irrigation Company
EIS= Environmental Impact Statement
HE= Bubble Engineering
HFSNNL = Hagerman Fauna Sites National Natural Landmark
KMVT = Twin Falls television station
ME= Montgomery Engineering
NET = Northern Engineering and Test,ing
ORV= Off-Road Vehicles
RMP = Resource Management Plan
SCS = Soil Conservation Service
USGS = U.S. Geological Survey
{23M) = File Reference Number

B.

Chron2loa

~

1977

Action

~

23 Jun

BLM documents erosion caused by irrigation runoff.
(1M)

1983

Landslide observed near Bell Rapids canal.

Dec

1984

Aug
Jul
13 Aug

1985

03 Apr

09 Apr
10 Apr
22 Apr

24 Apr

Hagerman Fauna Area PAl~gntological Survev - released.
Draft Jarbidge RMP written to include protection of
H~N~.

.

.

EvaluatiQD Qf Hydrologic Processes §t Hag~rman (report
84-4137) was released by USGS.
BRMlC invited BLM to monthly board meeting to discuss
erosion problems. (7M)
Emergency ORV Closure Order issued.
Springflow monitoring begun by the BLM.
Hagerman Watershed Activity Plan approved.
Cooperative Agreement with Idaho Department of Parks
and Recreation rewritten and approved.
Meeting between BRMIC, ELM, and SCS. Deteriorated
sections of concrete lining in Bell Rapids canal
replaced. Flush valves on mainlines replaced where

23 May
25 Jul
31 Jul
06 Aug

04 Oct
28 Oct

1986

02 Jan
21 Mar
27 Jul

13 Aug
28 Oct

1987

16 Jan
30 Jan

06 Mar
17 Mar
23 Mar

16 Apr
17 Apr
24 Apr

needed. SCS springflow monitoring initiated 3/19/85.
(14M)
Hagerman ACEC proposal incorporated into proposed
Jarbidge RMP and Final EIS
Letter from BLM to BRHIC requesting action on erosion
problems. ( 41)
Letter from BLM to 3 farmers requesting action on
cropwater runoff causing erosion. (SL)
Meeting between BRMIC, Senator McClure's staff, SGS,
and BLM. The BLM will drill testholes to monitor
groundwater. BRMIC will test canal infiltration with
mitigation occurring prior to the 1986 irrigation
season. BRMIC will inform individual farmers of
overland flow problems. The BLM will prepare a land
acquisition package. (llL)
Hagerman Interim Management Plan/Damage Abatement Plan
approved.
Letter from BRMIC attorney to BLM stating that in
their opinion, irrigation water losses are negligible
and that springflow is affected by weather, not
irrigation. They also feel that infiltration losses
are less than average and that there had been record
precipitation and runoff the past 3 winters. (14L)
Letter from BLM to BRMIC asking for immediate action
on erosion problems. (20L)
Testhole drilling completed by USGS.
BRMIC Board meeting. Decision made to ask congress
for cost/share funds to line irrigation canals.
$500,000 requested with BRMIC contributing $150,000.
Lining costs estimated to be $90,000 - $100,000 per
mile. (34M)
Senate Interior appropriation bill directs $600,000 to
"protect the BFSNNL from slumpage and other soil and
water related threats". ( 42M)
Letter from USGS to BLM. Recommends lining a minimum
of 1.5 miles of the Bell Rapids canal and 0.75 mile of
the Fossil Gulch canal. (30L)
Cooperative Agreement (ID910-CA7-001) was signed by
BRMIC and BLM to line irrigation canals at Hagerman.
(Appendix B)
Evaluation Board recommends engineering firm for canal
survey and design,
( 35L)
Letter from ELM.to BRMIC, KTMV, Idaho Power and the
Hagerman Translator District warning of soil stability
problems. (36L)
Meeting between BLM and the Twin Falls Co.
Commissioners to discuss erosion problems in the
HFSNNL.
Jarbidge RMP and Hagerman ACEC designation approved.
Landslide destroys the Bell Rapids penstock and pump
station.
Field tour of landslide with Sen. McClure's staff
( Mike Fields),
Field tour of landslide with Sen. McClure's staff
(Jane Wittmeyer).
3

24 Apr
18 May
04 Jun

Emergency pipeline construction begun by BRHIC.
Installation of emergency pipeline completed.
Letter from Senator McClure asking BLM to participate
in cost/share funding for BRMIC's emergency pipeline.

10 Jun

Meeting with field reps of Sen. McClure, Sen. Symm$
end Rep. Craig in Boise.
Letter from Sen. Symms requesting a report on HFSNNL.

(44L)

23 Jun
30

Jun

15 Jul
24 Jul

07 Aug
12 Aug
19 Aug

27 Aug
11 Sep
23 Sep
28 Sep

04 Oct
08 Oct
06 Nov
16 Nov

(47L)

Field tour of HFSNNL with Sen. McClure's staff {Pat
Sullivan and Tod Neuenschwander).
Cooperative Agreement Modification ~1 to include a
pipeline as an alternative to canal lining signed.
BLM will pay up to $362,666.67.
(Appendix B)
Amendment I to Cooperative Agreement providing for a
soil stability/groundwater investigation to be
conducted. (Appendix B)
McClure drafts bill to establish a National Monument
at Hagerman. (51L)
Sen. Domenici requests information on HFSNNL.
McClure holds a public meeting at Hagerman and
announces the "Monument" bill.
BLM meeting with Hagerman Mayor and Chamber of
Commerce to discuss public input for Monument
hearings.
Sen. Cranston requests information on HFSNNL.
Amendment II to Cooperative Agreement transferring
$24,371 to the Agreement to conduct the soil
stability/groundwater investigation. (Appendix B)
Hagerman Natural History Resource Management Plan
approved.
NET completes drilling testholes.
Construction of canal lining starts.
Rep. Stallings holds a public meeting in Hagerman and
tours BFSNNL.
Construction of canal lining completed.

4
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APPENDIX A
PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
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1.

Landol1dc (alt& l on ~AP ) in the
spring of 1984 .

2.

Land• llde as it appeared in 1987
(• ite l on ~~p J.
A- 2
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3.

Advancing scarp at the upper end of
the landslide located at site 1.

4.

Tension fractures indicating slope
movement at site 1.
A- 3
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5.

•

Saturated zone where the perched
aquifer surfaces along ~he cany on ~lop e ( si t.e 3 cr1 map) .
A-4
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•

6.

•

Sctura~ed zonea in canyon woll&
(site 3 on map).

7.

A-5

Drillina ~estholes to monit.0r
groundwa~er levels.
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•

8.

Ope of 11 testh~>les through which

th~ perched aquifer lev el is
mon.i tored.

9.
A-6

One of five sites wher e springflow was measured.
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10.

Bell Rapids pump station p r ior to
the 1987 landslide (site 2).

11.

Bell Rapids pump station following
the 4/16/87 landslide (site 2)
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12.

ConG~~uc~ion o1 an enieraQncy

1rr1·

gat.1on pipel ine t.o replace t.l10 destEoy6d PUNP ~~a ~ion and peo atook
{ oi te 4 ).
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•

13.

•

Shap1.ng Fosail Gulch euin6l prior to
linina l•i~o Sl .

~

•
•

14 .

0

~

••

•

;rl

•

Con,1.ruc·~ ion c,f the F'o~5jl Gulch
canal in preparation for lining
(cr,itE'. 51.
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Conetruction of tho Fossil Gulch
cenal (e!te SJ .

16.

~

Applleation ot the spraybd o n
"ahotcre~· l1n1n& [ site 5 ) .
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I 7.

•

Shot.cret.e chuto whtte p6netock
empt.1es Into can~! (•lte 5).

.

..,,l'l, ' -' ..:.::,;+-

~--~~~

18.

Vie,w o f linei-d canb! fr ·,n.1 ~-!'n·
stocR t<, tio05tE'r pump et!'tl.:•r;
(sitb 51

A- II
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19.

Cropwater r unoff flowing int.o can-

y on within the Land.mar k.

20.

Gully erosion r esulting from flushing i rrigation lines (outside Landmark.

A- 12
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21.

A-13

Erosion caused by ORV ' s.
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APPENDIX B
KEY DOCUMENTS

COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT
between
THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

and

THE BELL RAPIDS MUTUAL IRRIGATION COMP.Af."Y
Agreement No.:

ID910-CA7-001

Statutory Authority: Fiscal Year 1987 Department of Interior Appropriation A.ct as
~ncluded in Public Law 99-500 and 99-591, Section 102H.
Recipient:

Bell Rapids Mutual Irrigation Company

Objective and Purpose: The objective of tbis project is to design and construct
Canal Lining System for approximately o;;ie (1) mile of the Fossil Gulch Canal and
Two (2) miles of the Bell Rapids Canal. The pu~ose is to stop canal seepage which
has resulted in saturated subsoils and soil mass-wasting \."'i. thin t:he Hagerman Fauna
Sites National Natural Landmark (HFSNNL) as per a U.S.G.S. study wbich identified
the ground water seepage as caused by recharge from the seepage in the channels of
the canals identified above.
Funding: Accounting and Appropriation Data: Fiscal Year 1987 Department of
Interior Appropriation Act as included in Public Law 99-500 and 99-59l, Section
102H.

BRMIC CEILING:

$143,000.00

ELM CEll,ING:

$572,000.00

Cost Share Formula: BRMIC will pay 20% of allcwable, allocable and reasonable
costs, BLM will pay 80% of allowable costs up to the cost ceiling.
Class of Recipient:

Effective Date:

Not for Profit Private Mutual Irrigation Company.

January 16, 1987

Completion Date: Three years from last signature date on this document.
Administered by:

BLM, Idaho· State Office

In Witness Whereof, The Parties Hereto Have Caused This Agreement to
Dated this

1 ,.,/0

day of

/

~

r

be Executed.

, 1987.

Bureau of Land Management

Bell Rapid Mutual Irrigation Company

By:

By;
Contracting Officer

/-/{ __,.z

Date

'

0(}-0.r- ,. 1
' 'V,,l; f:-g_

2

....,..ti._

Article I:

STATEMENT OF JOI:N1' OBJECTIVES

Whereas, the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management, herein
referred to as the BLM, and the Bell Rapids Mutual Irrigation Company, herein
referred to as BRMIC, desire to enter into this agreement, and
Whereas, the parties agree that a U.S.G.S. study maintains that irrigation canal
seepage in the Hagerman area causes recharge to a perched aquifer causing
groundwater seepage which contributes to saturation and erosion of the Hagerman
Fauna Sites National Natural Landmark (HFS~~n.), and
Whereas, the parties agree that the prevention of such seepage requires the survey,
design and construction of approximately 3 miles of canal liner in two (2) canals,
i .. e. one (1) mile of the Fossil Gulch Canal, and two (2) miles of the Bell Rapids
Canal, and
Whereas, the endeavor is founded on support of a public purpose, namely the
paleontological and cultural resource values in the Hagerman Fauna Sites National
Na. t:ural Landmark.
Whereas, the parties agree to abide by the conditions, provisions and articles and
attachments contained h~rein.
Now THEREFORE, pursuant to Section 307B of FLPMA, 43 U.S. C. 1737 and 90-2766 STAT.

Public Law 94-579, the parties agree to the following articles, provisions, and
attachments.

Article II
A-

PROJECT MANAGEMENT PLAN

Canal Survey and Design, Quality Control and Testing
1.

BRMIC will:

(a)

Award a contract to a firm of recognized Professional Engineers
meeting selection qualifications furnished by the BLM and with
experience in canal design to survey and design the project to meet
the above objectives. (See Appendix A). The successful engineering
firm will also prepare the contract for the construetion phase and
conduct quality control inspections and testing during the
construction phase.

(b)

Submit copy of engineering design contract for BLM concurrence.

(c)

Provide BIM with a draft copy of the engineering design.

(d)

Provide BLM with a copy of the final design,

(e)

Provide BIM with a copy of quality control inspection reports and all
laboratory test results.

(f)

Take full responsibility for design, construction, and maintenance of
this project.
r
"

2.

B•

(a)

Provide the engineering contractor with minimum acceptance standards
for engineering design (see appendix A).

(b)

Review draft design and submit written comments within 30 days after
receipt from BRMIC.

(c)

Review and concur with the final engineering design.

(d)

Work closely with BRMIC in monitoring progress of the professional
engineering firm during the design contract.

(e)

Determine priority canal sections to be lined if the entire planned
sections cannot be completed with the available funds.

Construct ion Phase

2.

C

BIM will:

(a)

Provide BLM ~d.th a draft copy of the solicitation.

(b)

Solicit bids using BLM bidders list and award a contract for
construction lining of two irrigation canals in accordance with
engineering design. The construction solicitation shall include
perform.a.nee and payment bonds in accordance with FAR 28.102
Performance and Payment Bonds for Construction Con.tracts.

(c)

Provide BLM with a copy of the contract after award.

BLM will:
(a)

Review and concur with the solicitation document.

(b)

Provide bidder's list to BRMIC.

(c)

Review and concur.with the final inspection and acceptance· of all
construction work.

(d)

Process payment according to Article V, Financial Support.

Maintenance Phase:

1.

BRMIC will have sole responsibility for total canal and structural
maintenance. Maintenance will begin at end of construction and continue
for life of right-of-way. Such right-of-way is to be amended to reflect
this maintenance agreement.

2.

BRMIC will provide immediate -o.otice to the BLM of any liner rupture or
seepage and take all necessary action as soon as reasonably possible to
stop seepage.

A.rticle III

TERM OF A;,,.:, ;;i

•:::'

This Agreement shall ~ c:omc: -cdfective when signed by "..,oth parties hereto. The
Agreement shall remai u. in effc::t for three (3) calendar years from the date of the
la.st signature hereon. This agreement may be modified by mutual agreement of both
parties. At the expiration of the 3-year period, the parties hereto will review the
Agreement to determine whether to renew. This Agreement will expire at the end of
the 3-year term, unless formally reaffirmed or rewritten.
0

Article IV KEY OFFICIALS

A.

Bureau of Land Management:
District Manager:

Area Manager:

Dave Brunner

Gary Carson

Boise District Engineer:

Ron Streng

Authorized Assistance Representative:
Authorized Assistance Officer:

B.

Dana Danzer

Sharlene Sheirbon

Bell Rapids Mutual Irrigation Company
President of the Board: Oliver Ritchie
Board Representative:
Project Manager:

Article V
A.

Coly Parrish

Kin Stickler

FINANCIAL SUPPORT

The Financial Obligations and Cost Shares are:
BRMIC financial obligation for this Agreement shall not exceed il43,000.
BLM financial obligation for this Agreement will not exceed $572,000.
BRMIC will pay 20% of all allowable, allocable, and reasonable costs for this
Agreement.
BLM will pay 80% of all allowable, allocable, and reasonable costs for this
Agreement.

B-5
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B.

Funds will be provided to BRMIC monthly on a reimbursable basis except during
actual construction time when reimbursement may be made weekly. To obtain
reimbursement BRMIC must submit Standard Form 271, "Outlay Report and Request
for Reimbursement for Construction Programs", with copies of itemized invoices
that address all accounting information to accurately reflect the expenses to
be reimbursed. Invoices for reimbursement shall be sent to the AAR at the
follo~ing address:

Bureau of Land Management
Boise District Office
3948 Development Avenue
Boise, Idaho 83705
BRMIC and BLM will keep itemized records of expenditures associated with this
project for review by either party. The Government shall make payments to
BRMIC in amounts determined by the authorized Assistance Officer in accordance
with cost principals set forth in the Federal Acquisitions Regulations 31. 2.
Article VI

PROJECT Th'FORMATION SYSTEM

A.

This agreement is covered in accordance with 0MB Circular A.,--110 Attacbment G
and H and as part of the reporting agreeme?t, BRMIC shall provide progress
reports monthly to the Bl,M during active. phases of contract administration.
The rep.orts shall provide a brief narrative description describing progress and
problems encountered and a smnmary of expenditures.

B.

After completion of construction, the .BRMIC shall provide immediate notice to
the BLM of any liner failure and seepage within the canals lined under this
agreement. These reports shall include a description of corrective action and
the date such corrections were or will be completed.

Article VII

TERMINATION

This Agreement may be terminated by either party in accordance with 0MB Circular.
The Government may unilaterally terminate the Agreement in accordance with the
enclosed 0MB Circular A-110 (Attachment L).
Article VIII

A.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

This Cooperative Agreement incorporates the following Office of Management and
Budget Circular by reference, with the same force and effect as if it was given
in full text. Upon request, the authorized assistance officer will make its
full text available:
0MB Circular A-110 Grants and Agreement with Institutions of Higher
Education, Hospitals, and other Nonprofit Organizations

B.

Each party hereunder will be liable for their own actions, and under no
circumstances wi.11 liability be joint or several. In the event any joint
liability is established, the parties will be liable only for their own actions
to the extent authorized by law. Nothing herein shall be construed to
constitute an acknowledgement of liability by any party for conditions not
directly attributable to their acts or negligence.

B-6

C.

BRMIC shall include in any contract resulting from this agreement the following:
1.

Covenant Against Contingent Fees. Contractor warrants that no person or
selling agency has been employed or retained to solicit or secure this
Contract upon an agreement or understanding for a commission, percentage,
brokerage or contingent fee. For breach or violation of this warranty,
the BRJIIJC shall have the right to annul this contract without liability or
in its discretion to deduct from the contract consideration or otherwise
recover, the full amount of such commission, percentage, brokerage or
contingent .fee.

2.

Officials Not to Benefit. No member of or delegate to Congress or
resident commissioner, shall be admitted to any share or part of this
contract or to any benefit that may arise therefrom.

3.

Convict Labor. The parties agree not to employ any person undergoing
sentence of imprisonment in performing this contract except as provided by
18 u.s.c. 4081(c)(2) and Ex-ecutive Order 11755, December 19, 1973.

D-

During the performance of this agreement, participants agree to abide by the
terms of Executive Order 11246 on nondiscrimatlon and will not discriminate
against any person becau,se of tace, color; religion, sex or national origin.
The pa..rticipants will take af£irmative action to ensure that applicants are
employed without regard to their race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.

E.

This agreement does not in any manner li.mit any rights the government may have
under any other laws or regulations.

...

-,

Appendix A
Selec~jon Cr~·eT!a
for
P~~fessional Engineers for Bell Rapids Canal Lining
I,

General - Evaluation of a Professional Engineering firm shall be based on
criteria listed in Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) Subpart 36.6
~rchitect - Engineer Services. Interested engineering firms shall submit
standard government Architect-Engineer forms; SF-254 ''Architect-Engineer
and Related Services Questionnaire." and SF-255 "Architect-Engineer and
Relate:1 Services Questionnaire for Specific Project" as set forth in
Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR 36.~03).

II.

Selection - Engineering firm qualifications shall be evaluated by a Board
compromised of the following BLM, BRMIC and SC$ personnel.
Sharlene Sheirbon - Authorized Assistance Officer
Gary Carson - Area Manager
Ron Streng - Boise District Engineer
LeRoy Z-ollinger - SCS State Engineer
Gary Stevens - BLH State Engineer
Coly Parrish - Bell Rapids Mutual Irrigation Co. Representative
The Evaluation Board shall detemine the best qualified based on selection
criteria listed in (FAR 36.602-1) and submit a recommendation in writing
to Bell Rapids Mutual Irrigation Company representative.
Bell Rapids Mutual Irrigation Company will consider this recommendation in
selection of the engineering firm and award a contract.

III. Selection Criteria
1)

Professional qua.1.1.fications necessary for satisfactory performance of
required services;

2)

Specialized experience and technical competence in the type of work
required;

3)

Capacity to accomplish the work in the required time;

4)

Past performance on contracts with Government agencies and private
industry in terms of cost control, quality of work, and compliance
with performance schedules;

5)

Location in the general geographical area of the pr~ject and knowledge
of the. locality of the project.

",,. ~.Li
00··.o-.,..,,7

Appendix A
~rchitect-Engineer Requir~ments
for

Bell Rapids Canal Lining
I.

Statement of 1fork
Surve~ and design a lining system for approximately: mile of the fossil
Guler, Canal and 2 miles of the Bell Rapids Canal located aoproximate ly 5
miles west of Hagerman.
Evaluate existing section of concrete lining in Fossil Gul,: h Canal
(approximat~ly 1,000 ft.) and prepare most feasible, cost effective
corrective design.
Work will be performed as authorized in three stages; survey, design,
specifications and bidding.

II.

Design Criteria
Fossil Gulch Canal - Design for peak flow of 300 cfs
Bell Rapids Canal - Design for peak flow of 150 cfs
Design shall consider all feasible lining altematives.
life shall be 20 years for all design alternatives.

Minimum design

III. Surveys
A.

General - Survey work shall be performed in accordance with recogn::.zed
Civil Engineering standards to these minimum requirements.
l.

Centerline profile of proposed alignment at intervals not to
exceed 100 feet, at all grade changes, and all structures.

2.

Horizontal control shall be established and referenced at all
signi.ficant curves.

3.

Cross-sections of proposed alignment at intervals not to exceed
500 feet and at any significant changes of topography.

4.

Detail measurements of all existing stru:tures including bridge
abutments. Determine size, length and record all water surface
-elevations including supply pipes and pumps.

5.

rv.

Record horizontal location and elevation of all soil lo~s.

Soils Investigations
A.

General - Field logs shall be taken along the cross-section of the
planned canal lining and all proposed material borrow sources. Field
testing shall be supervised by an Engineer regularly engaged in soil
sampling. Soil sample testing shall be performed by a recognized
laboratory in accordance with American Standard of Testing Materifal
procedures.

B-9
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Field logs of soil profile shall be taken of soil profile along
r,.:ipo
a
nt at : nt':rv: ls nf 500 feet o:- less, to a depth nf
3 ;eet below bottoo of pl.;nned cana; linin:;.
2.

Locat ,2 t-ie boundary of obvi (:>Us soil typt:?s alo.ig the ce:'lterlin"',
Use the Unified Classification System for identification of a~l
soils.

3.

Conduct sieve an: hydrometer analysis of all soil types identified
as appropriate,

4.

V.

Conduct ~tterburg limit and other lab tests to ·adequately identify
any collapsible or expansive soils.

Des

A.

General - Design $hall be performed in accordance with herein listed
Soil Conservati.on Service and Bureau of Reclamation Technical
Guidance. Preliminary design specifications and drawings shall be
approved prior to commencing final specifications and drawings.
1.

Engineering Design Standards - Far West States Section VI Channel Systems~

2.

National
Part 536
Part 505
Part 5ll

Engineering Manual
- Structural Engineering
- Non-SCS 'Engineering Services
- Design

:Part 541 - Drafting

Part 542 - Specifications
3.

TR-67 Reinforced Concrete Strength Design

4.

National Engineering Handbook
a. Section 6, Structural Designing
b. Section 20, Specifications
c. Section 5, Hydraulics

5,

ACI Code 318

6.

SCS Technical Release No. 15, "Design of Open Channels"

Supplemental References
1.

National Handbook of Conservation Practices, Practice No. 428·A

2.

tJSDA - Agricultural Research Service Report ARS-14 January 1985, .. Open
Channel Junctions With Supercritical Flow."

3.

USDI - Bureau of Reclamation Engineering Monograph No. 33, "Hydraulic
Design of Transitions for Small Can.a.ls." 1964

4.

USDI - Bureau of Reclamation "Design of Small Canal Structures."~1974

3

VT.

5.

":iandbook of Hy:lraulics" by Brater and King

6.

":rpen Channel Hy:l:-.::,ulics" by C:w,:

I.

"Earth ~anual" us;:n - Bureau of Reclamation

8.

Exdmple of Drawings - "Trail Creek Canal," Trail Creek Watershed 1971

Specifications, Drawings, Estimate and Bidding
A.

General - Prepare complete specifications, drawings, cost estimate and
bidding packets in accordance with these requirements.
1.

Control Specifications
The Contractor shall prepare complete specifications for
construction of the entire project. The contract specifications
shall be prepared in a single volume covering all items of work.
The volume shall include a complete Statement of Work, General
Conditions, Special Conditions and Technical Provisions, and a
list of Bid Items and Quantities for the project involved. The
Authorized Assistance Representative (AAR) shall be consulted in
devel.oping the bid items. Bid items shall be developed so that
total construction costs of line items may be determined.
The Technical Provi.s.ions shall be prepared using Construction
Specification Institute (CSI) format covering all items of work
required to properly construct the project.
General and Special specification conditions shall include as a
minimum all procurement standards set forth in Circular No. A-110.
Final specifications shall be prepared in typed form on 8 1/2 inch
x 11 inch bond suitable for reproduction.

2.

Contract Drawings
Prepare complete detailed drawings for use in the contract for
construct ion of the project. Final drawings shall be based on
approved designs and layouts and shall be developed on 21 inch x
36 inch sheets shall be approved by the Contracting Officer.
Unless otherwise specified, all drawings shall be prepared in
pencil on drafting paper of an appr·oved quality.

3.

Cost Estimates
Cost estimates shall be accurate and realistic, reflecting current
prices for work and materials and shall take into account
conditions that may have some affect on the work.
The cost estimates shall be broken down into major items of
construction, as approved by the AAR. Each major item shall 1;,e
further broken down into component units of labor and materials
with the quantity and cost of each unit shown. An appropriate

B-11

allowance for contingenc.ies s 1,ou:,: be added. !.,ump-sum estirnJtes
sh~ll only be used for ite~s of ~~latively small cost, for ~1i~~
pri2par.1tion of quantity estimatef j5 impractical.
1\.11 cost
estimate~ shall be consi~~red privileged material anj proper
safeguarding precautions 5ia~l be taken.

4.

3idding
After final approvsl of contract specifications, drawings, and
cost estimate is received, Contractor shall produce copies of a
complete bidders packet. A minimum of fifteen (15) copies will b=
required..
Contractor ~:tall mail cop.ies to all interest~d prospective bidders
and be available to answer questions during rhe bidding process.
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AMENDMENT OF SOLICITAT, .. ~,,dfODIFICATION OF CONTRACT
2. AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION NO.

3. EFFECTIVE DATE
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I

4. REQUISITION/PURCHASE REQ, NO, ' 5. PROJECT NO.
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Bureau of Land
Idaho State Office
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Bell Rapids Mutual Irrigation Co.
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10B. DATED (SEB ITBM l3J

CODE

1/16/87

FACILITY CODE

11. THIS ITEMONLYAPPLIESTOAMENDMENTSOF SOLICITATIONS

D
The a bow numbered solicitation Is amended as set forth in Item 14. The hour and date specified for receipt of Offers D Is exta~qed,
tended.
·
'
, ··
Offers must acknowled90 receipt of this amendment prior to the hour and date specified in the solicitation or es emended, by one of the following methods:
la) By completing Items Band 15, and returning _ _ _ copies of the amendment: lb) By acknowledging receipt of this amendment on each copy of the offer
submitted; or lei By separate Jetter or telegram which Includes a reference to the solicitation and amendment numbers. FAILURE OF YOUR ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO BE RECEIVED AT THE PLACE DESIGNATED FOR.THE RECEIPT OF OFFERS PAIOA TO THE HOUR.AND DATE SPECIFIED MAY RESULT
IN REJECTION OF YOUR OFFER. If 'by,vinue of this amendment you desir.e to change en offer already submitted, such change may be.made by 'telegram or
letter, provided each telegram or letter makes'reference to the aollcitation and this amendment, 1md is recaiiled prior to the QPflnlng hour 1111.d rla~ &IJ8Crifi!!d.
.12, ACCOUNTING AND APE'ROPRIATION DATA (if "'Quired)
11 , , , ·· . :. ,;;-1,::.
1; I ; 1 11 ,

i

l,
II_

1

,,j

1

'~·

13. THIS ITEM APPLJES ONLY TO MODIFICATIONS OF CONTAA.CTS/ORDERS,
ff MODIFIES THE CONTRACT/ORDER NO. AS DESCRIBED IN ITEM 14.

VI

---

~!

'

A. THIS.CHANGE ORDER IS ISSUED PURSUANT TO: (Spllcl(ll author/t)I) THE CHANGES SET FORTH IN ITEM 14 AR~ MAQE IN THI,;: f;;QN"
TRACT ORDER NO. IN ITEM lOA.
.
,

B. THE. ABOVE NUMBERED CONTRACT/ORDER IS MODIFIEU TO REFLECT THE ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES (1uch.,. chiuilli• In PaYlnll office.
appropriation date, etc,) SET FORTH IN ITEM 14, PURSUANl TO THE AUTHORITY OF FAR 43.l0J(b),
,
.
C. THIS SUPPLEMENTAi.. AGREEMENT IS E.NTERED INTO PURSUANT TO AUTHORITY OF:

X

Mutual agreement.of both parties
O. OTH~~ (Spe~ih type 9f mod!ficcllon o~~ (!~thori~)

:. IMPORTANT: Contractor

D is not,

[!]

',;;,.1

I'

:,

:j'i

.'i:_ ij~-i
,;
.Jr;:,'.
i.f~Jis required to sign this document and return ____ copies to the issuing office.

;l

·-

.4. QESC RIPTION OF AM:NDMEfNT/MOOIFIC;A''Tl':)N (Q'"6ani.;e~ b)' UCF&ectio11 headinH, jni,bldilli ~llc('?Non/c1:1nfnl'-Yu,Wsct IJl~t!,r,!~l'fl,(11ff{~~iJ: fj \

fodify Objective and Purpose of the agreement to include construction of a pipeline' as ~Il,
alternative to the Canal lining for the Bell Rapids Canal. This has been determined to ;q~·
1ith.in the language of the Interior Appropriation Act to protect the Hagerman Fauna Sit~ 1 :! i !
fational Natural Landmark and is in the best interest of the Government. BLM portion of iptpe ,
md installation will not exceed $362.666.67. FiRMIC will pay all remaining costs. ·
i '
1: ;

1

• ,

1

;

.

i :·:' '

'

.:.~

I!

i

lll other terms and conditions of agreement No. ID91Q-CA7-001 reJ1W.in unchanged. : J:_
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AMENDMENT I

~greement No.; ID910-CA 7-001

~rticl e I:

Statement of Joint Object.i vc:.s

Whereas, the parties agree that further investigation is needed to
determine all sources of recharge to perched aquifers, risks
associated with soil instabili t.y and mLldf low and mi t.igation for al 1
three of these concerns.
~rticle II:

Project Management Plan

Investigation Phase
1.
BRMIC will:
(a). Award a contract to a firm of recognized professionals
with experience in soil stability and groundwater
investigation to design and conduct an investigation of
groundwater, soil stability and erosion in the viclnity of
the Fossil Gulch canal.
(b).
Submit a copy cif the project contract. for ELM review ~Lnd
concurrance prior to acceptance.
( c) . Conduct all negotiations wi t.h private landowners to obt.ain
access to and occupation of sites needed to conduct the
( d) .

investigation.
Provide BLH with a copy of all reports and
recommendations.

2.

BLM will:
(a).

Assist BRMIC in selection of contractors.

(b).

Prepare investigation and study objectives with proposed
work statements for each phase.
Review and evaluate contract.ors proposal for each phase c::,f
work. Make recommendations to BRMIC concerning
acceptance.
Evaluate each phase completed by, Engineering and
Consulting contractor.
Prepare criteria and course of actic1n for each succeeding
phase for BRMIC approval.
Consult with the contractor during the investigation..
Review each phase report and final summary report and make
recommendations to BRMIC.

( c) .

(d).

( e) .
(f).
(g).

Article V:

Financial Support

The financial support for this inve:;;t.igation, not to exceed $30,000,

will
init1ally be provided for from funds obligated in Agreement No.
ID91O-CA7-001, according to the terms and condit,ions stated therein.
The~e funds will be replaced if supplerr~ntal funds are appropriated and
made available for this investigation.
'"
Al 1 other terms and condi t.ion!l of t.be o:r:iginal agreement, remain unchanged.

B-14
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.

In Witness Whereof, The Parties Hereto Have Caused This Amendment. I of the
~greement to be Executed. Dated this _____ day of _ _ _ _ _ , 1987.
Bureau of Land Management

~,:~·:_,

By:-"._,..
Contracting Officer

\

Bell Rapids Mutual Irrigation Co.

~) 5/1 . J

'\

(J
By: ~ ~ . , _ . . , ·l/\._

Authorized Representative

~61111
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AMENDMENT II

Agreement No.:

Article V:

ID910-CA7-001

Financial Support

As per Senator McClure'5 letter of June 4, 1987, BLM funds obligated in
Agreement No. ID910-CA7-001 totaling $362,666.67, were used to partially
finance the purchase of materials and installation of a buried pipeline
for the Bell Rapids Mutual Irrigation Company. The pipeline was needed in
an emergency situation following destruction of the Bell Rapids pump
station and penstock by a landslide on April 16, 1987. This pipeline was

designed and installed without assistance from the BtM, with the exoe-ption
of a right-of-way across a narrow strip of public land. The Btri became
involved in the project on a cost/share basis at Senator McClure• s request
and occurred after the pipeline was installed.
Supplemer1tal funds totaling $30,000, have been appropriated to conduct an
investigation of soil stability in the vicinity of the Hagerman Fossil
Beds. This amount has been reduced as follows to cover ex:penditures and
workmonth costs associated with this study:

Beginning Balance

$30,000

investigation by
No.rthern Engineering and Testing
Aerial photos (1:3000 color infrared)
Workmonth for contract administration
by BLM (1 at $2,870)
Remai~ing Balance (transfer to
ID910-CA7-001)
Preliminary

$

500
2,259

2,870
$24,371

This investigation will be funded solely from the remaining balance of
these supplemental funds ($24,371) and is not subject to the 80/20 cost
share formula provided for ir1 the oril!!:inul ~grc:itlmcmt..
All other terms and conditions of the original agreement remain unchanged.

In Witness Whe.reof, The Parties Hereto Have C~used This Amens1,nen"tt7 I.I of
the Agreement to be Executed.
Dated this - '=3.
day of ...ef.t..rL , 19 8 7 .
Bureau of Land Management

Bell

By;~

By;

-~ractingOfficer

4~1/{Ja

Irrigation Co.

~
C\
Auth rized Represefitative
-l- - 1.;L.J.

J.1/:1=J','/L_l'l

~

Dat.

B-16
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APPENDIX C
SUMMARY OF APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

;:

BELL RAPIDS CANAL LINING PROJECT
Cooperative Agreement ID91O-CA7-OO1
Summary as of Janµary 12, 1986

I.

III.

Canal lining funds obligated in Coop.
Agreement:
BLM Funds Appropriated:
Funds witheld by BLM;
Washington Office
Boise District
BLM's share of Agreement funds
BRMIC's share of Agreement funds
Totals
Expenditures;
Survey and design (Bubble Engineering)

Emergency Pipeline Con6trQction

n

I

N

Canal Const. (Wickham Pipeline Co.)
Old canal refill (Wiokha~ Pipeline)
Construction Inspection (Hubble)
Power pole placement (ldaho Fower Co.)
Totala

AGREEMENT

AMOUNT
$600,000.00

BRMIQ FUNDS

BALANCE

$600,000.00

10,.000. 00

690,000.00

16,000.00

$6'72,000.00
$572,000;00
$572,000.00

$23,280.00

453,333.33
223,388.06

2,400.00
00

$18,624.00
362,866.Ss
118,708, 84
1 I 920.. o'o
6 229.6'0

$143.000.00
$143, ODO.

$

02.

•4 I 656, 00
40,666.66
44,677.21

681,720.00
238,386,67

480.00

12,600.62
4,813.62

1,557.40
i:162,7;:!

$143,0Q0.,00

16,000.62

-0-

= -o- --=

CANAL LINING FUNDS
WITHHELD BY BLM

I .

Funds wi thhe 1 d

II.

Expenditures:
Salaries

Vehicles
Helicopter flight
Twin Falls Co. Sheriff
Eastman E;odak
Idaho Camera
Miscellaneous

--··

AmQunt
$23,077.23
950.89
1,153.20
206.25
539.57
729.00
1,664.80

Balance

$18,000.00
(53077.23)
(6,028.12)
( 7, 181..32)
{7,387.57)
(7,927.14)
{8,656.14)
($10,320.94)

GROUNDWATER INVESTIGATION FUNDS

Amount
I.

Funds appropriated

II.

Expenditures:

BLM Funds

Agreement

Balance

$30,000.00

NET site evaluation
Aerial photos

Workmonths
III.

~ransferred to Coop.
Agreement

IV.

Expenditures:

NET

$

500.00
2,258.60
2,870.00

29,500.00
27,241.00

m24,311.oo
$24,371.00

$ 4,646.82

.L

C-4

0005.59

$19,724.18

EXHIBIT BB
000560

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASHINGTON

r
REX KNUDSON,

Plaintiff,

vs.
LOWER PAYETTE DITCH COMPANY, a

Case No. CV 06-00588

ditch company existing under the
laws of the State of Idaho;

ROBER'.1' I.

&

MARGARET HARVEY,

husband and wife; and DOES I-V,
unknown parties,
Defendants.

(Caption continued on next page)

DEPOSITION OF ROBERT HARVEY
JULY 20, 2007

REPORTED BY:
SHERI LUDIKER FOOTE, CSR No. 90, RPR, CRR
.

Notary Public

,

I

I

(208)

345-9611

M

&

M COURT REPORTING SERVICE, INC.

000561.

(208) 345-8800 (fax)
86f61672-0b29-4f8d-9921-14c88cf80fae
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LOWER PAYEITE DITCH COMPANY,
)
Defendant and Third )
Party Plaintiff,
)
vs.
)
ROBERT I. & MARGARET HARVEY,
)
Defendants and Third )
Party Defendants.
)
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For the Defendants/Third Party Defendants Harvey:
Saetrum Law Offices
BY MR. ROBERT R. GATES
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 18th Floor
Boise, ID 83707-7425
Phone: (208) 336-0484
rrgates l@cableone.net
ALSO PRESENT: Rex Knudson
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2

THE DEPOSmON OF ROBERT HARVEY was
taken on behalf of the Plaintiff at the offices
ofRingert Clark, Chartered, 455 South Third
Street, Boise, Idaho, commencing at 2:39 p.m. on
July 20, 2007, before Sheri Ludiker Foote,
Certified Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public
within and for the State ofldaho, in the
above-entitled matter.
APPEARANCES:
For the Plaintiff Knudson:
Ringert Clark, Chartered
BY MR S. BRYCE FARRIS
455 South Third Street
Boise,ID 83701-2773
Phone: (208) 342-4591
bryce@ringertclark.com
For the Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff Lower
Payette Ditch Company:
Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP
BYMRALBERTP.BARKER
1010 W. Jefferson Street, Suite 102
Boise, ID 83701-2139
Phone: (208) 336-0700 Fax: (208) 344-6034
apb@idahowaters.com
//
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INDEX
TES1™0NY OF ROBERT HARVEY
Examination by Mr. Farris
6
Examination by Mr. Barker
105

PAGE
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6
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EXHIBITS
NO. DESCRIPTION
PAGE
8
29 - Notice of Taking Deposition of
7
9
Robert Harvey Dlrees Tecum
1 O 30 - Defendants and Cross-Claimants'
93
11
Answers and Responses to
12
Plaintiffs First Set of
13
Interrogatories and Requests for
14
Production ofDocuments
15 31 -Answer to Amended Complaint and
95
16
Demand for Jury Trial, Answer to
17
Cross-Claim, and Cross-Claim
18
Against Defendant Lower Payette
19
Ditch Company
20
21
22
23
24

25
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Q. \Vhen after '93 do you recall the next
time that there was a canal break or slide in the
area that we've been talking about?
A. There were slides all of the time. And
then they started moving to the north bringing
more dirt to fill in the problems and strengthen
the ditch.
Q. Were they taking dirt from your
property up above the ditch still?
A. From Fritts.
Q. They were taking property -A. Dirt.
Q. -- dirt from Fritts's property?
A. Yes.
Q. And this is a period after 1993?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you recall any discussions with the
ditch company as to alternatives or options to
repair the ditch?
A. No.
Q. Did they ever ask for your opinions or
suggestions, comments as to methods to repair the
slide and the ditch?
"'l::·~'eollock·~ke~,me qnetime,, 'lWlfat-dd you.
think?" ·And I don't r~member what I told him.. -

6
7

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A. They used Shippy and McDaniels.
They're two different companies.
Q. Well, would they request of you any
permission to do the work during that period
after 1993?
A. Yes.
Q. What would they request of you?
A. They would ask me if they could put
dirt on my property.
Q. Okay.
A. On the east -- on the west side of the
canal.
Q. Who was that requesting that?
A. Cecil Shurtleff; the chairman of the
ditch company.
Q. Would he come to your house and request
this or would he send a letter?
A. I think he would come to my house.
Q. Does he still live in the area?
A. Yes.
Page 4 9

Page 47

1
2
3
4
5

Ifwasprobably to get a pipeline out in the flat
and go around iliis weak
Q. Do you recall when that may have been?
A. Probably in the middle '90's.
Q. Did you commission any studies,
6 investigations yourself as to what was causing
7 the slides and the breaks in the canal?
A:;,,,When"the ditch ·company wanted our ·
8
9 propfilrty- and,I· w0uldntt-give-it to• them;cthen'We
10 hacLa guy,working with,the-Iawyers ·-thaUhe-.
11 fawyers-,asked-to come in to give his expertise;
12
Q: Okay; that's in?

area'.

0

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A:-"2004:-

Q, Between -A~ Beforethat;-nothing.
Q. ··-Since that, have y6u commissioned·any
investigations or reports?
A.No.
Q. From!93movmg fQrwa:i:ci, just _tryirlg
to, yowkn0w, keep atimeline;-when-was-the next
time-that.you-remember a ·slide or a canal break?·
,A.--1-think.there was no-more canal breaks,
but the ditch would get"'"'·dirtwould fall into
the ditch.--So, theywould bring-in-their
equi . ment,-it-usually--happened.infae_spring.; and
0

0

i

1 remodify the ditch. And it probably -- you could
2 look on their ,financial expenses; You could kind
3 of pinpoint the years by. the money they spent.
4
Q. Do you know who they used to do that
5 work?
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Q. And when he would come to your house,
do you recall what he would say?
A. He says: "We'd like to be able to push
dirt on your property."
Q. And what was your response?
A. "Okay."
Q. Did the ditch company ever provide you
with any engineering reports or studies relating
to the repairs, maintenance of this stretch of
the ditch?
A. They would have Holladay Engineering
and a surveyor would write up a schematic of the
side of the ditch and how many feet it was and
the hillside, how it related to the ditch. And I
remember they gave me a great big map of it one
time.
Q. Do you remember when that was?
A. Probably in the middle '90's.
Q. Do you remember anyone from Holladay
Engineering coming to discuss their report or
what they were doing with you?
A. No.
Q. Have you had any contact with anyone
from Holladay Engineering?
A. Yes.
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the~berm and made it like five times bigger/
Q. When did they do that?
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1
2
3
4

A. Jn '04.
Q. As a result of the lawsuit settlement?
A. Wan; they got:permissiQ!i from the ·
judge to go ahead and takecthe.dirt: - · ···
Q. So, from whatever period you first
noticed it after - rm not trying to -- '93,

s
6
7
8
9

let's say, to the point they settled the lawsuit
with you and backfilled it, the leak existed and
ran across your property?
A. Yes.
Q. HQwaboutthe,leakthatyou sai4. tbf!t
~3$..there forever or all gf the time byMr. K,,nudson's property?
,
A.. It stayed abou.t-tpe same amount,o:f'
l~alQlg~JmtiLthe ena. Then it seemed like it
was leaking more.
Q. What do you mean "until the end"?
A. When.his house got covered up with
dirt.
Q. So, it was leaking right up until the
failure in 2006?
A. But a lot more.
Q. What's that?

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25

Q. Did you have occasion to go talk to
:Mr. McDaniels?
A. No.
Q:'-What-cjid.you observe.him doing7
K iI:~as ,p-irriced· iii~~- f didn't see hiin
doing _:. lt just was at the location of the
problem.
Q. Between the point where you had the
meeting up above to look down and the break, the
hillside collapse, did you ever see them doing
any work?
A. No.
Q. Now, you were here when we went through
some of the documents with Mr. Ulmer and some of
the reports that have been prepared by Holladay
Engineering. Did the ditch company ever provide
reports to you from their engineers or their
consultants?
A. r)s. .... .... . . , . . _.
.
Q,, ,When ,was thefir~ftjmeJ:h~tY..9ll~. ·
r~ceived ia:.t~port from an;engin.~er -or consultant
of the :ditch company? ·
.
.A. I b_elieve it c;ould h1:_tve b~en in ·1:he
late i9o•s. ./
Q. Okay.

Page 71

A. A lot more water was leaking at the

1
2
3

end.

Q. Tell me the time frame that you were
seeing a lot more water.
5
A. After I met with those guys on the
6 hill, I went down and looked by his house to see
7 what was happening. At that time I saw it was
8 leaking a lot.
9
Q. Did you report that to anyone with the
1 0 ditch company?
11
A. No. They had already seen all of that
4

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2D
21
22
23
24
25

stuff.

Q. From the point that you met with -this is in the end of June, first of July, 2006.
A. I think it was a Friday that they came
over. And then on a Sunday I think they sent an
excavator out there. And I think it was a
Tuesday that his house got smashed with the dirt.
Q. On the Sunday before his house got
smashed, did you observe an excavator out there?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you know who was operating the
excavator?
A. No. I believe it belonged to
McDaniels.
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Page
1

A. '98, '99.

2

Q, Did you keep the reports that were

3

4
5
6
7
8
9

1O
11
12
13

14

15

provided to,you by the ditch company?
A. Yes.
Q. -Are those part of the records that you
keep in your office?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you recall what those reports may
have said?,
A.. I think it was like recommendations,
what Holladay recommended to the ditch company
to -- different ways to fix the ditch.
Q. Why were those reports provided to you?
A... Phil Uhner wanted me to have them,I
guessJor111yknowledge~~/~ ....,. ······-··· .... ··-·

16
Q,· Did he explain any other reason that he
1 7 wanted you to have them?

18
A. No.
19
Q.· When you got a report, what did you do· "
2 O with If? , ·
·
'
21
A. ·I'd read it and then rd put it in the
22-fil~
.
.
23
Q: Didyouprovidethe report to any
2 4 consultants of your own?
25
A. No.
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Q. Did you provide any comments to the
ditch company once you received the report?
A. I don't remember.
Q. The 2004 lawsuit between yourself and
the ditch company, it was eventually settled;
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Were there any depositions that you
know of taken in that lawsuit?
A. I was never involved in any.
Q. Did you retain anyone to prepare any
kind of a report, an expert involved in that
lawsuit?
IvIR. GATES: At this time I'm going to
object. I can tell you that consultants were
hired, but I can't remember if any experts were
actually disclosed in that case at that time.
Q. (BY MR.FARRIS) Do you know if a
report was -:MR. GATES: But Mr. Harvey would not
have hired them. Counsel would have hired them.
Q. (BYMR. FARRIS) Do you know ifa
report was ever prepared?
A. No.
Q. You don't know or there was not?

1

'90's.

2

Q. Did you receive any reports from any
other engineers or consultants?
A. No.
Q. You've heard of the name ERO Resources?
Have you heard that name?
A. (Witness shaking head.)
Q. No?
A. No.
Q. Sherl Chapman, have you ever heard that
name?
A. No.
Q. Do you know if you signed an affidavit
in the lawsuit involving yourself and the ditch
company?
A. What is an affidavit?
Q. Well, were you provided a document to
sign under oath providing your version of the
events that led up to the lawsuit?
A. No.
Q. The alternatives that were mentioned in
some of the reports, did you have any reason to
disagree with any of the alternatives? And I
know that's pretty broad, but you were provided
reports from Holladay Engineering. At some point

3
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A. I don't know.
Q. Do you know if the ditch company ever

1

Mr. U1mer provided those to you.

2

had a report prepared related to that lawsuit?
A. I don't know.
Q. Were any reports provided to you in
that lawsuit between the ditch company and
yourself from the ditch company?
A. No.
Q. No? Okay. We've talked about reports
that have been provided to you from Holladay
Engineering. Can you think of any other
engineers or consultants that the ditch company
has provided you reports from?
A. Mullinix, the surveyor.
Q. Who is that?
A. A surveyor that surveyed the ditch for
the ditch company and drew out a map where all of
the like different -- where the outlets are and
the trees are and the houses are along the ditch,
you know, for that maybe a half a mile in there,
and where the different elevations and how the
ditch ran through the hill.
Q. Do you recall when that was prepared?
A. It was one of the first papers they
ever ave me. It would have been in the early

3

A. Yes.
Q. Did you disagree with any of the
statements or reports that were provided to you?
MR. GAIBS: You'll have to point to
which report you're going to go to. That's way
too broad a question. Objection.
Q. (BYMR. FARRIS) Well, let's start
with, if you'd take a look at Exhil:lit No. 10.
· A. (Witness complied.)
Q. Do you know if you were provided that
report, Exhibit No. 10?
A. No, I don't know ifl was provided this
report.
Q. If you'd take a look at I believe it's
Exhibit No. 13.
A. (Witness complied.)
Q. Do you recall if you were provided a
copy of that report or letter?
MR. GATES: This is the July, 1998,
letter to Phil Ulmer from Bill Strowd?
MR. FARRIS: Yes.
MR. GAIBS: Thank you.
THE WITNESS: I don't think I got this
letter.
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suggest what they were planning to do with
respect to Mr. Knudson? Were they planning to
contribute some money to pay to move him or
anything like that?
A. I don't remember if they said stuff
like that.
Q. Do you recall any time subsequent to
that of a discussion of a proposal to move
Mr. Knudson?
A. I tried to subdivide 10 acres off my
property by Knudson's house and there was a
Planning & Zoning meeting. And I think Phil
Ulmer and Rex had a conversation in regards to
his house, but I don't know exactly what went on
about it. I could hear a little bit about what
they were saying.
Q. When was this?
A. It was in probably '06.
Q. Before or after the meeting that we
just talked about where Mr. Ulmer got up and
left?
A. I think it was after.
Q. And this was at a hearing involving
your property?
A. Yes.
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A. I was going to sell that triangle
field.
Q. So, back to this meeting in January of
'06, after Mr. Ulmer left, was there any other
further discussion among the people at the
meeting?
A. No.
Q. Did you discuss anything further with
anyone else?
A. I might have talked to Dan Hill and we
probably just kind of chitchatted about it and
thought, "Well, this is weird." You know, they
never even discussed it really. They just --the
terms wasn't what they wanted.
Q. At some point - and if you'd take a
look at Exhibit No. 25.
A. (Witness complied.)
Q. Do you recognize that document?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you receive it?
A Yes.
Q .. So, .!!ls.omepointin,Januar,y it4ooks
lik:e they're ,requesting·or·contemp'lating·core
drilling, What"did·you do,.when·JOu,gotthis
letter?
0
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Q. Did Mr:-:r<nud~~n tbstify at that
hearing?
A. He said that the -- he testified, yes.
4
Q. What did he say?
, . . , __ _
5
..... A,Ji~Jl19ughi that the opfui::wg.§_!!pt,.a\
6 good spotto subdivide b.eca:u.se of the diteh.
7
Q. Did the ditch company testify at the
8 hearing?
9
A. Yes.
1O
Q. Wh9 testifipd for the ditch company?
1
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A. PhilU1meif.

Q. x;;_d d~-y~u r~call '".7ha,t h_~ ::;_r;tid?_
A.· He saig.ihatihe:ditch had,a.histoiy.of
a llfi'2~!!1 :there ancLthe hill wasn't stable~and .he.
d_.idn~Uhink it was smart for sotneone-to:build on
my propert,y.
Q. ·What did the county ultimately decide?
A. They voted not to subdivide my
property.
Q. Is that one of the reasons that it lies
idle at this point?
A. No.
Q. No? Well, were you intending to
subdivide it and sell off portions of your
0
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.A-" .tread it and put-it on·my·desk·and·
thatwas··it.
Q."Did you proyide it to .any, consultant.or..
engineerofyourown?
A...No.
Q,"'Did.you.respondat-alHo the ditch
company?
A.-=NO,·
Q... Had there been priorrequestste do
•core drilling.,on,:your,,pl'.Operty2A.. ;:;Well;they,haciocome upsandput stakes
wb.e.r~ Jh~y W!lllt~ tQ"drill ... And,! said,, ''This is
okay spots.ffthis is where yoawantto drill/'
Q:.~Who:.came;up:on:the."property7
Ar"Jbwas P.hil 1Jlmer.
.
Q~"''And·atthattime in relation to"
January.:<:.-··A:'''ffitee stakes before this letter.
Q~~Bl~fottf1aiiifary17, 2006,itlieycameup
a:nffpufstakes?
A. Yes.
Q. And you met with them out on site?
A. I didn't meet them when they put the
stakes. They came and showed me later where they
tbestakes.
1
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Q. Did they come to your house?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you then drive to the bank to see
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A. Yes.
Q. 'Who was present at that meeting?
A. I think it was Phil.
Q. Just you and Phil?
A. Yeah.
Q. Did you voice any objection to the
location of the sites?
A. No.
Q. Did Mr. lTimer explain the purpose of
the core drilling sites?
A. They wanted to get soil samples and for
studying the hill.
Q. Did he explain why?
A. I guess so they could make more
intelligent decisions on stopping the slide. He
didn't really go into a lot of details.
Q. 'Where were the sites in relation to
Mr. Knudson's property?
A. Southeast, up on top.
Q. Above the ditch on the hillside?
A. Yes, but out into my field kind of
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you a letter?
A. No.
Q. Did )'.ou_respond-to-this-letter?
A. No, f~!.4 !!Qt respond. :,
Q. If you look at the second page, it
says: "We are requesting your permission by
March 1, 2006, and no response from you by this
date will indicate that permission to access
these sites is not granted." Did you respond
prior to March 1st?
A. No.
Q. Did you call anyone from the ditch
company?
A. No.
Q. Did anyone call you from the ditch
company?
A. No.
Q. So, it just went away, as far as you're
concerned?
A. Yes.
Q. Did they ever perform the core drilling
sites?
A. No.
MR. FARRIS: Let's mark this as Exhibit
No. 30.
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where I store my silage bags. So, it was maybe
500 feet from the edge of the hill where it comes
to the top.
Q. Okay.
A. To the east.
Q. Were there six sites identified to you
or how many?
A. Three.
Q. Just three?
A. Yes. And one was down along the road
going up to the. top of my hill, which is real far
south from Knudson's location.
Q. Did Mr. Ulmer indicate when they
planned to do the core drilling?
A. No, he never said when they wanted to
do it.
Q. And again, did you voice any objection?
A. No.
Q. What did he say was going to happen
next?
A. He didn't say.
Q. Well, after that you got this letter
January 17th?
A. Yes.
to send
Q. Did he say that he was

~

~
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(Exhibit 30 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. FARRIS) Take a look at what's
been marked as Exhibit No. 30, which I believe is
your responses to Mr. Knudson's discovery
requests. And if you'd take a look at page 5 of
Exhibit No. 30.
A. (Witness complied.)
Q.':·':A.flhetop of that page there's a·
sentence that says: "Defendants have retained
David·0Day ofGeoEiigmeers-as an expert consultant" Have you ever retained David O'Day
prior to this litigation?
M:R.,:,GATES: Tm instructing the client
nQt,toJanswerthat question at this time. I can
tell you that,Mr;· David O'Pay was reta,in~d by our
law-:i:irni'shortly after the accident that's in
questiorifoday.
MR. FARRIS: And that's what I'm trying
to find out.
Q. (BY MR. FARRIS) Was he:retained.by a,ny
othetptitposes by you?
·
A. No.
Q.-Doyou.know who,David O'Day is?
A. I've.Ill.~ ,:-- yes.
Q-, .. ~ou've met him in relation to this ·
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property?
A. There's a lot of open spaces where
there1s no grass where the hill has slid. And it
looks kind of dangerous to walk up there.
There's a lot of steep places that it could fall
at any second, it looks like to me.
Q. So,' do yoii1liiiilCthe··hillside is·in
danger of failingiv~n _!}'.lore th.!l:D Jt 113-5 already?
0

:/\:.-·Yes:- - --

1o
MR. GATES: Objection. asks for 'all - ;
11 expert qpinion; I don'foelfe~e.J\1r:' Hmy,~y'is
12 qualified to an~er·ihaLY011-can,arisw~r it if
13 you wouldlilce.
14
MR. FARRIS: I think he did.
15
Q. (BY MR. FARRIS) Did the ditch company
1 6 redig the ditch through the hillside?
17
·MR. GATES: At whattime?
18
Q. (BY MR. FARRIS) After the failure at
19 Mr. Knudson's property, did the ditch company
2 0 redig the ditch through the hillside?
21
A. Yes.
Q. Did they seek your permission to do
22
23 that?
24
A. No.
25
Q. Have there been any discussions between
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on Knudson's house is in the ditch company's
right-of-way property. So, the dirt that's on
his house came from the ditch right-of-way
property, that's on his house right here
(indicating.)
Q. Would you agree that dirt is not
Mr. Knudson's dirt and property?
A. It's not Mr. Knudson's property.
Q. So, it's either the ditch company's or
your property that's now on top of his house and
on his property?
A.. It's the ditch company's property
that's on his house.
Q. Does the ditch company own the title to
a right-of-way across where the ditch was located
prior to 2006?
A. I'm not sure if it's fee title because
that's 100 percent ownership. Don't they just
have a right-of-way?
Q. rm asking you. Do you know if they
have an easement? Do you understand what an
easement is?
A The ditch company has an easement for
their ditch, like 150 feet each way from the
center of the ditch.
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yourself and the ditch company as to the location
of the ditch where it sits today?
A. No.
Q. Have there been any discussions between
yourself and the ditch company as to removing the
dirt or material that has slid onto Mr. Knudson's
property?
A. No.
Q. Do you disagree that the dirt and
material that has slid onto Mr. Knudson's
property is owned by you?
MR. GATES: Objection. I don't believe
this --well, never mind. Go ahead. I'll object
to the form. If you can answer, go ahead.
THE WITNESS: Do I disagree that it
doesn't belong to me?
MR. GATES: I'll also object as being
vague.
THE \V1TNESS: How do you want me to
answer this question? With a 11 yes" or "no" or a
sentence? I'll answer it with a sentence.
Q. (BY MR. FARRIS) Well, however you feel
appropriate, I guess. But let me try to re-ask
it.

25
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Q. And then you are the underlying
property owner?
A. I pay the taxes.
Q. S£tXRU::_own_the prqperty,.though?
A. YeS:-' __,_l----~------ . ---- - . - . .. c1
Q. '1'lat consists of the-hillside :and where
theif ·~~ni~nt orpght2oi~~ay ~xi$t;;'also?

Q ~:rJ.?!4.~you.,YQJ;IrSf:l(~@lY:actions to
1 o prev~utifhir1iillside::.fri5m;gojfig o.rtt9.:.
11 Mr.. ~udson's:prgpef!Y?
12 ~- A:·-No: --- -1 ..
13 ·-----MR.FARRIS: I think that's all I have.
14
MR. GATES: Can we take five?
15
(Recess held.)
16
EXAMINATION
1 7 QUESTIONS BY MR. BARKER:
18
Q. Mr. Harvey, my name is Albert Barker
19 and I represent the Lower Payette Ditch Company.
2 0 I have a few questions for you just to follow up
21 on some of the testimony that you offered
22 earlier. Your irrigation system consists of two
2 3 125 horsepower pumps; is that right?
24
A Yes.
25
Q. How
around is the pipe? What's the
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pipe diameter?
A. The discharge is a 1?.-.
Q. \Vhat is it at the intake·
A. 12-inch.
Q. Is it discharged into a s,imp ur some
kind up on the top?
A. No.
Q. It's piped directly into the wheel
lines?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you know what the lift is?
MR GATES: Could you define "lift" for
me.
Q. (BY MR. BARKER) Do you know how high
it is from the ditch to where your fields are?
A. Approximately 190 feet.
Q. Have you ever done any calculations or
do you know what the capacity of your pumping
system is to deliver water to the top of the
hill?
A. Yes.
~ . ,,~~t~apacity?

.'A.cz~2itlJ)(lgalloµt.
Q.·;E;ef.;;fil!J,l;t,lte.
··.... 7,
A. Yeah.
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A. Yes.
Q. And have you ever had any agronomist do
1 study of your crop uptake for you?
A. I don't know if the guy was an
agronomist, but he represents Idaho Power. He's
an ag man that helps farmers.
Q. What's his name?
A. Mike Lithli.
Q. Can you spell that for the Court
Reporter, do you know?
MR GATES: That's his Palm Pilot.
MR. BARKER: It works.
WITNESS: I don't have it here.
Q. (BY MR. BARKER) When did you have a
conversation with Mr. Lithli about your crop
uptake?
A. I've had maybe like five conversations
over the last 15 years.
Q. And the first one being 15 years ago or
so?
A. Yes.
Q. When you first moved onto the property?
A. After I moved on.
Q. Did he tell you anything at all about
how often or how regularly you should irrigate
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Q. How often do you irrigate?
A. It depends on the crop, but in alfalfa
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you irrigate like every cutting. If you.have
late rains in the spring, you don't irrigate the
first cutting.
Q. So, have you always grown alfalfa on
top of the hill?
A Yes.
Q. Do you have a practice of how regularly
you irrigate that field on the. top of the hill?
A. We have approximately four cuttings a
year.
Q. So, do you know how much water in terms
of gallons or acre feet that you put onto the
ground on the hill on an annual basis?
A In inches I do.
Q. How many inches?
A. Like 18 to 24 inches.
Q. And is that over the entire 210 acres
of irrigated ground?
A Yes.
Q. Do you know what the crop uptake is?
A. Maybe like 36 inches, 30 inches.
Q. So, you deliver less water than the
crop's uptake?
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your crops?
A. No.
Q. Did he give you any kind of written
suggestions?
A. No.
Q. So, it was just conversations that the
two of you have had?
A. He may have given me a report on the
first time I ever visited with him.
Q. Do you know if you stilI have a copy of
that?
A. I think I do.
Q. Have you ever done any samples of the
soils on top of the hill?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you know what kind of soil, what
kind of constituents in the soil there are?
A. I would have to look on the report.
Q. Is that in the same Idaho Power report
that you mentioned?
A. No, it's a soil tested by the lab in
Parma.
Q. Is this done for the Soil Conservation
Service?
A. No.
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Q. Is this a USDA lab?
A. No.
Q. Whose lab is this that tested your
soil?
A. It's a private lab in Parma.
Q. When did you have that done?
A. We do it approximately every four or
five years for fertilizer purposes.
Q. Are these tests intended to study just
the top layer of soil or the topsoil or do you go
down deeper into the soil profile?
A. Maybe down 12 inches.
Q. And do you still have any of those
results of your samples?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you know, can you describe for me
what is the soil type you ~.,,..on.ygµr property?
·A.~J.,,,~ow~~~¥~g!!YJoamW
.. _" __ Qi,, IsJhere aiiythmg,fffth~ies-th:at:',
you have done to determine h6w-well'.the soil
drains:?· .- .· · J

£~.wo~,

the-~~~rN~Qfult!r!t~~~-~~

aitclj"iip to

A.2Y:es::.,.
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A. The hill moving.
Q. And have you ever done any surveying on
the route that the pipe took to go up the hill?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you have the surveys for the current

location?
A. It's a drawing that I drew. And
there's still earth marks where it is today.
Q. And did you have any surveys or
drawings done of the previous locations?
A. No.
Q. Have you ever observed cracks in the
crest of the hill?
A. Yes.
Q. When is the first time you observed
those?
A. You're referring to the very top or on
the way up?
Q. The crest of the hill right on your
property at the very top.
A. Probably in the late '90's.
Q. What's been the condition oftliose
cracks since the late '90's? Have they changed
or are they the same?
A. Yes, theyve changed.
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Q!.. More tlian once?
2
A..Yes.··1
3
Q.
often.haitlt broken?
4
A.-Maybe six ot
times:,
5
Q. What was the mostrece'nttime that it
6
broke?
7
A. The last time.
8
Q. And when was tliat?
9
l\1R. GATES: Kind ofa cheeky answer
1 o there.
11
THE \VITNESS: I don't know exactly the
12 year, but it's the year I moved the pipe and dug
1 3 it out and moved it. Phil Ulmer was talking
1 4 about it where we went around and up the hill in
1 5 a different direction.
16
Q. (BY MR. BARKER) So, that's been four
1 7 or five years ago?
18
A. More.
19
Q. And you haven't had any problems since
20 then?
21
A. No.
22
Q. Did you ever figure out what the cause
2 3 of the pipe breaking before that was?
24
A. Yes.
25
Q. What was that?
1

-How
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Q. How have they changed?
A. Well, the dirt has fallen more and
mainly the dirt continues to slough away. Like

ifit's over here now, then pretty soon it's over
here and then it's over here (indicating.)
Q. So, it starts to fall down?
A. Yes.
Q. Have you done any surveying to
determine whether the elevation of the crest has
changed at all?
A. No surveying.
Q. Do you have an observation?
A. Just visual.
Q. And in your view has it changed at all,
the elevation?
A. Yes,
Q. And how has it changed?
A. ·It's lowered.
Q. And do you know by bow much?
A. No.
Q. Have you seen cracks on any other part
of your property other than the crest of the
hill?
A. Below the crest.
Q. On the west side?
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A. Yes.
Q. Have you seen any cracks on the other
side?
A. Now, the west side of my crest but east
of the ditch.
Q. Correct. Have you seen any cracks to
the east of the crest?
A. No.
Q. You mentioned that someone designed
your pump system?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you lmow who that was?
A. It was the previous owner. I think the
co-op -- he worked for the co-op in Weiser, Jim
Cahill. His brother I think was some sort of an
engineer.
Q. Do you have any of the engineering
design for that pump system?
A. No.
Q. I may have asked this question slightly
different, but do you have any studies that show
the percolation rate of the water in your soils?
A. No.
Q. Do you have any records to show the
amount of water that you have pumped from the
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after the cuttings?
A. In the spring if you don't need to
irrigate, we don't irrigate. And then after the
first cutting comes off, then we irrigate.
Q. Do you remember if in 2005 you
irrigated in the spring?
A. I don't think so.
Q. When Planning & Zoning decided to deny
your application for subdivision of that 10 acres
of land west of the property, did you attend
those hearings?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you appeal that decision -A. No.
Q. -- to the county commissioners?
A. No.
:MR. GATES: Wait till he finishes the
question.
Q. (BY :MR. BARKER) Did you get a written
decision from P&Z?
A. I don't remember.
Q. Do you know why they declined to
subdivide your property?
A. Because the hillside, they were afraid
of it falling down on -- if somebody built a
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ditch up on top of the hill?
A. Yes.
Q. What records would those be?
A. Power bills.
Q. And how would a power bill tell me how
much water has been pumped?
A. You could take the kilowatt hours for
the year and you could get with the power company
and they could give you a really close answer.
Q. In the year 2006, had you irrigated at
all prior to July the 4th?
A. Yes.
Q. How often? How many times had you
irrigated?
A. I think it was once.
Q. Howmanycuttingshadyoutaken?
A. One.
Q. Do you remember when you did the
cutting?
A. It would have been in -- I believe it
was in June.
Q. How about in the year before, 2005?
How many cuttings did you get that year?
A. I think we got four.
Q. And you irrigate right before or right
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house there.
Q. When was it that you were trying to do
the subdivision?
A. I think it was in '06.
Q. Were you concerned at that time that
the hillside was going to come down and wipe out
any houses that got built on those 10 acres?
A. No. I would have put -- my property,
the triangle piece and the ditch has a 45-degree
angle. And I would have put it over here where
the 90-degree angle is. So, it would have been
quite a ways away.
Q. Did you have any plats or anything like
that showing where the house building envelope
was going to be?
A. No.
Q. It was just a request to divide this
parcel, this 10 acres up?
A. Separate from my farm.
Q. Were you going to divide it into one
parcel or more than one?
A. One.
Q. Did you have a buyer at the time?
A. No.
Q. When Bruce Wall -- was that the name of
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